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Benjamin Jay is the inventor of
Odile, a sex toy that will cause a big
stir in the market for anal products
due to its unique features

230

224

BioSURE offers HIV self-test kits. CEO
Brigette Bard explains how they work
and why they represent a necessary
alternative to being tested by a doctor

Jeff Baker, head of Magic Silk and
Male Power, takes us behind the
scenes of his long-standing
lingerie company

218

180
158

210
Pierre-Nicolas Disser, CSO at
QIMA, gives us an overview of
the quality and compliance solutions offered by his company

After sex clean-up
is something we all
have to deal with and Frances Tang
has developed a
product to make it
less of a nuisance:
come&gone

118

140
This past spring, Tadas Baliutavicius
founded TET Lingerie. In our EAN
interview, Tadas tells us how the
lingerie start-up has fared since then

Tapio Ruppa has been active in the
adult retail since 1999, and his store
Antishop in Jyväskylä is an institution
in the sexual health segment

04

Klemans Groep BV have entered the
wholesale market for food supplements with the Morningstar Pharma
brand. Aad de Klerk tells us more
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Katja Wouterse and Maura Claes talk
about their tasks and responsibilities
as Account Managers in SHOTS’
ever-expanding lingerie department
In our interview about
the 40-year anniversary of Marc Dorcel,
Grégory Dorcel
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into the eventful history of the company
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OhMiBod revs up the Lovelife line

with news accessible personal massager

letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

OhMiBod’s Lovelife Rev designed for ease of use by people of all ages

2019 was undoubtedly a year
of anniversaries. Never before
in the history of EAN have we
covered so many corporate
birthdays and brand jubilees.
Of course, there was eroFame
which turned ten this year
– an anniversary which was
celebrated in style during the
show in Hanover. But with
ten years, it’s still one of the
‚younger‘ birthday boys of the
year. XR Brands, for instance,
had its 20-year anniversary.
CalExotics, JOYIDIVISION,
and Mister B each celebrated
25 years in the business. Marc
Dorcel has gone from
strength to strength for 40
years. And Kama Sutra has
been around for a mindboggling 50 years. That is half a
century! So, we would like to
take this opportunity to once
more congratulate all the jubilarians and wish them all the
best for the future. And since
we’re on the topic of wishing
people well ... We’d also like
to wish you well. On behalf
of our publishing house,
Mediatainment Publishing
Verlags GmbH, we want to
thank you for your trust,
support, and loyalty, and
we wish you a peaceful
Christmas, a happy New
Year, the best of health, and
great success for 2020. A
special mention goes to our
ad partners and supporters
who have been working with
us for such a long time. We
hope to continue our fruitful
collaboration for many more
years to come. Of course, no
one knows what the future
may hold but you can be sure
of one thing. We will continue
to live up to our reputation as
‚Europe‘s first choice for the
erotic trade‘!

Intimacy don‘t slow down with age. In fact, as people live longer, healthier lives, studies
show that sexual pleasure becomes even more important due to its positive impact on
psychological and physical wellbeing.

L

eading sex tech innovator OhMiBod
on the Rev’s design, color, and even its
had this in mind with Rev, a new
marketing. The outcome is a compact,
vibrator in its award-winning Lovelife
lightweight massager that slides over
line designed for ease of use by adults
a user’s fingers – a remedy for anyone
of all ages and abilities.
who may struggle to get a sufficient
“Sexuality among older adults is one
grip on objects. The Rev’s ergonomic
of the last taboos,” said Suki Dunham,
design also ensures that both right- and
founder of OhMiBod. “Until a few
left-handed people can use it effectively.
years ago, most studies on sexuality
Additional features include a quiet but
deliberately excluded adults over 59
powerful motor, seven preset pulsations,
years of age despite that being the
and a manual printed in larger font for
fastest-growing segment of the
improved readability. Rev is a fitting
population.” According to the
addition to OhMiBod’s LoveNational Poll on Healthy
life collection, which was
Aging by the University
named and designed to
of Michigan (USA),
reflect the key compoforty percent of adults
nents of its founders’
aged 65 to 80 are
thirty-year relationssexually active, and
hip. The massager
54 percent say
represents a new
sex is important to
perspective as the
their quality of life.
Dunhams, now both
Sixty-five percent
over 50 years old,
of people in this
enter a new stage in
age group describe
their lives. “There’s a
themselves as still
belief that the older
being interested
you are, the less likely
New in OhMiBod‘s Lovelife line: Rev
in sex. Yet,
it is that you use or
OhMiBod found that this group was
have a need for sex toys. That couldn’t
largely ignored by sexual health
be further from the truth,” adds Dunham.
manufacturers. “We wanted to develop
“National studies and our own focus
a massager that made sexual pleasure
group testing have shown that older
accessible not only to this invisible group
people, particularly those who are postbut anyone with dexterity challenges.
menopausal or experiencing erectile
Getting the product right meant consulting
dysfunction, use sex toys to keep
with the people it would help the
intimacy and orgasm in play. As a result,
most.” OhMiBod conducted focus
they enjoy healthier lives and benefits
groups with individuals and couples
ranging from improved arousal and
from The Villages in Florida, a large retiincreased brain activity to better sleep
rement community, receiving feedback
and boosted immune systems.”

That‘s it for this year!
Randolph Heil
Matthias Poehl
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B Swish revamps a classic with the Bwild Deluxe Bunny
Dual-action massager
Los Angeles, USA - The iconic rabbit vibrator gets an update with the Bwild Deluxe Bunny, a dual-action massager with a
pulsating shaft and a motorized tickler.

W

hile there are many variations of the
rabbit vibrator, the Bwild Deluxe Bunny
stands out with an inviting design that includes
a bulbous tip at the end of a sizable, curved
body and a smaller, bunny-eared tickler. Both
motorized bunny ears are flexible, allowing
them to conform to a wide range of bodytypes as they deliver deep, powerful vibrations
at the user’s preference. The two-button
controls ignite stimulation on multiple

NEW PRODUCT
Clinically Proven Male Enhancement Pills For
BIGGER, HARDER, LONGER LASTING ERECTIONS

erogenous zones with ease, taking playtime
to the next level. The Bwild Deluxe Bunny is
waterproof and fully submersible. The simplified
battery tray makes battery insertion and
removal hassle-free, and even acts as a
noise-dampener to ensure discreet vibrations
during use. Available in three eye- catching colors
including Blue Lagoon, Jade and Raspberry,
it displays well in both brick-and-mortar retail
shops as well as the e-commerce environment.

kuh nekt
male vitality enhancer

CHECK OUT OUR SEXUAL HEALTH RANGE | RCC-WHOLESALE.COM | TRADE@RCC-WHOLESALE.COM
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Pipedream debuts PDX Male collection

with ‚Dirty Talk‘ Interactivity

New masturbator line 1st-ever to be equipped with Dirty Talk with voice of a gay man
Chatsworth, USA – Pipedream Products is proud to unveil PDX Male, the latest advance
in male pleasure products featuring the industry’s most realistic man-on-man experience.
Made of the company’s proprietary Fanta Flesh material and equipped with Dirty Talk
interactive tech, PDX Male is the first-ever masturbator line to feature the voice of a gay
man – bridging a significant gap in the male sex toy category.

P

PDX Male is the first-ever masturbator
line to feature the voice of a gay man

DX Male caters to men who have sex
with men, offering the same top-selling,
top-quality features made famous from
the Pipedream Extreme collection but
designed and modeled specifically for the
gay male consumer. The revolutionary PDX
Male collection offers entry-level strokers
as well as larger life-like masturbators
featuring realistic dildo extensions for
reach-around play, synchronized bullets
for vibrating massage, and – most exciting
– famous Dirty Talk technology featuring a
sexy, enticing male voice. “PDX Male has
been a long-awaited product line and we’re

incredibly proud of the result,” Pipedream
Products Chief Design Officer Kristian
Broms said. “There has been a noticeable
gap in the industry’s offerings for men who
have sex with men, and PDX Male is made
specifically for end users who want more
from their sex toys. Customers have been
waiting for us to create a Dirty Talk feature
with a man’s voice and we took their
feedback very seriously. Gay men and men
who have sex with men deserve product
lines with this level of attention to detail and
Pipedream is so pleased to be the ones to
bring them to market.”

Ringwood, England – A brand new range
of Linx pumps have landed at ABS. The
new versions are designed to power
up penis health, amplify pleasure and
enhance performance and confidence.
All of ABS’ pumps are free from latex and
phthalates and the clear cylinders are an
easy way to keep track of your results.
Their Platinum Duo automatic pump masturbator is a textured stroker sleeve with
powerful suction. It features three modes,
and the textured design promises pleasure with every stroke. The stretchy Halo
comfort sleeve makes this a comfortable
sleeve to use and the look is modern,
masculine and sleek. The Amplify Pump
masturbator is a textured stroker sleeve
with a quick air release and firm suction.
It works with a powerful pneumatic pump
action finger pull and the smooth flexible

tube gives the freedom to move comfortably. The multi-textured interior of this
stroker delivers potent sensation and the
control top is simply twisted off for easy
cleaning. The Piston Pump delivers power, and features a pressure gauge that
tracks intensity and allows to find the right
pressure. The transparent cylinder is embossed with measurement guides and the
powerful pneumatic pump action finger
pull is easy to use. The smooth comfort
seal is the perfect finish, and keeps this
pump sealed tightly to the body. The Trigger pump features a trigger hand pump
with an easy grip. It also has a solid transparent cylinder for easy measurement and
comes with a removable comfort seal.
The Grip Pump comes with an easy grip
pneumatic pump that ensures a powerful
performance every time.

New Linx Pumps have arrived at ABS
ABS has expanded its Linx
Pumps assortment

08
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Minds of Love launches Little Friends

WA R M I N G &
THRUSTING VIBE

Beginner Set
ST RUBBER
Wadgassen, Germany – The Little Friends
Beginner Set from Minds of Love consists of a
powerful, small wand massager and a double
kegel-ball stimulator with ergonomic design.

7

T

purchase for the holidays
San Diego, USA – Eye of
Love’s beloved Pheromone
Massage Candles now
include a free matching
Pheromone Parfum
sample and come in a
small gift box. They’re ideal for gifting and perfect
to cross promote products. Available in all 6
Classic Collection fragrances, kits of pheromone
massage candles and parfum are available for
both male and female. “Once people are connected to our fragrances, they usually want to find
out about other products available in the same
fragrances,” Jacqui Rubinoff, Eye of Love Vice
President, says. 
09

vibrates – the

3 0000

“new one”
Javida!

from

Warming function
(max. ~ 42°C).

3 Thrusting
intensities

7
7 Vibration
modes

USB rechargeable
+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1911-021

Eye of Love offers a gift with

Warms, thrusts &

059425

he wand massager with a
powerful motor and
12 vibrating and
pulsating modes
provides relaxation
or stimulation. It is easy to use with the on/off
button and is made of silicone and ABS plastic.
It is also soft, odorless, easy to clean, waterproof and rechargeable via USB cable (adapter
not included). The stimulation ball is ideal for
training the pelvic floor muscles. It stimulates
discreetly and strongly, is gently rounded for
a comfortable insertion and easy to remove
with a strap. It is made of silicone, soft, flexible,
odorless, easy to clean and waterproof.

N E W S

Chase your dreams

no matter how wild they are
Tonga is expanding the Dream Toys line

Axel, The Netherlands – Tonga BV has some interesting new arrivals in their Dream Toys
assortment, adding several new collections with inspirational names as the Goddess
Collection, Royal Fantasies, Blue Evolution, Red Revolution and Midnight Magic.

E

Tonga BV has added five new collections
to the Dream Toys assortment

ach new collection has its own distinct
style and addresses a specific target
audience. Existing collections have welcomed some new additions too. Especially
the Vibes of Love range now includes lots
of new arrivals in their tribe. The Cheeky
Love collection features new tools for erotic
pleasure ‘between the cheeks’. To complete things, Tonga has also designed new
packages for the new and existing Dream
Toys products. All new boxes got a fresh
new look, more modern and stylish. This
way, the existing and new toys will have a
similar look, matching with the new product
designs. The Dream Toys collection will look
very nice when presented in a shop and
attract customers’ attention. “Developing
these new toys, no idea was too crazy and
no user dream or fantasy was too wild. The
end result is an assortment of adult toys
with more functions, more possibilities and
more erotic pleasure for the end customer.

The new collections will be available at the
tongabv.com website from December.
Don’t hesitate to call or email our team for
additional information, we would love to
hear from you!” the company stated. For
retail shops, Tonga offers 6 different Starter
Kits. Each Starter Kit contains one or several of each products from the collection,
some testers, promo stickers, sell sheets
and multifunctional slat wall toy stands.
There is a Starter Kit for the Goddess
Collection, for the Royal Fantasies range,
for the Blue Evolution collection, for the
Red Revolution collection, for The Midnight
Magic range and for the Vibes of Love
range. Every starter kit has a reduced price,
making it a great value for money deal. With
the starter kits, retail shops can take the
chance to display the collections of their
choice to their customers in a very attractive
way, and to try out presentation and sales
of the toy range at low costs. 

Berlin, Germany – Womanizer launched
their bestseller, the Womanizer PREMIUM
in two new luxurious colors, Raspberry
and Blueberry, on November 21st. This
release is a direct response to the demands
of customers, who have requested their
favorite toy in fresh new colors – and
exactly in these two shades. Customers
chose these in July with the help of two
global customer surveys. The new colors
are launched alongside a whole new
campaign called ‚Be Guided By Pleasure‘,
including new packaging and POS
materials. Furthermore, Womanizer has

created a memorable video showcasing
PREMIUM and its benefits as the key
element of the campaign. Four different
women from across the globe share their
experiences with the PREMIUM and give
a personal perspective on the innovation
and features. The new PREMIUM still
includes the functions Pleasure Air
Technology, SmartSilence and Autopilot.
With the patented and revolutionary
Pleasure Air Technology, Womanizer
created a new category of sex toys five
years ago. In another new animated video
you can see how it works.

Womanizer launches new PREMIUM colors

Now available: Womanizer PREMIUM
in the colours Raspberry and Blueberry

10
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PENISEX celebrates 45

7

years of success
High discounts in January
Hanover, Germany – PENISEX – that is quality
and experience for 45 years. PENISEX became
known through all media as early as 1974. Men
and women who were looking to increase their
sexuality found PENISEX. Depending on the
product, the trade is rewarded with 45 % and
25 % for their long-term loyalty.

D

ue to the
constant
progress in the
Anniversaryount
Disc
%
25
development of
sexual devices,
the complete
PENISEX
product line of
JOYDIVISION
is constantly being optimized. The PENISEX line
offers capsules as a dietary supplement for HIM.
In capsule form, the PENISEX men‘s capsules
can stimulate desire. Dealers receive a 25 %
discount on PENISEX men‘s capsules
(40 capsules). The PENISEX ointment for HIM
can sometimes work wonders for the stability
of a sensitive treatment „on the spot“. The
sexual anointing can promote the excitement
individually by direct stimulus effect on the
highest level and that makes with full 45 %
discount particularly much fun. The PENISEX
XXL extreme Penis Massage Cream, on the
other hand, is equipped with a noticeable
XXL depth effect. Intensive massages with this
cream can promote blood circulation and the
result are extra strong men. 45 % discount is
granted on this product. On the popular
PENISEX Stimulation Cream for HIM 25 %
discount is granted. The CLITORISEX
stimulating gel with gliding effect and the
CLITORISEX stimulating cream for application to
the clitoris are specially tailored to the needs of
the female sex. The gel is suitable for condoms,
pH-optimized, water-soluble and grease-free.
For both products there is 45 % discount for
45 successful years. 
for over
45 years!

Anniversary45% Discount

January

25
since 1994

*

Remote Controlled
Love Balls
0594563 0000

Can be recharged with the
included USB cable

*

QUALITY
for over
45 years!

Can be controlled via remote control

Complete length
~ 21.1 cm,
Ø max. ~ 3.8 cm

*while stocks last
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Sucking function

Labia Sucker
0534919 0000

Complete length
~ 47.5 cm ,
cup ~ 5.5 x 3 cm

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1911-024

QUALITY

Soft Touch
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Liberator releases THE GRID

headboard for bondage play
Transforming ordinary bedrooms into an instant sex chamber

Atlanta, USA - OneUp Innovations,Inc., the manufacturer of Liberator Bedroom Adventure
Gear launched the first floating headboard designed strictly for bondage play. THE GRID
Incognito Bondage Headboard is part of the company’s expanding sex furniture designs
that “meets consumer interest for covert yet effective bondage gear that easily integrates
into a variety of interior spaces.

T

THE GRID can be mounted horizontally
as a discreet headboard or as a vertical
playscape for light restraint

HE GRID was inspired by demand in
the marketplace for discreet bondage
furniture and assisted by multiple key retail
partners who have voiced their interest in
catering to entry-level bondage enthusiasts.
“We had many customers express interest
in us creating transitional bondage-inspired
products that would appeal to a variety
of enthusiasts,” said Louis Friedman,
founder, and CEO of Liberator. “THE GRID
was developed with the goal of offering a
high-quality design that Liberator is known
for while staying true to current trends and
targeting the less than hardcore bondage
consumers.” THE GRID is the only convertible headboard that transforms ordinary
bedrooms into an instant sex chamber
and is crafted from a series of solid Baltic
Birchwood planks that include reinforced
D-rings, adjustable tethers and attachment
clips. It also comes with a lightweight
high-density foam panel, available in a
variety of style options such as faux leather
or a plush, textured micro-velvet.

The fashionable upholstered foam panel
allows for complete discretion and instantly
removes for play restraint or as a sensual
massage platform. “It is not something that
has ever been done before,” said Friedman. “We think this will be a home run for
us.” THE GRID Incognito Bondage Headboard clearly demonstrates that sex and
furniture can be blended into fashionable
multi-use home decor. The collection is
offered in three colors of premium faux
leather and 5 colors of striated machine
washable micro-velvet. Available in queen
and king size, the GRID can be mounted
horizontally as a discreet headboard or
as a vertical playscape for light restraint.
THE GRID is shipped flat-packed with a
rolled compressed foam panel, cover, solid
Baltic Birch planks, all assembly hardware,
and mounting screws. Retailers can either
stock THE GRID or offer the collection of
sizes, fabrics, and colors on a drop-ship
basis. POP posters and fabric swatches
can be supplied. 

Flensburg, Germany – From now on, the
38th edition of the free, neutral erotic
magazine ‘Modern Emotion’ with new,
erotic lifestyle topics and great shopping
tips for end customers is available.
The Christmas issue is dedicated to
sensual lingerie and tingling sex toys for
a very hot Christmas season. Readers
will also find some tips for party-outfits
for New Year’s Eve. Retailers can order

‘Modern Emotion’ for free as a printed
magazine in DIN A5 format and hand them
out to their customers: Modern Emotion,
Issue November/ December2019, Article
number 0911801 0000 / 50 bundle
(German language). The new issue of
‘Modern Emotion’ is also available as a
digital version in the download area at www.
orion-grosshandel.de – easy to download
and integrate into your own online shop.

Christmas issue of Modern Emotion now available
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ORION Wholesale
at the EroExpo in Moscow
Largest B2B trade show in Russia
Flensburg, Germany – From the 1st to 3rd
November 2019, the EroExpo took place in
Moscow. It is the largest B2B trade fair for the
Russian erotic market and, for the very first
time, ORION Wholesale was also there with an
own stand. There, Julia Kreismann, Kristina
Heimke and Hauke Christiansen presented a
selection of new products and bestsellers from
the large ORION product range.

T

he main
focus was
on the presentation of the new
Suck-O-Mat 2.0
which, thanks to
a piston drive,
is more precise,
Hauke Christiansen, Julia Kreismann
more
powerful
and Kristina Heimke
and also quieter
than its predecessors and has already received
the ean Erotix Award for ‚Best New Male Product‘
at the eroFame in Hanover. Another highlight in
Moscow was the sensational Vibe Pad, a remote-controlled love cushion that has a perfect anatomical shape and looks like a mouse pad. And
it’s so easy to use: sit down, switch on and enjoy!
The team of ORION Wholesale also presented
the top-selling products from You2Toys and
Sweet Smile as well as new sex toy ranges such
as Cuties and GoGasm to the Russian retailers.
The trade fair visitors were also particularly interested in the new collections from the bestselling
labels Cottelli Collection Lingerie and Bondage,
Abierta Fina by Cottelli Collection as well as NEK.
The lubricants from Just Glide and Just Glide
Bio, which both excel with their quality “made in
Germany”, completed the product presentation.
The team of ORION Wholesale looks back on a
very successful EroExpo in Moscow. “We met
many of our Russian longtime customers at the
EroExpo but also a considerable number of new
customers”, concludes Hauke Christiansen from
ORION Wholesale. 
15
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EDC Wholesale welcomes Ludmila

Taalman as Sales Account Manager
Focussing Eastern Europe & Russia
Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC Wholesale continues to expand as they welcome
Ludmila Taalman to the team in the position of Sales Account Manager, bringing 8 years
of industry experience to the sales team. With a special focus on serving the East-European and Russian markets, Ludmila will work directly with Sales Director Andre Visser to
expand the company’s international reach.

C

EDC Wholesale‘s new Sales Account
Manager: Ludmila Taalman

ommenting on Lumila’s arrival to
the team, Sales Director Andre
Visser said: “We are excited to welcome
Ludmila to the EDC Wholesale team.
Ludmila and I go back to when she
first started working in the industry. We
were colleagues then and I’m pleased
to be working with her again. With her
knowledge of the East-European and
Russian market, I am confident that
we can support our partners in this
region and build on the development
and growth in this area. Ludmila is very
knowledgeable of the industry and we’re
delighted to have her on-board to assist
with highly anticipated product launches
next year.” Ludmila commented: “I am
thrilled to be working for one of the fas-

test-growing companies in the industry
and I am so excited for the opportunity
to bring my experience to a brand that’s
been growing extremely fast since
the day it started,” Ludmila said. “It’s
amazing to be working with my previous
colleagues Andre Visser, Carl Prent,
and Evertine Visser again. I can feel the
energy and the buzz from the team and
I am excited to tell my customers about
my new position and show them all the
beautiful brands and products we carry
in our assortment. I am confident that
the team and I will continue to grow and
succeed, and I can’t wait to reconnect
with everyone.” Customers can contact
Ludmila directly via ludmila.taalman@edc.nl
or by phone +31 6 20 08 46 30.

Lovehoney extends range in Boots this Christmas

The Lovehoney advent calendar
includes a range of 24 toys, games
and beginner level bondage
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Bath. England – Lovehoney is excited
to announce that it will be stocking it‘s
Christmas advent calendar with Boots.com.
Following on from the brand launching a
select range in Boots earlier this year, the
sexual happiness firm will now be offering
online customers the chance to also get
their hands on £229 worth of products
for just £100. The Lovehoney advent
calendar includes a range of 24 toys,
games and beginner level bondage
to give shoppers the ultimate sexy Christmas. As well as fan favourites from the
Lovehoney range, the calendar also

includes a WeVibe Unite vibrator, a couples
toy that’s perfect for spicing things up in
the bedroom. In addition to the calendar,
Boots.com will also be stocking the
Lovehoney Seventh Heaven calendar which
features seven windows for a week of
treats. At a reduced price of £75, the box
still includes the WeVibe Unite vibrator as
well as a selection of treats for partners
to play with. The Lovehoney ‚Best Sex
of Your Life Couple‘s Sex Toy Advent
Calendar‘ and ‚Seventh Heaven Advent
Calendar‘ is available on the Boots
website now.
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British sex toy company Hot Octopuss launches AMO
A bullet that combines serious power with carefully placed contours and curves
London, England - British sex toy innovators Hot Octopuss launch the newest addition to their collection, AMO. There are two
things that make AMO stand out when it comes to bullet vibes. Firstly, power, more power and dare we say even more power.
Despite its pretty, petite appearance AMO packs a serious punch. Secondly, you won’t find a straight edge in sight.

A

MO has been designed with curves for
a very specific purpose. Designed to
enable the user to switch between pinpoint
stimulation and broad all-encompassing
vibrations, AMO has been crafted to ensure
that every mood is covered. It is abundantly
clear that Hot Octopuss has put a lot of time
and care into designing what could become
the next market leader in bullet vibrators.
AMO uses premium-grade silicone, is water-

proof, rechargeable and whisper quiet,
and all this at a price point below its
competition. Hot Octopuss Chief Operating
Officer Julia Margo commented: “AMO
is without doubt one of the most powerful and ergonomically advanced bullet
vibrators to enter the market. The key to
its power is a very small yet incredibly strong
custom motor that it took us a very long time
to perfect.“

ean EROTIX
Award 2019
BDSM Brand
of the Year
STEAMY SHADES
by ST RUBBER

The dark
grey secrets
of passion.
STEAMY SHADES
Tweezer Nipple Clamps
with Metal Beads

STEAMY SHADES
Adjustable Nipple
Clamps and
Tweezer Clit Clamp

STEAMY SHADES
Harness Gift Set

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de
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Cottelli Collection Stockings
Breathtaking stockings for a perfect seductive look
Flensburg, Germany – Sexy stockings are the epitome of pure femininity and that is why
every woman should own at least one special pair. The new collection from ‚Cottelli
Collection Stockings‘ offers breathtaking stockings that add that sexy finishing touch to
any seductive outfit.

S
The new collection from 'Cottelli
Collection Stockings‘ offers breathtaking
stockings

tockings and tights are essential
accessories with that little extra that
create the perfect look – they could be
tights or hold-up stockings, they could
have a classic denier or be made out of
net, or they could be in a seductive lace
look with a decorative sewn-on seam at
the back and loving details like glittering

stones. The new collection is now available
from ORION Wholesale. All the stockings
from the ‚Cottelli Collection Stockings‘
collection are available in sizes S to XL,
some even up to size 4XL. They are
delivered in flat packaging that can be hung
up in store. There is also description of the
product in nine languages on it as well.

SEDORY – Intimate care ‚made in Germany‘

SEDORY consists of several
intimate care products

Flensburg, Germany – ORION Wholesale
is launching a new series of high-quality
intimate care products. The new series is
called SEDORY and the first products to
be released are three products for men
and one for women: The SEDORY Penis
XXL Massage Cream (80 ml) contains
jojoba oil, vitamin E and ginkgo and is
therefore the perfect daily care for the
penis. The SEDORY Longtime Lover
Penis Care Spray (15 ml) with moisturising
aloe vera and ginkgo should be sprayed
onto the penis just before sex and should

be washed off afterwards. The SEDORY
Longtime Lover Penis Care Wipes (Pack
of 10) are soaked in SEDORY Longtime
Lover Penis Spray and should be used to
wipe the surface of the penis just before
sex. The SEDORY Orgasm Intimate Massage Gel (15 ml) can enhance the intense
feelings when having an orgasm during
sex. A small amount should be applied
onto the clitoris to intensify the stimulation. All SEDORY products are available
in eye-catching primary and secondary
packaging.

Xmas Promotion Weeks on strubbi.com
Wadgassen, Germany – It’s that time
again! As in the year before, the popular
und well-known ST RUBBER Xmas
Promotion Weeks will start again. In the
period form November 25th to December
23rd retailers will find four offers every
week in the online shop www.strubbi.
com. Retailers will find well-known brands,
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for example BeauMents, SATISFYER,
STEAMY SHADES, EROS, JOYDIVISION,
PJUR, BLAUSIEGEL, HOT etc. in the offer.
If you have any further questions about
the Xmas promotion , ST RUBBER’s
customer service team will be happy
to help you on +49 6834 4006-0 or by
e-mail to info@st-rubber.de. 
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pjur gives you
more trade show highlights
eroExpo in Moscow
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg – At the eroExpo
Show 2019 (November 1-3, Moscow, Russia), pjur, demonstrated its commitment to
deliver high-quality point-of-sale solutions to
its customers. Next to the pjur brand space
concept, product innovations and information
about training opportunities were discussed.

T

he pjur experience slat wall set
featured a rear panel
that really stood out.
The attractive, eyecatching wall display
pjur’s brand space concept facilitated orientation
was integrated into at shelf. Specifically,
Erotic Fantasy’s eroExpo booth
for eroExpo, pjur
showcased a version with English and Russian
information. The new products could convince
Russian customers: pjur BACK DOOR Regenerating is the latest addition to the successful BACK
DOOR portfolio. It reflects the trend towards the
increased use of anal toys. The water-based
personal lubricant is compatible with all toys and
contains the nurturing and soothing ingredients
panthenol and camomile. pjur AQUA Panthenol
is targeted at consumers who prefer water-based
personal lubricants due to the more natural texture and who are looking for high quality products
with moisturising ingredients. Panthenol has a
moisturising effect, it enhances the skin‘s elasticity and protects irritated skin. The water-based
lubricant with panthenol can be used for masturbation, sex and is compatible with sex toys. The
pjur offer to the distribution partners is rounded off
with a comprehensive training offer. The interest
and the many questions about the pjur products
and their ingredients confirm the trend towards
more service and advice in the shops. In addition
to information on the pjur portfolio, the training
document also includes sales tips and sample
discussions with customers. As an extra service
for retailers, pjur has provided the printed training
documents in their native language.
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EDC Wholesale exclusive

European distributor for BeWicked
Bringing together two internationally acclaimed brands
Veendam, The Netherlands – BeWicked, Inc., a globally recognized leader in fashionforward intimate apparel, sleepwear, and shapewear, announced to be partnering with
EDC Wholesale. Bringing together two internationally acclaimed brands to expand on the
services and products, while elevating both companies to the next level will yield exciting
results for its customers, clients, and teams.

“E

DC Wholesale is not only best in
class when it comes to international distribution, but its online stores
for erotic goods are a great match with
BeWicked’s luxury lingerie and intimate
apparel,” said Pedram Labib, CEO of
BeWicked. “BeWicked and EDC
Wholesale will also collaborate in the
future on innovative approaches to brand
building and business expansion. Our
exclusive, global partnership holds great
promise for the future of both companies.

We are excited to embark on this journey
together.” Eric Idema, CEO at EDC
Wholesale commented: “BeWicked is a
worldwide industry leader in luxury intimate apparel. We started distributing these items about a year ago and have been
excited since day one. We are extreme
excited to have entered into an exclusive
distribution agreement in Europe and
to offer our customers these amazing
products and we are convinced that our
customers are as excited as we are.”

R.C.C. Wholesale announces

eroFame 2019 competition winners

The winners of R.C.C. Wholesale‘s
eroFame 2019 competition
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Geneva, Switzerland – R.C.C. Wholesale
Ltd., crown EASY TIGER (Bournemouth,
UK) and GROTTAN (Malmö, Sweden) joint
winners of their eroFame 2019 competition. “eroFame is Europe’s biggest
B2B trade convention for adult industry
suppliers,” says company director Steven
Robinson. “Unsurprisingly, given the wealth
of talent and products available, eroFame
2019 surpassed our expectations and fast
became our most successful and enjoyable show to date. Given the abundance of
exhibitors and attendees from across the
erotic industry, we decided this would be
the perfect opportunity to reward their
dedication and highlight some of the
exceptional services offered by R.C.C.
Wholesale. Interest in our competition was
high, with hundreds of entries throughout
the course of the show.” The day one

winners were Jonathan and Nick of EASY
TIGER, Bournemouth. Located at the heart
of Bournemouth’s bustling gay triangle,
team EASY TIGER bill themselves as Bournemouth’s ‚first high-class erotic boutique.‘
Their focus is on LGBT+ culture, with premises that feature ‚a secluded basement
full of bondage gear and a wide selection
of DVDs.‘ The winner of day two was
Ronnie Lindholm from GROTTAN, Malmö’s
premier adult store. GROTTAN has been
in operation for over fifty years, and claims
to offer “tools, toys and everything else
between heaven and earth.” Both teams
were thrilled to scoop the competition’s
grand prize of a premium Sonos home
sound system, a private label marketing
package worth 500 €, and 200 € worth of
best-selling sexual health supplements, all
courtesy of R.C.C. Wholesale.
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New: AQUAglide liquid in smart size
Unique sliding fun thanks to special consistency – now also available in 50 ml pump dispenser
Hanover, Germany – For the demanding lovers who want to try out the special kick during
the love play, the millionfold popular AQUAglide is also available as a liquid. The pure
water-based liquid is characterised by its particularly flowing consistency.

J

OYDIVISION has launched the practical
50 ml bottle with pump dispenser so
that lovers can now also enjoy it on the
go. The liquid consistency is surprisingly
different, yet combines all the properties
of a lubricant and is very easy to use.
Thanks to the special feeling, the special
formula of AQUAglide liquid invites you
to play. The ‚Made with Love in Germany‘
manufactured lubricant is available in

125 ml, 250 ml and now also in a bottle
with a practical dispenser pump with
50 ml content and thus allows an easy
dosage. AQUAglide liquid is naturally
water soluble, fat free and condom
suitable. Dermatological tests guarantee
a particularly high skin friendliness.
AQUAglide liquid is very attractively priced
and the ideal supplement, which should
not be missing in any dealer assortment

ORION Wholesale offers

the entire Product Range from Fröhle

Dennis Ramanty (Cybernetto
Handels-GmbH) and the ORION
Wholesale team

Flensburg, Germany – The entire product
range from Fröhle is now exclusively available from ORION Wholesale. The Fröhle
brand has been known for their vacuum
pumps for over 30 years now. Over the
years, customers have come to trust their
quality ‚Made in Germany‘ and have been
impressed by their products’ effectivity.
Recently, Fröhle has been transferred to the
Blanche Industries GmbH (a subcompany
of the Cybernetto Handels-GmbH). They

have modernized the entire product range
and also added new innovations to it.
The new range of products was now
presented to ORION Wholesale and the
product management during a product
training in the headquarters of ORION.
Dennis Ramaty, CEO of the Cybernetto
Handels-GmbH, gave a presentation and
explanations about products from the
breast, penis and vagina pump range but
also about nipple suckers and cock rings. 

MALESATION introduces new cock ring Super8

A new cock ring has been added to
the MALESATION collection
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Wadgassen, Germany – The new cock
ring from MALESATION, whose shape
is reminiscent of an eight, is designed to
support a longer and stronger erection. A
snap lock ensures a secure hold while wearing. The upper part of the ‘Eight’, which
encloses the penis root, has an inner diameter of approx. 2.97 cm, while the outer

diameter is approx. 3.86 cm. The lower
part, which surrounds the scrotum, has
an inner diameter of approx. 3.90 cm and
the outside diameter is approx. 4.85 cm.
For orders or further questions regarding
MALESATION, please contact ST RUBBER’s
customer service on 06834 4006-0 or
send an e-mail to info@st-rubber.de
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Kinkly.com survey reveals surprising

truth behind faking orgasms
Why we fake orgasms

Edmonton, Canada – Popular sex edu-tainment resource Kinkly.com has released the
results of an intriguing reader survey that delved into the sociology of faking orgasms
during partnered sex. Titled ‚Faking It: Why We Fake Orgasms,‘ the survey gathered 1,232
responses from Kinkly’s 700,000 monthly visitors and concluded that a surprising 80 % of
respondents have ‘faked it’ at least once.

A

Tara Struyk, Kinkly co-founder and
editor-in-chief

dditionally, Kinkly’s findings dug into
when, why and under what circumstances survey takers felt the need to
pretend to climax. “Two things really stood
out,” remarks Tara Struyk, Kinkly co-founder and editor-in-chief. “First, people
told us they were MOST likely to fake an
orgasm with a long-term partner. We really
expected it to be the other way around,
but respondents were brutally honest
about why they faked orgasms with people
they knew well.” Respondents were 62 %
female and 36 % male. Only 2 % identified
as transgender with 1 % identifying as
agender, so accurate conclusions could
only be drawn regarding the former 2
groups. Out of the self-identified, cis-gender subjects surveyed, 87 % of the women

and – perhaps more shockingly – 69 % of
the men admitted to creating the illusion
of orgasm. According to the results, the
most typical reasons for faked orgasms
were, from most to least common: “I didn’t
want my partner to feel bad” – “I wanted
the sexual encounter to end” – “I wanted
to make my partner feel good” – “I was
sexually satisfied, but did it because I felt
it was “expected” to end the encounter.”
“That was the other part that surprised us:
How beautifully honest people were about
the reasons they faked their orgasms, how
their partners responded and how all that
made them feel,” says Struyk. “We really
feel like this kind of open, honest conversation is the first step toward helping people
have better, more fulfilling sex lives.”

Just Glide Bio – organic, vegan, eco-friendly

New in the 'Just Glide‘ line:
The 'Just Glide Bio‘ lubricants
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Flensburg, Germany – In 2013, ORION
Wholesale has introduced ‚Just Glide‘
to the market – a medical lubricant that
guarantees huge pleasure at a small price.
The label quickly became a bestseller of the
Flensburg erotic specialists and is now very
well established on the market. The ‚Just
Glide‘ product range is now complemented
by the ‚Just Glide Bio products. The ‚Just
Glide Bio‘ lubricants stand out because
of their high-quality, 100 % vegan formula
‚made in Germany‘. All the ingredients are
predominantly derived from certified organic
cultivation and are free from synthetic
preservatives and fragrances. The lubricants

from ‚Just Glide Bio‘ are free from oil and
grease, are safe to use with latex condoms
and they guarantee long-lasting lubrication.
They are, of course, also suitable for the use
with sex toys. ‚Just Glide Bio‘ also contributes to the protection of the environment
since all the tubes are made out of PE that
is based on sugarcane, which means that
they are compostable. ‚Just Glide Bio‘ is
currently available as a basic lubricant in
sizes 20 ml, 50 ml and 200 ml and also as
an anal lubricant in sizes 50 ml and 200 ml.
ORION Wholesale also offers sets that
include all five tubes and are available at a
reasonable price.
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NEW

OPUS MICA

Featuring Germany’s
most popular erotic model

www.mystim.com

Intern. Erotic Award

Sign Award

EAN Erotic Award

XBIZ Award

Best
Manufacturer
2018

Best
BDSM
Toy

Best
BDSM
Toy

BDSM
Pleasure
Products

VENUS 2018

SIGN MAGAZIN 2018

EroFame 2018

XBIZ European Award

EAN Erotic Award

Mystim OPUS MICA

Best
ElektrostimA realistic and high-quality masturbation toy molded
Product
from the vagina of Micaela Schäfer – a sex toy that looks
EroFame 2017

and feels like Germany‘s most famous erotic model.
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Back to Basics
pjur med Serie
Wasssrbillig, Luxembourg – The pjur med range represents advanced premium lifestyle-products with naturally sourced ingredients for the health-conscious consumer. This product line
offers silicone-based lubricants without preservatives, suitable for highly sensitive skin/mucosa,
and water-based lubricants enriched with naturally sourced and nature-identical substances
that benefit sensitive mucous membranes and are suited for every skin type, a spray and serum
for men that can reduce over-sensitivity, and products for intimate hygiene and care.

Back to Basics
pjur
BACK DOOR

p

jur med formulas are hormone free, do
not contain spermicidal substances
and are compatible with latex-condoms.
pjur med glides complement the natural
lubrication of the vaginal mucosa to relieve
vaginal dryness. Water-based Lubricants:
The water-based pjur med series of intimate personal lubricants are made of naturally
sourced and nature-identical substances
and have superior claims to naturalness
and compatibility. This means that all the
products are as natural as possible.
They are absorbed by the upper layers of
the mucous membranes and provide
gentle and even lubrication. Some
water-based intimate personal lubricants
are further enriched with natural additives
that particularly benefit sensitive mucous
membranes. The pjur med water-based
formulations are suited for every skin type
and for daily use. pjur med NATURAL glide
contains only ingredients of natural origin
and vegetable glycerin. pjur med SENSI-

EDC Wholesale offers

TIVE glide contains no glycerin, parabens
or preservatives and is ph-balanced. pjur
med REPAR glide contains hyaluron that
allows dry and stressed skin to regenerate.
pjur med VEGAN glide is made of 100 %
vegan ingredients and is not tested on
animals. Silicone-based Lubricants: pjur’s
silicone-based products meet the needs of
highly sensitive skin and leave the skin feeling soft. Silicone-based intimate personal
lubricants are not absorbed by the mucous
membrane. The molecules of the silicone
are larger than the pores of the skin and so
stay on the surface of the vagina. They provide a long-lasting and smooth lubrication
by maintaining respiration. They contain no
preservatives, have excellent skin compatibility and are suitable for daily use. pjur med
PREMIUM glide is suitable for highly sensitive skin and offers long-lasting lubrication.
pjur med SOFT glide contains jojoba oil that
nurtures and soothes dry skin and leaves a
silky-smooth feeling on the skin. 

global payment solutions on website

Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC Wholesale added new payment solutions to its
website to make it easier for international
customers to pay. Now customers can pay
with WeChat Pay and Alipay. WeChat Pay
is the payment function of WeChat, a social
media app from the Chinese company
Tencent. The app was released in 2011 and
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is similar to Twitter, Facebook, and WhatsApp. Today the app has more than 800
million users. Alipay was launched in China
in 2004 by Alibaba Group. It is China’s
leading third-party online payment solution,
providing an easy, safe and secure way for
millions of individuals and businesses to
make and receive payments on the internet.
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Successful EroExpo for Orgie
Moscow, Russia
Caldas da Rainha, Portugal – Last month Orgie Company attended the 10th EroExpo in
Moscow, Russia, offering in-booth support to their exclusive distributor in Russia, Andrey
Company Ltd. “This ever growing B2B trade show was again extremely well organized and
attended by hundreds of retailers from all over the country and some of Russian prestigious
bloggers and influencers”, the company said.

“A

fter a warm welcoming from Andrey,
Pavel and their amazing team, our
PR Manager Raquel Shaw was very busy
during this valuable 3-day opportunity
chatting with the retailers, listening to their
feedback on Orgie products already available in their market, and presenting the ones
that are about to land over there. We could
not be happier with the extension of Andrey

On the EroExpo Raquel Shaw offered
in-booth support to their distributor in
Russia, Andrey Company Ltd.

Company´s work with the Orgie brand and
products throughout Russia, but it was
overwhelming to be able to measure the reach of our brand in that market through the
intense positive impressions delivered by
retailers whom spared no time, questions
and attention to get to know more about
the next lineup of Orgie products soon
landing in the Russian market.!” 

Masturbator with vibration

and handjob simulation from REBEL

ORION has released a new
masturbator in the REBEL line

Flensburg, Germany – There is a new
addition to the product range from REBEL:
an easy-to-hold and effective masturbator
with vibration and handjob simulation that
is now available from ORION Wholesale.
The rechargeable masturbator has a
silicone sleeve with soft stimulating grooves and dots on the inside. It works fully
automatic and provides its user with vibrating handjob feelings: On the one hand,

there is the exciting vibration in seven
different modes, on the other
hand, the masturbator simulates a
tight-gripping and massaging hand that
operates in three speeds. What really sets
it apart from other masturbators is that it
doesn’t have to be moved up and down
with the hands. Being waterproof makes
it also suitable for randy solo fun in the
bathtub or shower. 

Magic Silk‘s ‚Champagne & Caviar‘ is richly risqué

Shipping of the new line begins in
January 15th, 2020
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Hauppauge, USA – This unique collection
is contemporary, chichi and chic. Champagne & Caviar is made from sheer stretch
mesh beautifully accented with micro
glitter for just the right amount of sparkle.
It comes in four decadent designs: Wrap
Top and Hipster Panty; Open Crotch Stirrup Teddy & Quick Release G-string; Wrap

Halter Chemise & G-string; and Crotchless
Panty. You can undress to the nines with
a rich variety of details including hook and
loop closures, tie back and side closures,
adjustable shoulder straps and soft mesh
bra cups. The entire collection is available
in two different colors, beautiful black or
bubbly champagne.
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b-Vibe and Zoë Ligon

introduce new Textured Plug collection
Bump, Swirl and Twist
New York, USA – b-Vibe launched their newest collection in collaboration with Spectrum Boutique owner and self-styled ‚Sex Edutainer‘ Zoë Ligon on Friday, November 8th. This collection
boasts three vibrating plugs in three unique textures and incremental sizes (small, medium, and
large), that can be used both anally or vaginally for a totally new sense-driven experience.

“Z

Alicia Sinclair (b-Vibe) and Zoë Ligon
(www.spectrumboutique.com)

oë and I have been working on this
collection for over a year, so it’s
such an amazing feeling to finally release
it into the world,” says b-Vibe CEO Alicia
Sinclair. “She saw what was missing
from our product offerings, and together,
we created something that we hope will
delight and surprise our customers.”
The three plugs have three unique textures
that are inspired by food. Bump, the smallest of the trio, was based on the curves

of a bunch of grapes. Swirl, the medium
size, has a texture akin to an ice cream
cone, and Twist, the largest of the three
was inspired by Fruit Loops and Cheerios.
All three plugs boast six vibration patterns
and are made of the high quality body-safe
materials customers have come to expect
of b-Vibe. The Textured Plugs are currently
exclusive to bvibe.com and Spectrum
Boutique, but will be available to wholesale
and distributors in January 2020.

ORION reveals Christmas-wish statistics
Flensburg, Germany – Let’s be honest:
erotic Christmas gifts are not necessarily
at the top of our wish lists. However, a
YouGov survey on behalf of ORION has
shown that 33 percent of the participants
have given away an erotic product as a
Christmas gift at least once (basis: 2031
participants, field time: 6th–8th August
2019). Lingerie is the clear leader with 15
percent of the answers right before the
sex toys with 9 percent. The survey also
reveals that more men than women have
given away an erotic product as a Christmas gift before. A bit of a surprise is that
in households with children, erotic gifts
such as lingerie, sex toys and gift certificates for erotic shops are a more common
gift than in households where there are no
children. Fact is: When the season gets
darker and a bit gloomy, the pleasant anticipation of giving away gifts and receiving
gifts raises significantly. Even if you are
one of the 84 percent of women and 85
percent of men who, according to an ORI66

ON survey (basis: 610 participants), would
be happy to unwrap a Christmas gift to
find a toy, it is not always easy to find a
suitable gift. Lingerie is also a wish often
expressed – almost 70 percent of the
women like to wear sexy lingerie because
it makes them feel erotic and sensual. 31
percent state that lingerie gives them more
self-confidence (Source: ORION survey,
255 participants) and for 90 percent of the
men it is important or very important that
their partner wears sexy lingerie (basis:
ORION survey – 355 male participants).
Black is and has been women’s favourite
lingerie colour for years, followed by red.
Men are not too fixed on one colour in this
case – maybe because they rather enjoy
the sexy sight of their female partner wearing the lingerie and not the lingerie itself?
Finally, the ORION survey revealed another
oddity: almost 64 percent of the male
participants (basis: 355) would be happy
to find sexy lingerie for them underneath
the Christmas tree. 
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● SUPREME UP & DOWN MOVEMENT
FOR DEEP THRUSTING STIMULATION
● TWIN MOTOR FOR STRONG VIBRATIONS
● MULTISPEED AND PULSATING FUNCTIONS
● SUCTION BASE
● REMOTE CONTROL

I THRUST IN YOU!

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM
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Eye of Love release

three scents in new bottle size
Evening Delight, One Love and Romantic
San Diego, USA – Just in time for the holiday season, Eye of Love makes 3 more fragrances
available in their Deluxe sizing. Offering new sizing, increased value and the same powerful
results. Eye of Love’s renowned Pheromone Parfums are expertly balanced with enticing
scents for maximum impact.

T

Three popular Eye of Love scents are
now available in larger 50 ml sizes

hree popular scents – Evening Delight,
One Love and Romantic - are now
available in larger 50ml sizes and in stunning glass containers, ideal for gifting and
vanity display. “We couldn’t ignore the
requests for larger sizes from our repeat
customers who were ordering smaller
sizes every month,” says Jacqui Rubinoff,
Eye of Love Vice President. “We originally
launched larger sizes with 3 fragrances,
Morning Glow, After Dark, and Confidence to test the market. With overwhelming
positive response, we decided to launch
3 more in the Deluxe Size.” The value of

these 50ml bottles cannot be overlooked.
The price is only double the 10ml, but it
contains 5 times the volume. Of course,
the intensity of the active ingredients
remains the same. These new offerings,
like all Eye of Love products, contain a
long-lasting pheromone dose designed
to boost self-confidence, encourage
attraction and develop that extra compelling edge. With specialized products for
both men and women, gay and straight,
Eye of Love provides unique formulas
with remarkable results for any business,
personal or intimate interaction. 

MVW is releasing two new Fetish Dreams products
Mainz-Kastel, Germany – MVW is offering
two new Fetish Dreams articles. The Fetish
Dreams bed restraints offer submissive
and dominant, as well as highly varied
games for couples or groups. The set
consists of two soft padded slings which
are tied around the wrists and ankles. The
slings are interconnected and can be adjusted in several places according to the
size of the person and the bed. It does
not require any tools to fix or use the bed
restraints. The set is quickly put on and
stowed away again and offers fun at any
desired location due to the discrete appearance and the limited needed space
for the product. An exciting adventure for
those who like experimenting and want
to try something new in their love life. The
Bettfesseln (Bed Bondage) also offers
every ‘Fetishliebhaber’ a tingling change

New from MVW: Bed Bondage &
Door Swing
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and should not be missing in any sex toy
collection! Experience new positions and
pure fun with the Fetish Dreams door
swing! The sturdy slings are simply placed over the open door by the supplied
metal rods. Then firmly close the door,
put your feet and hands in the soft and
adjustable slings and experience exciting
fun with your partner! Thanks to the quick
installation of the door swing your own
fantasies can be realized in the most exciting places. Whether in your own home,
in the office or on vacation. The swing is
easily stowed and takes up very little space. For the installation, a sturdy door that
can be fully closed recommended. The
assembly is quick and easy. No tools or
additional accessories are needed. Even
annoying drilling in walls and ceiling is not
necessary. 			
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pjur love:

more consumer safety
The pjur group launches certified class IIa medical devices
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg – Quality is a top priority: Quality is an integral part of the pjur

group, reflecting its position a provider of premium intimate products „Made in Germany“.
pjur personal lubricants will therefore be classified as class IIa medical devices in future.

Q

uality is a top priority: Quality is an
integral part of the pjur group, reflecting
its position a provider of premium intimate
products „Made in Germany“. pjur personal lubricants will therefore be classified as
class IIa medical devices in future. pjur started to take the necessary steps for this early
on and has been a certified manufacturer
of medical devices in line with the new ISO
standard 13485:2016 since June 2019, in
order to meet its responsibility to customers
and end users. New directive ensures quality and safety: The aim of the new directive
is, on the one hand, to guarantee the quality
and safety of medical devices and, on the
other, to place focus on product safety and
protect users from risks. Once a manufacturer has been certified compliant with ISO
standard 13485:2016, they are entitled to
market their personal lubricant products as
class IIa medical devices, as pjur is already
doing with two of its products. The remaining personal lubricants in the portfolio will
be transitioned to class IIa by May 2020.
Benefits for customers: 1. Rigorously tested
and confirmed quality 2. Excellent compatibility 3. Guaranteed safety 4. Long-term

guarantee that products are legal and
can be sold. European Medical Device
Regulation: Medical Devices Directive
(MDD) 93/42/EEC was introduced in 1993
as the regulatory instrument for ensuring the
safety, medical and technical performance
characteristics of medical devices in the
EU. This directive was replaced on 25 May
2017 by the new European Medical Device
Regulation (MDR), which contains more
stringent requirements for manufacturers
of medical devices. The transition period
for switching to the new MDR comes to
an end in May 2020: Manufacturers who
are unable to produce an EU certificate of
conformity (EU certificate) and who also do
not have technical documentation or only
have incomplete technical documentation
may be prohibited from bringing devices to
market by the authorities.
To prevent this from happening, manufacturers must comply with the new international
quality management standard for medical
devices ISO 13485:2016. To this end, manufacturers must pass a conformity assessment and receive a certificate of compliance
from a named body. 

AQUAglide now available in 75 ml bottle
Hanover, Germany – With AQUAglide, longtime users combine crystal clear, pleasantly
sensitive and extremely skin-friendly quality.
The popular AQUAglide is now also available in a 75 ml bottle with a practical pump
dispenser. The odourless medical lubricant
is perfect for a particularly long love play.
The long-term lubricating properties of the
70

high-quality gel ensure optimum moisture
during sexual intercourse and users even
report on a ‚feeling of the extra class‘. The
consistency of AQUAglide, which has been
adapted to the customer‘s needs, surprises with its love-promoting handling. And
should something go wrong, no problem,
AQUAglide leaves no stains.
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WOW Tech launches

two new limited-edition products
Just in time for the holiday season

Ottawa, Canada – WOW Tech Group is launching two new limited-edition products: We-Vibe
Sync in cosmic purple with matte black accessories, and a new Tease & Please collection
featuring Womanizer Premium and We-Vibe Sync in elegant black with gold finishes.

J

ust in time for this holiday season,
both new products ship from distributors in mid-November. The limited-edition, cosmic purple We-Vibe Sync comes
with a matte black remote and charging/storage case with silver chrome
highlights. We-Vibe Sync, the world’s
best-selling couples’ vibrator, is designed to be enjoyed with a partner during
sex to provide dual stimulation to the
G-spot and clitoris. Sync is customizable to fit unique shapes and connects to
the free We-Connect™ app, so couples
can play with together from anywhere
in the world. The limited-edition Sync
retails for 189 € / £159 / 209 CHF MSRP.
The product launches in market with a
‘Sync Under the Stars’ marketing campaign. Partners can download campaign

and product images, merchandising
material, and web banners at we-vibe.
com/partners. The new Tease & Please
collection includes two flagship products
– We-Vibe Sync and Womanizer Premium in a luxurious black with elegant gold
chrome finishes. We-Vibe Sync includes
a matte black remote and charging/storage case. The Tease & Please collection combines the best-selling couples’
vibrator with the ultimate clitoral stimulator, Womanizer Premium. We-Vibe
Sync offers powerful, rumbly vibrations,
hands-free pleasure, and an adjustable
fit, while the latter has premium features, like Smart Silence, Autopilot, and a
smooth, waterproof body. The Tease &
Please collection retails for 299 € / £279
/ 209 CHF MSRP. 

SIGN Lifetime Achievement Award for Werner Tiburtius
Wadgassen, Germany – On the eroFame
2019 Werner Tiburtius, co-founder and
co-CEO of ST RUBBER, received the
‘Lifetime Achievement Award’ from SIGN
Magazine. “We congratulate to this great
award, which is a great recognition for
Werner’s work in the last 40 years,” the
team of ST RUBBER says. “I would like to
thank our customers, suppliers and the
jury for this fantastic award. Of course I
also have to mention my business partner Adrian Schneider and our employees, without whom all this would not
have been possible! I remember exactly
when my father gave me a condom
machine almost 40 years ago and called
my schoolmate Adrian immediately.
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This moment the idea was born and an
exciting journey started. What began with
a catalog of 2 pages only is today our
largest main catalog of all time, with over
500 pages. To date my curiosity for new
products and brands, the fun of selling
and our great and extraordinary relationship to our customers are driving me
day after day. We want to offer first-class
quality and brilliant service – we never
lose sight of this goal. The customer is
in first place with us, that was the case
and that will stay that way! We, the entire
ST RUBBER team, are looking forward
to the next years,” days Werner Tiburtius
about winning the Lifetime
Achievement Award.
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We-Vibe evolves the Wand
Introducing Wand by We-Vibe
Ottawa, Canada - Wand by We-Vibe is an ultra-powerful, innovative premium pleasure
product – for a next-level couple’s massage experience. Wand features Smart Silence,
seamless intensity control, custom attachments, and We-Connect compatibility.

I

n user trials, testers described Wand by
We-Vibe as the most powerful cordless
wand ever experienced. Retailers worldwide can pre-order Wand by We-Vibe
now from their authorized WOW Tech
distributor. “We-Vibe has evolved the
Wand,” says We-Vibe brand manager,
Stephanie Keating. “Wand by We-Vibe
combines everything consumers are looking for in a cordless wand and more. It’s
the most advanced wand massager ever
– combining We-Vibe’s rumbly, ultra-powerful vibrations with a sleek ergonomic
design, and high-tech features including
Smart Silence and We-Connect app
control.” The innovative Smart Silence
feature senses when the wand head is
close to the skin, turning the vibrations

on when desired, and off when taken
away. The one-touch control acts like a
dimmer switch, giving users seamless
intensity control over their pleasure.
Wand connects to the We-Connect app
to allow couples to play together even
when they’re apart. Wand is cordless and
recharges in 90 minutes, which allows for
up to 2 hours of play.
Wand comes with two complementary,
custom attachments that create unique
sensations. One offers a fluttery experience, and the second turns Wand into
a wraparound smooth stroker. Wand by
We-Vibe retails for 179 €/ £159 / CHF 199
MSRP, comes with a two-year manufacturer’s warranty, and is available in
We-Vibe purple.

Original AQUAglide Massage + Glide
was awarded with the EAN Award

Best
Massage + Glide

Hanover, Germany – JOYDIVISION
is not only known for its top sellers
in lubricants, but also the massage
products from JOYDIVISION are very
popular with consumers. One of the
AQUAglide combination products for
massage and gliding has recently been
awarded the Erotix Award.
Oliver Redschlag, CEO of JOYDIVISION
international AG, is pleased and
reports: „For 25 years our company has
distinguished itself by optimizing the
BIOglide and AQUAglide brands according to the needs, attitudes and wishes
of the users. The repeated awards
confirm us in our work and reward the

25
since 1994

2019

Das Original.

NEW

Massage +
Glide

neutral
Lemongrass
*solange der Vorrat reicht
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use of unique recipes and the highest
quality raw materials“.
The water-based original AQUAglide
Massage + Glide has ideal massage
properties for the whole body application, is latex condom compatible and
pH-optimized for the perfect intimate
balance. The delicate caring texture is
oil-free and easy to wash off. In love
as well as at AQUAglide the highest
demands apply. With the 2in1 product a
carefree sexuality is guaranteed and the
practical pump dispenser also makes it
comfortable. The very good skin
compatibility was confirmed by
application tests.
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EDC Wholesale announces

winner of BeWicked contest
eroFame 2019
Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC Wholesale announced Antishop from Finland to be
the lucky winner of the BeWicked ‘drop your business card’ contest. Visitors of the 2019
eroFame Trade Convention in Hannover were invited to drop their business card in at the
BeWicked booth.

T

Tapio Ruppa is the happy winner of
EDC‘s BeWicked lottery

apio from Antishop dropped his card
and was pulled out of the stack of
cards, winning a prize of 500 € to spend
on BeWicked items at EDC Wholesale,
the exclusive European distributor for
this luxurious lingerie brand. Tapio from
Antishop commented: “Winning this
prize is a great thing! We rarely win a
prize in the lottery, but when it comes
down to it, there’s nothing more than to
be happy and thankful for being involved
in the lottery. With this prize, we will be
able to launch a new brand, alongside
a wide selection of lingerie and I am
confident that BeWicked will be a top

seller in our collection.” Antishop offers a
wide range of products with a collection
of 14,000 items in its 400 square meters
sexual health store, which is located
in Jyväskylä. “Without a doubt, we are
pleased with a partner like EDC Wholesale. Our cooperation started some
years ago, when we got to know each
other, and sales were up. I have visited
EDC’s headquarters in Veendam and I
am very impressed with the company’s
level of skill. We are happy to continue
our cooperation and expand our
collection with the new items from
BeWicked.” Tapio added.

New: AQUAglide Massage + Glide Lemongrass
Hanover, Germany – The popular
AQUAglide is now available as a massage
and lubricating gel for sensual wholebody experiences with nature-identical
lemongrass aroma. The delicately caring
texture offers ideal massage properties
and is ideal for vaginal or anal use.
Original AQUAglide is known as europe‘s
popular lubricant brand. AQUAglide
Massage + Glide as SPA 2in1 combines
attractive massages with effective intimate lubrication. The aromatic medical
massage and lubricant is perfect for
use all over the body and leaves a fresh,
pleasant smell. The gliding properties of
the high-quality gel also ensure optimum
moisture during sexual intercourse. With
the innovative AQUAglide Massage +
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Glide, consumers can look forward to
extensive gliding massage units. The
‚all-rounder‘ manufactured in Germany
is water-soluble, easy to wash off, oilfree and suitable for condoms. Dermatological tests guarantee a particularly high skin friendliness. The ‚Best
Massage + Glide‘ Erotix Award 2019
confirms the high quality of this allround product. The 200 ml bottle with
practical dispenser pump allows easy
dosing. AQUAglide Massage + Glide is
also available as a neutral version. As a
pure lubricant, the top seller AQUAglide
is available in the flavours strawberry,
cherry, exotic, raspberry and vanilla for
oral intercourse, in the neutral version
and as a special anal lubricant. 
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Xgen Products now shipping

new panties from Baci Lingerie
Ten brand new styles available

Horsham, USA – Baci Lingerie has added to their collection of panties, and they are now
shipping through Xgen Products. Ten brand new styles are now in stock, all available in
a variety of colors and sizes. “These new styles are a great addition to the Baci panty
collection,” said Andy Green, President of Xgen Products.

“T
Each of the ten new styles are
available in six sizes

he panties are competitively
priced, beautiful and high quality,
and are a perfect addition to any store
leading up to the holiday season and
beyond.” Highlighting the new pieces
are an assortment of lace boyshorts.
Cute, comfy, or mindlessly sexy, Baci
boyshorts, available in red, black, and
white, are perfect for any occasion.
Also available are a selection of open
crotch panties, satin lace panties, bikini

panties and two satin mesh garter belts
that are available in both black and
white. “The panties are not packaged
and come with a color hangtag with
UPC, so they look great on a store’s
panty table, or on a hanger,” added
Green. Keeping in Baci’s vision of
empowering women of all sizes with
a sexy confidence, each style is
available in six sizes: Small, Medium,
Large, Extra Large, 1X/2X and 3X/4X.

pjur gives you more Sales Support
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur’s brand
space concept has been implemented in
Rimba’s showroom just in time for their
in-house exhibition in Etten-Leur, The
Netherlands. Stefan Daniel, Senior Key
Account Manager Sales at pjur, will take
the opportunity to personally present the
advantages of said concept to European
retail customers. „As a premium provider
of high-quality intimate products, we want
to be the first port of call for any questions related to the subject of personal
lubricant. That is why we offer dealers a
number of advantages in order to better
present the ranges and increase the
attention in their stores. At Rimba, shop
customers can now convince themselves
on site of the pjur concept, which can
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easily be implemented in smaller shops
too. Additionally, we invest in trainings of
sales personnel, which is why we provide
our partners with training materials in their
local languages”, explains Stefan Daniel.
The pjur brand space concept - that can
be seen at Rimba’s inhouse trade fair- focuses on the presentation of the premium
brand in order to claim brand space at
the point of purchase: It com- bines the
successful pjur gives you more campaign
with the attractive pjur experience slat wall
set that features a rear panel that really
stands out in stores and is supplied with
three or six shelves depending on the size
of the stores. They are eye-catching and
most importantly help consumers find the
products they need. 
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Marketing Mania
I s m a r k e ti n g beco ming mo re imp o rta nt th a n th e p ro duct?

e x c l u s iv e

Yes
Randolph Heil, editor

It is probably one of the eternal
truths of the market: If the
customer doesn’t know a
product, he won’t buy it.
Consequently, a lot of time and
money are spent on advertising,
PR, and other marketing
activities, and these things
only seem to have become
more important in recent
years. Everybody is vying to
convince the consumer of the
superiority of their own
products. And of course, this
development is not limited to
the erotic market, it is a
general trend that can be seen
in countless other industries as
well. Still, the question is
warranted: Has the erotic
market reached a point where
the product is pushed into the
background and purchasing
decisions are mostly based on
marketing and advertising?
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It seems a bit funny, doesn’t it? These past
few years, everybody has been clamouring
for more brands and more modern marketing to push the market forward and to allow
products and product lines to stand out
from the crowd – and now we’ve suddenly
reached a point of criticising brands,
marketing, and branding for pushing the
actual products and their unique qualities
into the background. But be that as it may, if
we’re being honest, we have to admit that
this criticism is not unfounded. The market
has undergone severe changes and
developments in recent years, and one of
the results of this development is that
traditional distribution and marketing
strategies were rejigged and remodelled.
Just like in other markets, modern technologies and tools were employed to sway the
consumer and make them buy this product
or that product. Considering this, it is
perfectly reasonable to ask: How even is the
playing field in the market today? Do new
products from new companies – i.e.
companies that usually lack the know how
and the financial means to use the aforementioned marketing tools to maximum
effect - have the same chances of selling
well as toys from long-standing producers
– i.e. companies that do have the tools and
the know how to mount these advertising
and PR campaigns come launch day?
Probably not. I’m sure there are exceptions
but by and large, these companies are at a
great disadvantage. In the most extreme
cases, this means that innovative ideas or

promising product features are doomed to
fail simply because the brand doesn’t have
the high-calibre marketing tools of the big
guys, or because they can’t effectively use
them. Obviously, these big companies have
worked hard to amass their arsenal of
marketing experts; market research doesn’t
grow on trees, advertising is expensive,
and social media campaigns require finesse.
But are these the elements that should
determine the success of a product? Henry
Ford once said: ˈDucks lay eggs discreetly;
a chicken on the other hand makes noise so
the whole estate can hear. What is the
result? The whole world eats chicken eggs!ˈ
That’s marketing in a nutshell for you.
Granted, today’s consumers are more
well-informed and more discerning in their
purchasing decisions, but wall-to-wall
marketing certainly helps a brand’s chances
of becoming a top-seller.
You can criticise this development if you
want, but it is a reality of the market. Of a
whole lot of markets, actually. The sex toy
market is merely following in the footsteps of
many other industries. Influencing the
consumers’ shopping decisions through
branding, marketing, etc. is nothing new. If
anything, it is probably indicative of the
growing professionalisation of the erotic
market – whether we like it or not.
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No
Marketing is an important tool for every company
in every market, that much should be evident.
There are many facets, from PR to advertising to
pricing and distribution strategies. After all, you
want the consumer to notice your product and be
interested in it. But is marketing becoming more
important than the presented product? Will a
product of mediocre or inferior quality outsell a
much better product just because the latter one
had a big marketing push behind it? You might be
able to do it in the short term, yes. You might even
be able to pull it off in the medium term. But I
firmly believe that, in the long run, if one product is
clearly and objectively better than the other, it will
still win the day. Superior ideas and elegant
design outdo marketing ploys.
This is true today, and it will also be true in the
future, probably even more so. The erotic market
has become highly professional, and as we
maintain this level of professionalism, consumers
will get used to it, and they will demand quality.
They will know what a good product should be.
They will be able to differentiate between real
added value and false assurances. A product may
promise you the sky and the stars, and it may be
super low-priced, but if it doesn’t deliver, no
marketing in the world can save its long-term
prospects. And speaking of long-term prospects,
quality products can create a halo of excellence
around a brand name that will shine long after the
life cycle of the product itself has ended. Put
differently, quality products are what successful,
reputable brands are made of.
By the way, I am not saying that at times,
products aren’t outshone by marketing, but when
that happens, it is usually for a different reason. In
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this market, a great idea is quickly
adopted by others, meaning there is
only a short window for the creator,
the pioneer to really capitalise on
the fruit of their creativity. Obviously,
it is perfectly normal for the
producers within a marketplace to
influence and inspire each other,
and on the whole, it is a good thing.
But for the original creator, it can
definitely be a problem, all the more
so if the competition has a bigger
marketing budget. If you don’t want
to engage in price and marketing wars but
want to stand apart based solely on the
quality of your products, you have to deliver
new features, quickly, frequently, and on a
high level. You have to stay abreast of the
competition so they don’t overtake you and
make your innovation their innovation. Many
small companies who try fail, and not having
the budget to stir up a marketing whirlwind
is one of the main reasons.
However, even in that scenario, it should
be able to find a middle way if you have
a smart business policy. You can keep a
balance between high-quality product
development, high-quality production,
and high-quality marketing.

Matthias Poehl,
editor in chief

F E A T U R E

The 2019 Sex Toy Showcase
EAN‘s US Correspondent Colleen Godin reflects on another year of new releases and trends

e x c l u s iv e

Stop right there, pleasure industry pals! If you‘re assuming this is another list of so-called best-of-the-best sex toys from 2019,
you‘d be wrong. As a pleasure product professional with hundreds of sex toys metaphorically piled up in folders on my laptop,
I‘m here to confirm that there is no such thing as a ‚best sex toy.‘ Like all consumer products, it‘s subjective. Every year throws
out countless new releases, and you know what? Most of them are pretty damn amazing, so long as they were designed and
marketed with heart, intention, and good design at their core. I dug through the myriad list-icles, company profiles, and toy
features I‘ve composed throughout 2019 and grabbed my favorite pleasure products from each one. Are they truly the
industry‘s best? That‘s up to you (or your sales numbers) to decide, dear reader. But at the end of every year, I am still
tempted to present a big, beautiful group of diverse pleasure products. My 2019 sex toy showcase is more of a walk down
memory lane than anything. Instead of pinning a prize on any given toy, simply enjoy them in all their colorful glory as you
plan your slat walls, shelves or e-stock for a new year of product excellence.
Kegel Training Sets by CalExotics
If you‘re a major sex toy manufacturer without
at least one offering of Kegel balls, what are
you even doing? CalEx‘s three Kegel Training
Sets are far from your average set of vaginal
work-out accessories, and this reason alone
will keep customers coming back to collect
them all: they‘re shaped like fruit. While the
cold, hard medical facts of Kegel-cising
are all well and good, I‘m mostly intrigued
by the idea of inserting a silicone cherry,
mini mango, or pair of tiny lemons into
one‘s vajayjay. The notion certainly seems
uniquely Californian – the location of CalExotics
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sunny headquarters - to those of us in less
New Age-y locations. There‘s a graduated set
of adorable Kegel weights for all budgets and
muscle strengths in this triple product line:
the Mango, a 3-piece set; the Strawberry, a
6-piece set; and the Lemon, a 2-piece set. If
your customers aren‘t falling for the ripe colors
and too-cute fruit shapes alone, CalExotics
added a little something extra – a sex-ed
instruction manual to get new vaginal fitness
nuts into their daily squeeze. Each kit includes
tips and tricks to get Kegel-ing as soon you rip
open the box.
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Neo Elite 7.5 Inch Dual Density Silicone Dildo
by Blush Novelties
While the Neo Elite looks like your
average dong, don‘t judge this book
by its‘ cover – err, dildo by it‘s design.
Dual-density dildos earned their fame
within niche brands, but weren‘t often
priced within reach of the average sex
toy consumer. Blush is out to right
this wrong, and when you actually
feel a dual-density toy, you‘ll know
why these incredible dongs are a
must-have for every drawer. The magic
of dual-density lies in the layers. These seemingly normal dildos have a hard yet flexible core
surrounded by an extra-squishy layer of silicone
on the outside that feels about as real as it gets.
A lot of dildo makers claim their dongs feel ‚like
the real thing,‘ but dual-density actually delivers.
The unique production process was once a pricey
endeavor, but Blush has the right connections to
bring these silicone wonders down to earth and
priced to sell.

Main Squeeze masturbators by
Doc Johnson
Doc Johnson‘s latest line takes
all your favorite almost-banned,
half-naked internet babes and turns
those once free self-love sessions
into a profitable enterprise for the
company and it‘s contract stars alike.
Main Squeeze is a growing brand of
masturbators, each taking it‘s name
and intimate physical features from
a photo or video babe with more than a handful
of internet followers. The brand got it‘s start in
2017 with popular porn stars like Katrina Jade,
Ariana Marie and Lela Star. Now the folks at Doc
have jumped on the socially sexual bandwagon
and added erotic glamour models and tattooed
Twitter megastars. Main Squeeze‘s newbies
with killer boobies include curvy tattoo model @
Ana.Lorde, Maxim and FHM cover girl @Viking.
Barbie, tattooed glamour model @Brittanya187,
and Playboy Playmate @PlaymateIryna. Dubbed
‚The Girls of Social Media,‘ the line offers a range
of custom-molded strokers cast directly from the
bodies of the world’s hottest adult video stars
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and half-naked Instagrammers. According to the
company‘s promotional materials, Main Squeeze
strokers incorporate a hard-case construction that
puts the power in users’ hands, with a squeeze
plate designed to vary the tightness of each stroke,
and a suction-adjusting end cap that users can
twist to their preferred level of intensity.
Each Main Squeeze features an ULTRASKYN
sleeve with a uniquely textured internal tunnel
for ultra-pleasurable stimulation. The sleek, durable
encasement and screw-on top keep it clean,
discreet, and convenient for travel. Main Squeeze
also fully disassembles for easy cleaning, and the
double-cap hard shell design doubles as a discreet
travel and storage case.

Tidal Wave by Evolved Novelties
This next toy looks suspiciously like a
basic slim smoothie-style vibrator with a
simple update in silicone. But let the Tidal
Wave‘s intriguing name speak for itself.
This blue wonder does a lot more than
change functions. See those curvy lines
along The Tidal Wave‘s shaft?
Turn on the toy‘s five speeds of wavy
undulation and eight powerful vibration
speeds. Tidal‘s exterior springs to life as
rows of beads spin in wave-life patterns
while a motor sends rumbles up the
length of the shaft. The ripples are
designed to create an extraordinary sensation that blends beautifully with the overall vibrations
of the toy. Five different wave speed intensities and
eight vibe functions make for a rather interesting
time in the tub, as the aptly-named Tidal Wave is
appropriately waterproof.

FUSE by OhMiBod and Kiiroo
Fuse, a dual-stimulating, touch-sensitive
vibrator, is – according to the creators
– Kiiroo and OhMiBod‘s most exciting,
stand-out collaboration, and I‘d say
they‘re pretty spot-on with that description. Fuse’s touch controls are the first of
their kind on the market, giving couples
more ways to enjoy connectivity than ever
before. Fuse‘s built-in touch-sensitive
technology also allows the user to control
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other Kiiroo-connected devices. This bi-directional
control allows couples to experience truly unique,
intimate moments
remotely from anywhere across the globe. Users
can enjoy numerous ways to play, such as with
a partner or in synchronization with 2D or VR
content from Kiiroo‘s FeelMe platform. Fuse is
said to be the perfect companion to the Fleshlight
Launch powered by Kiiroo. Connect these toys
and consumers can have virtual sex “with” each
other or an on-screen porn star while the device
motors and Bluetooth technology keep everyone
in sync in real time. The Fuse is compatible with all
existing Bluetooth-enabled interactive devices and
interactive content by Kiiroo, leaving imaginations
to run wild with pairing options.

Her Ultimate Pleasure
by Fantasy For Her
Pipedream‘s Fantasy for Her
collection takes the best of women‘s
sex toys of past and present and
adds a touch of user-friendly
technology. Classics like remote
Kegel vibrators, butterfly-shaped
clitoral stimulators, and thrusting slim
vibes round out this affordable brand
line for the modern babe. Her Ultimate Pleasure, an obvious stand-out toy
in the line, throws in everything but
the kitchen sink (and a muscle-bound
dude to do the dishes). If you‘ve been
watching social media over the last
few months, you already know this
toy has won the ultimate consumer
seal-of-approval - oh yeah, it‘s gone viral!
This wand-style toy combines vibration, suction,
and a licking tongue that never tires of A-plus oral
sex to create the ultimate internal and external
plaything. Three suction speeds entice users into
a foreplay-esque frenzy, which can be customized
with Her Ultimate Pleasure‘s two vulva-encompassing cones. Once primed for oral pleasure, it‘s time
to turn on the flicking silicone tongue, which laps
up-and-down across the clitoris like a cyborg lover
with endless stamina and seven licking patterns.
For the most insatiable sexual appetites, Her
Ultimate Pleasure can even be turned upside-down
and used as a pin-point or G-spot vibe with 10
vibration patterns.
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The Taffy Puller by Rock Candy Toys
Remember when sex toys
were simple and fun?
Rock Candy certainly does, and they‘ve
been pumping out new
releases all year that skip all
the confusing high-tech features
in favor of consumer-friendly color. This basic blue
masturbator features five individual, intense
pleasure channels, ribbed and tapered from the
open-ended top to bottom. Give the flexible Taffy
Puller a squeeze to control the suction and grip.
The internal design features graduating suction
that increases tightness around the shaft of the
penis while stroking. Flip the toy around to find 2
entry points that fit all sizes and make clean-up
a snap. The Taffy Puller‘s gender-neutral,
ambiguous shape makes it perfect for solo
beginners or couples seeking a good starter toy to
begin incorporating masturbators into their play.

Em.Ex by Sportsheets
After a hefty re-brand and lots of new staff
additions, the industry‘s most popular vanilla-kink
company is racing into the modernized sexual
wellness field. While Sportsheets
has always focused on, as
their slogan will tell, keeping
couples connected while
allowing them an easy-in to
explore new things, now they‘re
walking their talk into 2019.
The Em.Ex line of active,
night and day wear
harnesses targets
LGBTQ+ consumers and pretty
much anyone who
couldn‘t identify
with the blonde
super models that
previously graced Sportsheet‘s original packaging.
Em.Ex‘s three options
of underwear-style,
strap-on harnesses
converge in design with
a gender-neutral fit and
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aesthetic, sturdy, rubber O-rings in the front,
2 pockets for vibrating bullets, and a light,
breathable fabric that feels like a comfy pair of
tight-fitting underwear. The line is made from
a special material fabricated to keep skin dry.
Sportsheets also skipped the metal hard wear, so
you can easily toss these high-quality drawers in
the wash without worry. The jock style somewhat
resembles a modernized version of traditional
men‘s underwear, albeit much more tantalizing and
colorful than an old pair of tighty-whities.
The boxer brief style fits like a pair of boy-short
underwear, fitting a bit lower on the hips and wider
on the legs and bikini line. The high cut design
hikes up towards the hips, leaving more exposed
leg and hip. This style also throws a fun curve
ball – an open crotch for some sneaky, bare skin
play under the table on a date and easy access for
bedroom toys.

Bido Palm Flogger by Tantus Inc
Whips and chains don‘t have to equal
pain (unless that‘s your thing, of course). Luxury floggers, like the gorgeously
purple Bido Palm Flogger, can provide
a gentle tickle or a pleasantly light snap
just as well as a bruised bottom.
Tantus Inc‘s new Bido line of impact toys is equal
parts beautiful and functional. The purple Palm
flogger, a genuine leather impact toy, is beautifully
balanced for a comfortable grip and a perfectly
weighted strike – an imperative quality for serious
BDSM practitioners that beginners will soon covet.
The Palm Flogger‘s aerospace aluminum grip and
leather strands can handle rough impact play, but
this designer piece is just as skilled at a gentle
tease. Lightly run the flogger‘s strands over a
partner‘s back, bent-over buttocks, or between
their thighs. For some, the touch and smell of
leather is an arousing fetish all on it‘s own. The
Palm Flogger‘s weighted handle makes it easy to
gauge the strength of impact so folks can curate
an experience that fits their partner‘s tolerance for
pleasurable or pain.

The Slow Sex collection
by Bijoux Indiscrets
Last but certainly not least, I think
it‘s time we put down the
high-powered wands for a minute
and embraced our bodies just
the way they are. Bijoux Indiscrets
seems to agree. Slow Sex, the
Spanish company‘s latest release,
is a 10-piece line featuring massage products, intimate gels and
lubricants, and an assortment of
playful body products that enhance
all 5 senses. The Slow Sex collection takes a cue from the modern
holistic sex movement, encouraging
couples and singles to delight in
foreplay and mindful pleasure as the main bedroom
events. The line includes two massage
products, two oral sex enhancers, two pampering
cosmetics, two sensual play gels, and two nipple gels.
No batteries or instructions required! In true Bijoux
Indiscrets fashion, Slow Sex looks like a mainstream-friendly cosmetic line. The brand was designed to
appeal to all genders and is manufactured locally for an
earth-friendly approach.

Pom by Dame Products
Since improving upon the original Eva and
re-launching it to customer delight as the Eva
2, Dame has most recently followed up with
2 unique vibrators – the Pom and the Kip.
But let‘s stick with the Pom for second
here because I believe it deserves a shout.
The Pom is a deceptively simple clitoral
vibe – until you give it a squeeze. Pom is so
flexible and soft that it‘s entire body seems
to mold to your every move. I‘ll let Dame Products
say it best: Pom sits in your hand and bends with you
to deliver broad or targeted stimulation. Its soft, flexible
body features a powerful motor with five patterns, and
the option to choose your own intensity, or use one of
five preset speeds. And it’s waterproof, for anytime fun
on land or at sea.

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent
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WHERE DID THE YEAR GO ?
M a r k e ti n g Ma tters

e x c l u s iv e

C

hristmas was great as a kid.
And while I hated school the
last day of term before the
festive season was decent
enough. If you’re of a
similar age, you’ll remember it was the day
for you to bring in board games and indulge
yourself. Long before the age of smartphones, we’d be playing the likes of
Connect4, Cluedo, Kerplunk! Buckaroo and
Operation. If ever MB, Waddingtons, Mattel
or Hasbro needed some customer insight,
primary and secondary schools around the
country on the last day of term would have
been the perfect place.
Those were the days. Decades later we’re
running around with no time to spare. And as
erotic retailers, you’ll be frantically trying to
keep those cash tills singing: not Christmas
carols per se, but something equally pleasing
to your ears.

In his monthly column, Brian Gray from
Glasgow-based erotic marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing offers his thoughts
on all things marketing. With 2019 fast
coming to a close, Brian considers to
what extent his Christmas wish list from
twelve months ago came to fruition…
92

So it’s not the time for me to be introducing
some big marketing concept this month
to get your head around. Instead let’s cast
our minds back to this time last year when
I wrote about what I’d like to see happen
in the pleasure products industry in 2019. I
wouldn’t go so far as to say it constituted my
Christmas list to Santa as such, but it would
have been nice to see.
First on the list was a wish to see more
holistic research into today’s sexual
consumer. It would be in everyone’s interests
to see how much of consumers’ discretionary
income was allocated to products and
services from the business of love and lust.
What’s the category split: what percentage
do sex toys or pleasure products have in
comparison with other products and
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services? And how has this compared with the
previous twelve months? What brands are the
most recalled, the most engaged, and the
most trusted?

charged with formulating a sex toy standard that
would take into account design and safety standards
for any sex toys that would come into direct contact
with the genitals or anus.

But alas, tumbleweed…

To both the uninitiated and industry idealists alike,
this would seem welcome news: a recognised quality
standard that would go some way to eradicate sex
toys containing spurious (if not downright harmful)
substances that shouldn’t be going anywhere near
one’s nether regions.

Here and there some stats were bandied about. A
survey run by British Condoms in March 2019 and
highlighted in British tabloid The Sun revealed that
men’s use of sex toys had significantly risen, rising
from 24% of respondents who had used one in
2018 versus 58% in 2019. Usage among women
had grown from 74% in 2018 to 79% in 2019. So,
at face value this is useful data in its own right. We
have no idea however to what extent the research
was carried out in accordance with established
research principles and in particular the sampling
method employed. This latter point may mean the
difference between some genuinely robust and
useful data versus something little more useful than
to generate some column inches in the press.
But this data – if valid – only shows sex toy usage,
and none of the other key factors mentioned
above. It still leaves a lot to be desired. As an
industry we’re still absolutely clueless and existing
in a state of ignorant bliss. We’ve no idea who’s
winning vis-à-vis market share. We’ve no idea
how the big firms are performing in key areas
such as brand awareness, loyalty, and customer
satisfaction, nor how they’re performing against
the sheer number of solopreneurs and micro
businesses selling some very impressive wares on
the likes of Etsy and other online marketplaces.
The second item on last year’s ‘list’ concerned sex
toy product quality and standards. And in contrast
to the sorry state of industry insight, there has
been progress. EAN revealed in September that
the International Standardization Organisation (ISO)
announced its plans to create a committee
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But is this going to transform the industry overnight?
Not quite. And while there are positives that can be
gleaned from this one mustn’t forget that this new
Standard will not be mandatory: therefore the old
‘adult novelty’ sticker on the packaging sidestep
will still apply. EAN Editors Matthias and Randolph
considered both sides of the argument recently so I
won’t dwell on them here. But what it can hopefully
do is persuade existing manufacturers as well as
the next generation of pleasure product industry
entrants to genuinely place the consumer – and
their safety - at the heart of their organisation,
especially in product development. It’s as much a
cultural campaign as one of component and design
standards. And to all existing manufacturers who
are already pushing the standards agenda and using
recognised body-safe components and coatings,
the introduction of the ISO Standard and
adherence to it can soon become a key
differentiator in which to highlight your brands
versus those that are uncertified. Shout about it
from the rooftops when the time comes.
I’d mentioned some other things in last year’s list, but
arguably more important to many erotic retailers and
brands have been the antics of Instagram this year.
Sex toy brands and sex educators alike have fallen
foul of the social media platform’s ‘Guidelines’ (I use
the term loosely). In short, nobody in this industry is
completely safe.

F E A T U R E

As if to perfectly illustrate my point, as I was writing (or
‘percolating’) my column, according to a BBC news
article Instagram has deleted hundreds of profiles of
porn stars and sex workers, even when images have
not featured nudity or sex. And when more and more
adult performers are getting into bed with sex toy
companies there are definite commercial ramifications
when said performers’ social media accounts – and
therefore their followers, the intended target audience –
are being potentially eradicated with one mouse click or
algorithm breach.
Some of you will shrug your shoulders and perhaps
expect this in the case of porn performers. But when
even images of pole-dancing fitness or historical (and
nipple-free) erotic art exhibited at a well-known gallery
are being censured, let me repeat: nothing in our
industry is safe. Earlier in the year, I advised pleasure
product brand and retailers to take heed of the dark
social media skies and grab all content of value that’s
been posted on Instagram and provide it with an
additional home on your own website. This applies
even more so now.
With Instagram/Facebook unlikely to change their tune
anytime soon, the coming realisation among pleasure
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product brand and retailers may be that such platforms
cannot feature in their current and future marketing
communications plans – or at the very least, there’s a
damn good contingency plan in place. Consequently
it may bring about a further realisation among smaller
brands that in this industry the days of bootstrap social
media marketing may be fast coming to an end and an
established marketing budget is now required. What
could this entail? Paid-for-advertising in key industry
and lifestyle publications, increased dialogue and forged
relationships between up and coming brands and retailers, and higher importance placed on industry events
and expos to create those invaluable connections.
So those are my key thoughts as we come to the end
of 2019. It goes without saying that I wish you all a great
festive period – commercially and personally – and you
enjoy yourself accordingly. I’ll see you in January, once
the various indulgences wear off. And you know us
Scots can put together a seriously good New Year’s
Eve celebration!
Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.com,
found on Instagram (for how much longer?!)
@lasciviousmarketing or
phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769.		
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Feelmore‘s Top 10 Trending Sex Toys
e x c l u s iv e

Feelmore adult boutique founder Nenna Joiner weighs in on what‘s hot for consumers this season

If you haven‘t yet added Nenna Joiner – the founder of Feelmore Gallery adult boutique in Oakland, California - as a Facebook friend, you‘re really missing out. Joiner jumps on Facebook Live almost daily, documenting her sex toy adventures
around this progressive, artsy-urban sister city to San Francisco. From selling vibrators out of an ice cream truck to posting
up outside the Feelmore doors to show off the latest sex-tech gadget, Joiner is never not hustling to keep her toy boutique
dream alive. I asked Joiner to share her to-the-minute pleasure product expertise with EAN and tell us what customers are
craving when the postman shows up with Feelmore‘s latest manufacturer delivery.

Nenna Joiner, founder of the Feelmore Gallery
adult boutique in Oakland, California

Nenna‘s Top 10 Trending Sex Toys

Je Joue G-Kii
“When I got this in my hand, I couldn’t
believe how simple yet complex this product
was,” says Joiner. The G-Kii by Je Joue is a
flexible internal/external vibrator that‘s made
to curve from the g-spot to the clitoris, no
matter how you‘re shaped. According to
Joiner, what consumers really love is the
G-Kii‘s broad range of vibrations that don‘t
rattle more sensitive users.
“It has been flying off the shelf given how low
the vibration can go. Many want bigger
vibrators, but are fearful that the intensity is
a bit too much,” says Joiner. “The pivoted
g-spot is unique and allows someone to
adjust the product into multiple angles.”
“The Je Joue line does not disappoint for the
beginner or advanced users,” she concludes.

Jessi 420 Vibrator by Maia Toys
Whether or not you enjoy passing the joint,
Joiner tells us we won‘t want to pass on this
funky little bullet vibe. “We’re located in
Oakland!” laughs Joiner, who appropriately
points out why this tiny but mighty toy sells out
in her Northern California shop. “Let me say
more,” she says. “Just as many love their sex
toys because of the color, many love their sex
toy more given its connection to their medicinal
and/or recreational use of cannabis.” The Jessi
420 is a 10-function super charged mini bullet
that can easily be slipped into your purse or
pocket. “Given that many are afraid to try
cannabis,” says Joiner, “the Jessi 420 Vibrator
by Maia Toys gives them street creed to have a
powerful vibrator that is decorated in cannabis
leaves. Powerful and quiet!”

CalExotics Rocking Probe
In today‘s anal toy market, the smartest
marketers know that butt toys know no
gender. The Rocking Probe by CalExotics
is basic black and brought to you in
gender-neutral packaging that fits into any
product display. The Rocking Probe gets its‘
name from the come-hither motion at the
tip, which stimulates the g-spot or prostate.
“As we all know, the G-spot and P-spot
products are pretty much the same, to a
degree, except for the colors,” says Joiner.
“This product has been split between gender
consumers due to it being so versatile
and inexpensive.”

Slay #PleaseMe by CalExotics
It takes a lot to impress an adult boutique
owner, but the #PleaseMe vibe from
CalExotics‘ Slay collection did the trick.
This palm-sized external toy is a mini wand
massager that fits between the fingers to
deliver pinpoint tantalization and thrill with
flexible vibrations. #PleaseMe is rechargeable
with 10 vibration modes. “When I saw this,
I couldn’t believe the color, texture, nor the
price point!” Joiner exclaims.
“You are supposed to make your customers
happy, but when this is sold, you should be
jumping up and down given the potential
for profit margin.”
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Slay #ExciteMe by CalExotics
It seems Joiner has been – excuse the pun – slayed by
CalExotics‘ latest miniature vibrator collection.
She also recommends the #ExciteMe vibe, a flat, lay-on
toy that makes a great companion to couples‘ play.
“Put this in your hand, and you will understand why you
should be excited,” remarks Joiner. “Not too small or
too big but the feeling of this product in anyone’s hand
should make it a huge top seller.” Joiner favors
CalExotics toys across the board, especially when
they‘re small enough to be sneaky. “There is something
substantial about a cute unassuming sex toy,” she says.
“CalExotic always hits the mark on powerful products.”
Dame Pom
Dame‘s Pom palm vibrator is one of several new
releases from the brand this year that‘s understated
yet gets the job done extremely well.
“Dame has brought a unique and signature style of
vibrators to the market,” notes Joiner. “Pom is a very
unique product which has a lower intensity that many
consumers appreciate.” Though not
immediately apparent in photos, Pom is fully flexible,
and soft and squishy all over. “Consider it the wine of
small palm size vibrators,” says Joiner. “Soft and flexible
in the middle allowing the user to truly bend the tip
towards their desired direction.” Despite the industry‘s
obsession with high power, it‘s toys like Pom that are
being praised for catering to consumers of all sensitivities. Not everyone wants to be throttled into climax.
“Not many palm size vibrators will give you a low power
mode,” she remarks, “making this vibrator a great
beginner especially if the buyer doesn’t know
what their person likes!”
B Yours Beginner Bunny by Blush Novelties
No toy shop is complete without a back-to-basics
rabbit vibe that‘s straight out of an episode
of Sex and the City. Blush Novelties‘ B
Yours collection presents the Beginner
Bunny, a petite-sized rabbit designed for
those who want a smaller version of the
classic rabbit that also won‘t break the
bank. “To be so inexpensive, it feels very
luxurious!,” says Joiner. “The Beginner
Bunny has 2 controls; one for the shaft
and one for the clitoral stimulation. Each
function operates independently of
others.” “[It‘s] the only battery operated
that made the list,” Joiner remarks,
This interview is contributed
noting this toy takes “3AAA batteries
by Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent
sold separately.”
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Je Joue G-Spot Bullet Vibrator
“Even though I’ve already spoken about Je Joue,”
says Joiner, “you cannot miss out on the smaller
bullet vibrator that has the same intensity,
low / high, as the G-Kii.” This otherwise unassuming internal/external bullet vibrator is the luxury
version of everyone‘s favorite go-to toy.
It‘s a great secondary option for customers
seeking a versatile g-spot toy without intimidating
length and girth.“The intensity is the same [as
the Gi-Kii] but this option is in a smaller package,”
explains Joiner.
“As many love G-spot play, this provides for those
that are slightly intimidated with bigger G-spot toys
such as the G-Kii, with a smaller less intrusive
product to explore without committing to length.”
G-Motion by Adam & Eve
Double-sided toys (and we‘re not talking dildos)
are the pleasure trade‘s newest techy love-children. Just when you thought pinpoint g-spot
stimulation and clitoral vibrations on one end of
the G-Motion weren‘t enough, turn the toy around
for a completely different experience with the
wand-shaped handle.
“The product is so basic yet so complex,” says
Joiner. “A 3-in-1 rabbit vibrator (aka dual stimulator) product that gives you a wand head with a
strong yet manageable intensity, a clitoral stimulator, and a movable ball on the shaft used to
stimulate the G-spot.”
“All of these functions operate separately or
simultaneously,” she describes. “If a customer is
torn between the ‘Rabbit’ and ‘Wand’, this is the
compromise for a reasonable cost.”
Tiny Teaser Nubby by CalExotics
Wands are still enjoying massive popularity,
though the trend seems to be heading in a
smaller-is-better direction. CalExotics‘ Tiny
Teaser collection includes a couple of basic
bullets and Joiner‘s favorite – the Nubby
(pictured here) and Bunny wands that are
more versatile than their small frames allude.
“The Tiny Teaser is a rare gem that affords the
luxury of a rechargeable for under $30!” tells Joiner.
These little wonders boast of high-end aesthetics
and quality at prices anyone can afford. “Silicone
cover on the small yet flexible wand gives a hidden
advantage as the consumer can decide to use it
with or without,” Joiner explains. “Small, quiet, and
compact…we all need more of these!”
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XTREME

Extreme power, supreme orgasm

Male Vibrating
Stimulator kit

2 heads included
www.manwand.com
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Why women should

invest in regular orgasms

T h e Wo m a n iz er Premium is no w a va ila ble in two new co lo urs

e x c l u s iv e

The effects of regular orgasms
on the female body:
•
Stress relief! Daily life can be nervewracking. When your to-do list has swollen
to the size of a novel, you quickly feel
swamped. After an exhausting day, an
orgasm could work wonders. According
to research by the University of Oklahoma,
orgasms release happy hormones which
help to relief stress and promote relaxation.
Boost your immune system: Vitamins may
•
help stave off a looming cold, but regular
orgasms are just as valuable to boost the
immune system because they release
dopamine which improves immune
system responses.
•
Optical flattery: No make-up could mimic
the glow in your eyes and that of your skin
after an erotic climax.
•
Headache relief: According to research by
the University of Münster, Germany, sex
relieves headaches because of the release
of dopamine, serotonin and endorphins. It
relaxes the body and reduces pain.

What makes for a better
investment than your own
wellbeing? Fresh foods
as part of a healthy diet,
high-quality cosmetics for
more beautiful skin and the
occasional wellness retreat
to soothe the soul. Women
tend to treat themselves and
rightly so because it improves
their body awareness. That’s
great! But there’s one more
thing you can do to banish
bad mood, boost your
immune system and get that
special glow: the orgasm.
The moment that feels like
flying – perfect happiness.
Regular orgasms have plenty
of positive side effects.
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Dare Yourself.

www.orgiecompany.com | facebook & instagram @orgiecompany
To order this product, contact your local distributor
or reach us by email sales@orgiecompany.com

AWA R D E D T H E B E S T A S S O R T M E N T O F S E N S U A L CO S M E T I C S

F E A T U R E

Masturbation is the key for regular orgasms:
Women are well aware of the problem: during sex
with a partner they hardly ever or rarely climax. Laying
hands on themselves, however, most women will
orgasm. That’s partly because a lot of women require
clitoral stimulation to come. The Womanizer Premium
elevates your individual pamper program to a whole
new level. Its unique Pleasure AirTM technology, the
AutopilotTM and the Smart SilenceTM function turn
this little sex toy into a luxurious all-rounder. Even
beginners will experience intensive orgasms.
The pulsating pressure waves stimulate the clitoris.
Soft or intense - you choose the setting that feels
right to you. The Autopilot automatically adjusts the
intensity, making it even easier to let go and unwind.
Another highlight of the Womanizer Premium is its
Smart Silence feature – an automatic start-stop
function. The toy turns on when it comes in contact
with your skin. The Womanizer Premium is super quiet
so that nothing will interrupt your special me-time.
Quieter, providing enhanced stimulation and thanks to
its sleek and ergonomic design now even more handy,
the Premium is available in two colours – blueberry
and raspberry. An optical delight.

The Womanizer Premium at a glance:
With 12 vibration settings, up to four hours of battery
power, an XL stimulation extension and a USB
connection, the Womanizer Premium is a sex toy
any woman will enjoy. Thanks to the Pleasure AirTM
technology, AutopilotTM and Smart SilenceTM function,
the waterproof toy with ergonomic design is a
luxurious allrounder. The Womanizer Premium is
available for 189 Euro.
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WWW.EDCWHOLESALE.COM

NEW
20 ITEMS
More products = more pleasure
We have expanded four of our brands with new items
to oﬀer more pleasure than ever before.

The EasyToys Collection, the brand with a toy for everyone! Regardless of the sexual preferences of your customers,
they will always find a suitable product in the EasyToys Collection. Now with 13 extra items!

WWW.EDCWHOLESALE.COM

4 NEW ITEMS
NEW ITEM

We
have expanded
our popular
brands

13 NEW ITEMS

3 NEW
ITEMS

EDC Wholesale | Phoenixweg 6 | 9641 KS Veendam | the Netherlands
Phone +31 (0) 598 690 453 | sales@edcwholesale.com | www.edcwholesale.com
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Quality of the experience delivered to

our customers is our most important concern
R e c a p p i n g 40 yea rs o f Ma rc Do rcel with Grégo ry Do rcel

e x c l u s iv e

2012: First VOD offer dedicated to women:
Dorcelle.com
2014: First unlimited adult streaming offer –
www.xillimite.com
2015: First production of 360°
3D virtual reality content
2017: Creation of Dorcel Lab, the first
incubator for sexy start-ups
2018: Takeover of Playboy TV Europe

Going forward,
Grégory Dorcel will
continue to focus
on quality and
innovation

„

40 years is a long time - how would you
sum up the history of Marc Dorcel so far?
What are the milestones that have defined
the company throughout the years?
Grégory Dorcel: Important steps always
turned into innovation and supported
developments in society:
1979: First European movie shot on video
1995: First French interactive adult CD-ROM
1998: First French multilingual DVD
2002: First Video on Demand service (VOD)
in France: Dorcelvision.com
2006: Creation of pan-European
channel Dorcel TV
2006: First French sexy concept store open
to all audiences
2010: First adult crowdfunding operation
with the production of ‚Mademoiselle
de Paris‘
2011: First European SVOD platform to
offer 3D content
2011: First legal 3D download offer

1979 was an eventful year
filled with historical events.
One event is of particular
importance for the erotic
market: Marc Dorcel presented his first film, ‚Jolies petites
garces‘, and it was a smashing success. Many more
successes were to follow,
covering various media and
market segments, and today,
Marc Dorcel is one of the
biggest names in the industry,
a global company operating
in various countries and in
various segments of the erotic
market. EAN and CEO Grégory Dorcel invite you to revisit
the milestones in the history
of Marc Dorcel – a story that
begins in 1979 and that is far
from over even in 2019 ...
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Is there a philosophy or guideline that has
accompanied Marc Dorcel through these
40 years?
Grégory Dorcel: Quality!!! As an artisan, Dorcel
was always committed to delivering a quality
experience to his customers. Just because it’s
porn or dedicated to sex does not mean that it
has to be vulgar or low quality.
What made your father decide to seek his
fortune in the erotic film industry 40 years ago?
Grégory Dorcel: Young Marc Dorcel wanted
to study Art Deco: be it pottery, watercolours
or paintings, he had a special gift for arts.
Unfortunately, our budding artist did not follow
up on this path, his parents being against him
embracing such a risky career. He took his
first steps in life working in a sewing machine
company as an industrial designer and was
soon promoted to the technical and commercial department. After serving in the military for
26 months, he went back to his work at the
sewing company. Although he made a good
living, Marc was always looking for more; his
friends had their own apartments and nice cars
and Marc was getting increasingly ambitious.
He wanted to have a business of his own.
And then, he met somebody who stirred up
his whole life. At that time, his parents owned
a house in Seine-et-Marne. Right next to
them lived the owner of a public works truck
company who made up to 500 francs a day
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In 2006, Marc Dorcel opened their first retail store –
today, there are ten Dorcelstores across France

for transporting goods between different construction
sites. That seemed an easy job to Marc, and he had
the idea of buying 15-ton trucks, hiring drivers, and
setting up his own transport company. So, in 1965,
with the financial help of his parents, Marc Dorcel
launched his own business: ‚Transports Dorcel.‘ But
a rather buoyant beginning was followed by a bumpy
patch: Mechanical problems soon caused a great
number of trucks to be stuck in the car repair shop
most of the time and the company started to operate
at a loss. This nightmare lasted for over a year and
then, a fed-up Marc Dorcel decided to give it all up
and moved to an apartment on Place des Vosges.
It is not far from there that one day, he would have
another chance encounter which would prove to be
crucial to him.
Every day, he used to pass by a man who spent his
time opening dozens and dozens of envelopes with
checks inside. Marc Dorcel soon made friends with
him and discovered that he earned a living selling
erotic literature by direct mail throughout the region.
As Marc Dorcel remembered: ‚He was just lolling
around in a meadow, did nothing all day except go
to his PO box to get his mail, and nonetheless, he
lived reasonably well!‘ In 1968, Marc decided to take
up a new adventure: publishing erotic writings. With
two friends, he founded ‚Select Diffusion‘ to sell
books with titillating titles through advertising. Debts
had forced Marc to let go of his transport company,
but he hoped that direct-mail sales would turn out
a growing success. Actually, the launch of this new
business scared off many of Marc’s existing business
partners since revenues rarely exceeded five to six
pounds a day. Moreover, one of his partners split off
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in an attempt to avoid what he felt was a company
doomed to fail Only Alain P. stuck around who was
a staunch believer in the venture. Time would prove
him to be right. Somewhere down the line, Marc
came across a talented Swiss journalist Pietr Bauer,
who was impressed by Marc Dorcel’ s already
existing radiance and felt he was dealing with an
important publisher. Readily, he gave him the
publishing rights for a remarkable erotic novel:
‚Ursula‘. Paired with the writer’s literary talent and
a cleverly prepared book launch, the novel quickly
became a best-seller in the region: Over 20,000
books sold in less than three months! This is the
beginning of Marc Dorcel’s success as he struck
gold for the first time. Soon after, the Youth
Commission took action to ban the material so
minors wouldn’t have access to it, and it was
banned from being exhibited and advertised in any
way. This was a clear condemnation of the book.
Repeated summons to the seventeenth correctional
chamber and the corresponding convictions for
breach of moral standards could not scare Marc
Dorcel, however. On the contrary, it drove him to
create a new publishing company: ‚Select Diffusion‘
thus became ‚SDC‘ (simply, ‚Selection Diffusion
Contact‘). But at the beginning of the seventies,
the craze for erotic novels started to fade:
The audience was in need of images. Far from living
off of his reputation and current achievements, Marc
Dorcel considered diversification. Erotic photo stories
were already on the market, mainly in the form of
imported American magazines with ‚retouched‘
pictures (genitals and pubic hair were hidden under
grossly drawn underwear), for which people would
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spend up to 120 or 140 francs (quite a bit of money
at that time!). Marc Dorcel then decided to launch
the first full-colour erotic photo story on the French
market. A truly genuine revolution! The typical
‚Dorcelian‘ style was already clearly identifiable on
these pages: superb young posh women wearing
stylish, enticing underwear. Once more, he had
achieved a great success! But censorship, along
with with a devastating tax controls, put an end to
what could have been an endless gold-mine.
Marc Dorcel was back to square one.
Far from giving up, he plunged back into the photo
story adventure just a few months later. Business
went great, and Valéry Giscard d’Estaing’s ascent to
power in 1974 brought about changes that would
soften censorship rules. Marc set up a new company,
‚Éditions Pierre-Yvon‘ and moved into new premises
on ‚Rue de Sèvres‘. He shared the court in front of
the building with two video recorder repair engineers.
Dazzled by their neighbours’ high-quality publishing,
they soon talked Marc Dorcel into transcribing all
those glossy, paper-printed materials onto videos,
thus giving birth to ‚Vidéo Marc Dorcel‘. The very first
X movie produced and directed by Marc Dorcel was
‚Jolies petites garces‘ (Pretty Little Bitches). It was
1979. Credits for this 53-minute video included a
certain Maryline Jess, future ‚Dorcelian‘ muse, and a
young man called Stanislas Piotr at the beginning of
a brilliant career. By the way, to celebrate his 100th
production, Marc Dorcel re-published this little jewel,
to the great delight of many collectors. Today, his
opinion about ‚Jolies petites garces‘ is unsentimental:
‚This movie’s technical defects mark its very
genuineness. The ingenuousness of some of the
situations make it even more moving‘. Nevertheless,
in 1979, this was the spark that lit the fire: Very
quickly, over 4,000 tapes of ‚Jolies petites garces‘
were sold to sex-shops for 500 francs a piece:
Profits were simply enormous. This craze can be
explained by the historical context: A law had just
been approved regarding X movies. Up until then,
they had been released in regular movie theatres
but as from now, they would be restricted to special
projection rooms. This law greatly enhanced the X
video boom! And while the screenplay of ‚Jolies
petites garces‘ may seem rather sparse when you
apply today’s standards, Marc added all those photo
story ingredients that made for an explosive mixture
in his movie: finely-crafted sets, appealing actors
and actresses, and excessive use of lingerie were all
blended into a refined vision of eroticism, cleverly
balanced with hardcore scenes… Marc Dorcel
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Marc Dorcel has
always embraced
new technologies,
for instance
virtual reality

himself was surprised by the audience’s broad
acceptance. This did not keep him from continuing to
build a whole video collection, however. He produced
and directed two more movies, ‚Les mauvaises
rencontres‘ (Bad Encounters) and ‚Orgie extra
conjugal‘ (Extramarital Orgy). This was the time
when Marc Dorcel decided to move away from
photo stories and dedicate his time exclusively to
film production. He hired Michel Barny, a gifted
movie maker with whom he would make over fifteen
movies. Together, they worked relentlessly:
Screenplays became more sophisticated and sets
were carefully chosen and always luxurious…
resulting in ‚Tendre Corinne‘ (Loving Corinna),
‚Ma cousine de Paris‘ (My Cousin From Paris),
‚Hôtel Bon Plaisir‘ (Good Pleasure Hotel… directed
by Michel Barny), and ‚Julie la douce‘ (Sweet Julie),
‚Les culottes de Charlotte‘ (Charlotte’s knickers),
‚Belles de rêves‘ (Dream Girls… directed by J. Helbie).
When people talk about the history of the erotic film
industry, you often hear terms like ‚the golden age‘ or
statements like ‚in the past everything was easier and
better.‘ How much truth is there to this sentiment?
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couple-friendly, so we are positioning perfectly to
cater to this large audience. We believe that our offer
has only become more attractive following these
changes and developments in society.
Today, trends like sexual wellness and sexual health
dominate the market for sex toys. How do they
influence product development at Marc Dorcel?
Grégory Dorcel: From the beginning, Marc Dorcel
toys have been dedicated to wellness and sexual
pleasure for a large audience. Moreover, we have
always tried to be very selective with our toy releases
and to deliver only products which offer an added
value and good performance in terms of sexual
pleasure - products which are accessible and
well-accepted by a large audience. Being kinky and
efficient but always elegant, that is our style, and it
won’t change in the future, no matter the changes in
the industry.

In line with your diversification strategy, Marc
Dorcel launched its own Sex
Toys in 2010. Around that time,
many companies in the DVD market
wanted to gain a foothold in the toy
market, and while most of them failed,
Marc Dorcel was successful. What is your
explanation for this success?
Grégory Dorcel: We apply the same values and
strategies to our toys that we apply to the content
we produce. Quality-oriented sophistication,
elegant yet explicit. Obviously, the Marcel touch is
popular worldwide.
Was this move into the sex toy business also
necessary because the target audience of the erotic
market was changing, with women and couples
taking centre stage?
Grégory Dorcel: As soon as sex toys and shops
became less vulgar, less hardcore, it gave a new
audience access to these products. Female pleasure,
sexual wellbeing, etc. are more and more accepted
and important … Products and shops (online as well
as offline) have to adapt to the needs of customers
with new standards and new expectations. At Dorcel,
we consider ourselves lucky because we are very
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In an interview with EAN in 2012, you said that sex
toys accounted for around 6% of your company‘s
total sales. What does that figure look like today? Are
sex toys the big sales driver for you today?
Grégory Dorcel: The distribution of toys and
novelties now represents approx. 30% of our sales,
and that figure should multiply by a factor of 2 in the
next three years. During that same period of time,
we expect our media sales to increase by 20 to 30%.
A few years earlier, in 2006, Marc Dorcel opened the
company’s first brick and mortar store in Lanester,
Brittany, which was quite the sensation due to its
modern, open, inviting and clean atmosphere. Would
you say that Marc Dorcel was a pioneer in the erotic
retail trade?
Grégory Dorcel: Let‘s say we developed a new
concept in France that reflected our specific cultural
and societal needs. Our shop concept is welcoming
to any segment of the public, it is as appealing to
women as it is to men and couples. We show that
we are sex specialists, we provide great expertise,
and we take our customers on an elegant journey to
show them that there is nothing to be ashamed of
when you visit this kind of store.
How many shops does Marc Dorcel run today and
how has your retail concept changed since 2006?
What are the unique selling points of your
stores today?
Grégory Dorcel: On the top of our e-commerce
website, we just have finished the paperwork for the
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What role do the bricks & mortar
stores play for the Marc Dorcel
brand and the brand‘s message?
Grégory Dorcel: Physical stores are a
very powerful tool if you want to establish a
brand and reinforce public recognition. Moreover, it helps the brand to be tangible. It definitely
helps our customers and potential future customers
to feel the Dorcel Experience.

10th Dorcelstore which
will be open by end of
2019. We want to double that
number in the next three years,
going up to 20 stores. The unique
selling point is that these stores are
made for couples, mixing expertise, fun,
and elegance

Marc and Grégory Dorcel proudly
look back at the history of their
company – a history that now
spans 40 years

How has the customer base in your stores changed
over the years? How willing are the French today to
enter an adult store?
Grégory Dorcel: Women are more and more
comfortable with visiting our stores, and customers
have a much clearer idea of what they want. They
know their pleasures and needs much better than
customers did 10 years ago, and women assume
to becoming more and more kinky. They feel very
comfortable in our stores. Now, even institutions and
administrations have to adjust and become more
liberal with respect to the erotic industry. They have
to accept that there is nothing illegal about selling
erotic products.
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Competition from the Internet is too great, the
brick and mortar trade has no future … What is
Marc Dorcel’s response to such statements
and what plans does the company have in this
business sector?
Grégory Dorcel: Brick and mortar shops will not
disappear. So far, e-commerce is still representing
less than 20% of the global retail volume, so most of
the business is still in stores, and hundreds of stores
are opening each day worldwide. The question is:
Given the selling points of e-commerce, why should
a customer visit my store? Everybody has to find an
answer to that question. We have ours, and we are
working very hard to implement it.
In 2029, Marc Dorcel will celebrate its 50th birthday.
Let’s play Nostradamus: How will the company
be positioned then, and what challenges will Marc
Dorcel have to face ten years from now?
Grégory Dorcel: Marc Dorcel will be one of the most
important partners for everybody who wants to to
enjoy and spice up their sex life. Marc Dorcel will
be one of the most important partners of every
distributor of adult content and adult products. Marc
Dorcel will still abide by the same core principles high-class, couples-oriented, generous, artful, and
expertly made.
Suppose Hollywood were to turn the inspiring history
of Marc Dorcel into a movie: Which actors should
portray you and your father?
Grégory Dorcel: Well, I have asked around among
the members of the team, and they feel that my
father, Marc Dorcel, should be portrayed by Pierce
Brosnan. And as for myself: Going by my colleagues,
I should be played by Matt Damon.		
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Our products have a higher quality

of ingredients than most competitors
K l e m a n s G r o ep BV enters th e wh o lesa ling segment via Mo rningsta rp h a rma

e x c l u s iv e

Klemans Groep has nearly
twenty years of experience in
the food supplement market,
and most of their products are
focused on sexual health.
Since the very beginning of
the millennium, the company
has offered its products via
the internet, and their range
has grown considerably since
the early days. Now, the
company has entered the b2b
market, operating under the
Morningstarpharma name.
Aad de Klerk tells us more
about the company and its
products, and he explains how
the retail trade can benefit
from the top-notch quality
that is Morningstarpharma’s
greatest strength.

Aad de Klerk
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„

Morningstar Pharma markets products
from different categories such as sexuality,
health, health 40+, weight loss, personal
care, and fitness and energy. Before we
go into more detail, could you give us an
overview of the company?
Aad de Klerk: We are a company that
focuses on the erotic industry and the 40
plus health care market. We serve our
customers directly through our own oneproduct stores, and trough wholesale we
deliver to countries in almost all of Europe.
We have our own products that we have
developed in various product categories.
We are clearly distinctive and trend-setters
rather than trend-followers, and we have
been for almost 20 years.
Morningstar Pharma, or rather the company
that was its predecessor, was founded
in 2001. Can you tell us a bit about the
company’s history?
Aad de Klerk: We started in the telephone/
internet dial-up business, and we discovered
other markets we wanted to tackle. We
started with a natural Viagra, one store with
one product.
I think the first one-product shop was started
in 2001.
In a one-product store, you can tell a lot
more about the product and convince the
customer to buy it – the store is actually an
advertising campaign in itself.
We soon saw the effectiveness of this
concept and we also started a Dutch affiliate
programme, www.rushcommerce.com.
We started making more brands, with each
brand having its own store. This also means
that our product is usually known before it
comes to wholesalers, therefore it sells more
easily. All this was focused mostly on the
Dutch market.

There was also demand for our products
in wholesale, which is why we started
a wholesale operation under the
name Jobacompharma, and a new
brand name was added last year with
Morningstarpharma.com. Right now,
Jobacom is more for the Dutch market while
Morningstar has a more international focus.
Most products have multiple language
versions so that we can deliver to almost
all countries. The brand name Jobacom
will be phased out in 2020. Both of these
companies are part of Klemans Groep BV.
Morningstar offers supplements of many
different types, but let’s focus on your sexual
health products. What does your company
have to offer in this category?
Aad de Klerk: We have our own brands,
around 80 different products. Most are aimed
at men, but we also have brands for women,
such as bigger breast and eromix products.
We work together with the best food
specialists to make the products better and
better. That‘s necessary because we also
have to compete with companies whose
products can be supplied on a doctor‘s
prescription.
We have succeeded in making an erection
pill that can be used well with products that
doctors prescribe. Erectahard or Libido
Power are both erection products, but each
has different ingredients.
Every person is different and reacts differently
to ingredients in products - some reacts
better to Libido Power and others to
Erectahard.
At the moment, we are also developing a lust
product line especially for women.
Is there a product you would describe as
your flagship product?
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Aad de Klerk: An old product from ours is still a
sales hit. It‘s Libido7, one of the most powerful
penis enlargers, not cheap, but high in demand.
However, I would now label Devils Candy as our
flagship product. That is the future for Morningstar.
The sheer amount of arousal and similar
products on the market can be overwhelming for
consomers. Which aspects of a product are the
most important to make it stand out?
Aad de Klerk: We always make high-quality
products, which is more expensive, but repeat
customers are much more important for us when
it comes to sales. There are enough products of
poor quality out there, with little to no effect, and
we don’t want that…
Our goal is to make many good products, as
already mentioned, and also to stimulate repeat
orders from customers.
If the quality is right, the customer will come back
to the store more often, say once every month,
so there are more purchase possibilities for other
products. It is therefore wise to include this type
of product in your store.
It is not easy to make properly functioning
products within the current legal framework.
This requires professional competence and of
course a good knowledge of food supplements.
What sets your products apart from the products
your competitors offer? For instance, what about
the substances you use? Which tests do you
conduct to ensure their quality?
Aad de Klerk: Our products have a higher quality
of ingredients than most competitors. It is very
easy to make an ineffective product, but it is
very difficult to make a product that really does
something. It costs more, but afterwards we see
the repeat sales that I keep referring to.
As I mentioned, we use high-quality ingredients,
and every product / ingredient has its own herbal
composition. Before the product is manufactured,
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quality tests are done. This is how we
make sure that we always deliver good
quality and safe products. We produce
under the highest standards.
Morningstar Pharma also offers private
label products. Would you explain
the concept and tell us what kinds of
products are available?
Aad de Klerk: Private label is a possibility,
of course. All products can be supplied
as a private label. We understand that
customers want their own brand and they
often think that this will bring benefits.
We think that „shared“ products
and brands have more sales
power - the customer sees the
product more often, so it will be bought
earlier. And building your own brand is not easy,
so I would not immediately suggest it. But that‘s
just our opinion.
We see that the power of the product does not
really unfold to its fullest this way. Another problem
with having your own label is that the responsibility
then shifts to the owner of the label.
Do private label customers choose from your
existing portfolio or can they bring their own ideas
to the table? To which degree are you willing to
customise the products?
Aad de Klerk: The customer‘s input is very
welcome, of course, and sometimes, we also
come up with other ideas that we can use in
other products.
Who should retailers turn to if they want to sell
your products in their shops?
Aad de Klerk: They can of course contact us on
our wholesale website, morningstarpharma.com,
but they can also order our products from other
wholesalers that offer multiple brands, companies
like EDC and Interslash.
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“ W E A LWAY S M A K E H I G H - Q U A L I T Y
PRODUCTS, WHICH IS MORE
E X P E N S I V E , B U T R E P E AT

C U S TO M E R S A R E M U C H M O R E
I M P O R TA N T FO R U S W H E N I T
C O M E S TO S A L E S . ”
AAD DE KLERK

At the last eroFame, we gained a lot of contacts
for buyers in Europe, and they are going to add our
products, so interested customers will probably be
able to get our products from suppliers in their own
country soon.
Europe is a continent of many countries with
different laws regarding health products. Is this a
problem for you? Can your supplements be sold
everywhere in the EU?
Aad de Klerk: We can sell our products in all
countries in the EU. There is often confusion about
supplying a nutritional supplement, but throughout
the EU, it has actually become much simpler. It is
important that the products are produced in the
EU, so that the quality is guaranteed.
What can we expect from Morningstar Pharma
in the future?
Aad de Klerk: We will always come up with great
new products that stand out from the crowd. We
are now working on a new women‘s Libido line
since we noticed that there is a lot of demand
for this type of product. We have done a lot of
research so that we do not end up with a simple
product like Spanish fly or something similar. We
think that would be too easy – it’s simply not us.
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Annie Brown discusses the terrifying trend

of social media censorship for pleasure businesses
Annie Brown discusses the terrifying trend of social media censorship for pleasure businesses
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„

met.sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor sittus
est Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.gubergren, no
sea takimata sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor
sit amet.san sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet.sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.
gubergren, no sea takimata

Annie Brown, creator of LipsZine.com and
LipsCommunity.com

Just when pleasure professionals thought social media couldn‘t get any scarier, the corporate minds behind Facebook and
Instagram announced a fate worse than a thousand unwarranted dick pics in our direct messages. According to a report by
LGBTQ+ lifestyle magazine Out.com, eggplant or peach emojis cannot be used with sexual statements about being horny.
In addition, users cannot post photos that use emojis to censor nudity and cannot refer followers to pages where porn is
viewable. These new community standards were rolled out last July, but weren‘t reflected in updated policy documents until
September. Per Instagram and Facebook‘s awful new rules, the fine print states the following as grounds for post removal or
account deletion: regional sexualized slang; contextually specific and commonly sexual emojis or emoji strings; mentions or
depictions of sexual activity, including hand-drawn, digital or real world art; and imagery of real individuals with nudity covered
by human parts, objects or digital obstruction, including long shots of fully nude butts - all of which will undoubtedly be
subjected to unfair interpretation and bot mistakes. As of late October, sexual health accounts were already taking outrageous
hits. Sex educator and NYC adult event planner Daniel Saynt posted a close-up image of a pink flower artistically accented
with cloudy, thick lubricant dripping over its‘ petals. Though the photo was obviously meant to exude sensuality, the bottom
line is that it was, in the end, an artsy shot of a flower – and of course, Instagram removed it, claiming the photo goes against
community standards. Annie Brown, creator of LipsZine.com and LipsCommunity.com, is working to launch her own platform
that provides all of the exposure without any of the censorship. Brown is building an app where pleasure businesses, erotica
artists and writers, and sexual content creators – from cam girls to nude art models to sex educators - can freely share and
profit from their work. In this breaking news interview with EAN, Brown reports from the social media battle ground with
information and advice on navigating the not-so-free market for pleasure pros.
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„

Social media corporations have gone seemingly
crazy, banning everything from suggestive emojis
to implied nudity. Can you give us an insider‘s
perspective on the situation?
Annie Brown: Millions of content creators, artists
and brands are leaving Tumblr and other social
media due to censorship and privacy concerns.
Women, the LGBTQ community, disabled persons,
sex workers, people of color, body positive models
and other marginalized groups are among those
most likely to be targeted by increasing censorship
on platforms. These groups are being told that
they’re unwanted or inappropriate, which as a
creator is not good for your self-esteem, and users
are unable to access perspectives that vary from the
barrage of stereotypical, mainstream discourses that
cause eating disorders, mental health issues and
unsustainable consumption.
Though increasingly strict policies coincide with
the implementation of FOSTA/SESTA, social media
censorship goes far beyond legal concerns:
1. It’s easier and less expensive to broadly censor
sex, as bots (created primarily by white, heterosexual
men) can’t tell the difference between erotic art and
exploitation.
2. Major social media companies like Facebook in
the business of serving major corporate advertisers,
who don’t want a sex toy advertised next to their
products.
As a sexual wellness and art content creator and
host, what issues have platforms like Instagram and
Facebook caused for your business? Are you familiar
with other pleasure industry brands encountering
similar problems?
Annie Brown: My experience with censorship
comes from my work building Lips an encrypted
sharing platform & marketplace for women and the
LGBTQ+ community. One of our community artists,@
rattlsnake_was deleted without warning at 80K
followers and their account was never recovered. You
can also find examples of censorship in our (3) story
highlights on Instagram, @lips_zine.
Our Instagram page,@lips_zine has been banned
multiple times from posting for 48 hours. We at Lips,
and many other brands, fear that the next step will be
shadow banning or account deletion. Dame Products
recently had their account deleted from Instagram
with no warning - though they were able to recover,
which is not always the case - and have been
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SINCE 1974

Shifting dynamics of the
feminine hygiene products market
Gynecologists developed the first Beppy’s. In
the 90’s. For women who wanted to be free
during their period.They are made of
skin-friendly, non-toxic material, which are
tested according to the OEKO-TEX® standard.

TAMPON
BEPPY WET
The Beppy WET version is lubricated with a
lactagel. This helps to insert the tampon easily. The
lactagel helps to maintain the naturally acidity and
provides a healthy environment in your vagina.

INNOVATIVE
DESIGN
Unlike the traditional tampons, Beppy is the most
innovative tampon for women to experience more
freedom during their menstruation. Not only is this
tampon without a string. It gives you also a safe and
more confident feeling. With a handy removal
loop.

TAMPON
BEPPY DRY
The Beppy Dry has a patented anatomical shape,
material, they adapt completely to your body,
giving you maximum comfort and reducing the risk
of leakage.

SEX DURING
YOUR PERIOD?
The Beppy Tampon is invisible to your partner while
having intercourse during your period. It’s high
quality material assures satisfaction when having
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banned from advertising. You can read find examples
of Dame‘s experiences with serious hypocrisy at
approvednotapproved.com.
We have given up trying to advertise on FB or IG,
as our ads account has been deactivated and the
last time we tried to promote an upcoming event,
our ad was not approved because we used the
word ‚gender‘. As far as hypocrisy, I think one of the
most ridiculous aspects of IG censorship is that sex
positive accounts like mine get sent pictures of user’s
erect (and soft) penises on a regular basis. Whenever
I or my colleagues report these pictures, the accounts
who sent them are rarely punished.

Overall, what is the current social media climate like for
pleasure industry businesses?
Annie Brown: Social Media as it exists today is an
unhealthy place. Issues such as censorship, low-self
esteem, harassment, and plagiarism are seen as things
we just have to deal with. Many marginalized groups
and sex-positive companies banned from posting
and advertising have been asking for alternatives, but
so far the only options seem to be channels where
hate-speech runs wild, or platforms created by white,
heterosexual men who don’t understand the needs of
communities banned from mainstream platforms. This
is why we are building Lips.
How can pleasure businesses still utilize social media
to the best of their ability without triggering platform
policies or having their accounts deleted?
Annie Brown: I think at the moment, these
businesses need to be very careful. Posting any
nudity, even censored, can be problematic especially if your nudity is artistic or goes against
the norms of an ‚ideal‘ body or ‚proper‘ expression
of sexual identity. Sex education and public
health non-profits need to be careful too.
One HIV education group I spoke with when
presenting at the YTH Tech Summit in San
Francisco mentioned that their account had
been deleted multiple times because they
mentioned condoms in their ads. This all
being said, even the most careful accounts
can still get deleted. Sometimes accounts
are deleted because they are targeted by
hate groups or trigger the algorithm for an
unknown reason, or upset a moderator.
There is no rhyme or reason to it. Long
story short, sex positive companies,
especially ones owned and supportive
of marginalized groups, are not free
to express themselves online. We at
Lips are working as fast as we can
to solve this problem and complete
our app which will launch in early
2020 and start beta testing in the
next few weeks. If anyone wants
to get an early peak and provide
feedback, they can sign up at
lipscommunity.com
		

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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Sync™ under the stars
LIMITED EDITION
COSMIC PURPLE WITH BLACK ACCESSORIES
It’s We-Vibe’s bestseller – now with a fresh look.
Sync under the stars is our new limited edition of
the Sync by We-Vibe. The color is new and the
travel case is now in elegant black. The unique
design remains the same and still fits perfectly to
individual body shapes. The Sync under the stars
sits comfortably and securely – and looks
amazing at the same time!
Available soon. Order from your
authorized We-Vibe® distributor.

WOW TECH
ACADEMY

TM

Learn more about the We-Vibe products and become the best salesperson possible.
Complete the WOW Tech Academy courses at: www.wowtech-academy.com today.

WE-VIBE® LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF WOW TECH™ CANADA LTD. DESIGNED IN CANADA BY WOW TECH™
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The app that brings
couples together.™
We-Connect™

An evolution of power.

It was exactly five years ago that the We-Connect app first
launched – and became the platform that revolutionized sex toys.
Now, after listening to user feedback over the last few years, the new
We-Connect
app that
is more
and faster
than is
ever.
A true all-rounder
offersuser-friendly
pleasure in so many
ways. Wand
a massager
perfect for erogenous zones and sensitive spots. Featuring incredibly deep
vibrations, this toy takes satisfaction to new heights.

BEAT MODE FOR EVERYONE
Now available: the new We-Connect app can sync
the toy’s vibrations with
the beats of INTENSITY
each user’s very
SEAMLESS
own favorite songs.

LEVELS

The one-touch intensity control acts like a dimmer
switch, keeping the passion alive without any distractions.

FULL SCREEN VIDEO CALL

SMART
SILENCE
No distractions:
the We-Connect
Video Chat is now
available
full screen
mode
theskin
buttons and icons fade
Smart Silence senses
wheninWand
is close
to –the
from
the
display
so
all
focus
is
on
the
and turns the vibrations on and off.task at hand.
™

FIND YOUR OWN VIBE
Every We-Vibe toy can be tailored to individual needs.
With the We-Connect app, personalized vibrations are
waiting to be explored.
LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES

With an ergonomic shape, flexible head and exciting
attachments, it’s perfect to use together or for solo playtime.

EVERYTHING AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Whether creating unique patterns or adjusting the
intensity, the We-Connect app is now even easier to
™
CONNECTcontrol
WITH
WE-CONNECT
with
just the touch of a finger.

The We-Connect app enables long distance
connectivity, so partners can play together, even if
OPTIMIZED FOR PLEASURE
they’re physically apart.

Speaking of “intuitive”, the new We-Connect app is
now available in an even more elegant, optimized
design – it’s the most user-friendly version ever.

PLAYFUL ACCESSORIES
Wand comes ready
to enjoy
with two
BREAK
THROUGH
BORDERS
attachments – one
fl
uttery
and
whileto facilitate connections
The We-Connectfocused,
app continues
the other strokesatsmoothly.
any distance – regardless of whether partners are in
different rooms, cities or even on another continent!
Available soon. Order from your
authorized We-Vibe® distributor.
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Trends are important to me, but I also look at things that

would really be useful and fun for everyone as well as safe
Fr o m S e r bi a with Lo ve: Suz a na Ko z ić p resents Argus To ys a nd Argus Fetish

e x c l u s iv e

that go with a certain theme, and while also
under our name, there is a small twist to them,
so people can find whatever they want with
ease and it creates a lot of room for our
other projects.

Suzana Kozić,
Sales Manager
of Argus Toys

„

Based in Belgrade, Serbia, Argus Toys is
one of the few companies for erotic products in
this region. Could you give us a short overview
of the company first? When was it founded and
how has it developed since then?
Suzana Kozic: The company was founded
three years ago and since then, it has
expanded a lot thanks to the dedication of all
employees. We are always trying to provide
the best quality to our customers and always
searching for new materials on the market. We
have created several lines of products, offering
something different for any type of people. We
are trying to be equal in everything and always
look at new things that we see and discuss
whether that could be in some of our lines.
Making Argus Fetish and Argus Toys was the
best part, because we can make seasonal lines

Within just three years of the
company’s creation, Argus
Toys has grown to be one of
the major producers in the
Serbian erotic market, not
least of all because of the
popularity of their (Soft)
BDSM products under the
Argus Fetish label. EAN
interviewed Argus Toys Sales
Manager Suzana Kozic
about the company and their
product range.
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Could you tell us a bit more about yourself and
the team behind the company?
Suzana: I am devoted to my work and I put
all of my strength into everything that I do.
Working in this industry has been an amazing
experience, especially since the people who
work with me are also devoted to the brand.
The thing about our company and the team
is, it’s more like a family, and everyone brings
something different to the table. Everyone is
good in some areas, so we are trying to foster
those skills and make the most of them. The
best thing about the people working together
under the name “Argus” is that they have very
different styles and ways of thinking about sex
itself. There are extreme differences, and that
is awesome because that gives us a variety
of opinions about soft toys, extreme fetish
or even picture designs. Before we do a
brand line, I look at what is in demand, or
something with an interesting design, then
I get everyone together and show them what
I came up with. Next, we discuss what we
think about it and how it would fit in with
everything else, deciding if that piece of the
puzzle has a place in our range. If someone
has an idea, we take that into consideration
as well, and when the majority feels something
could be part of our line, we will do it.
The company is split into two segments: Argus
Toys and Argus Fetish. Why did you decide to
make this distinction?
Suzana: We thought about creating two
parallel brands because thinking of BDSM,
people usually think of something dark,
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The Red Leopard and Black
bondage sets are presented
under the Argus Fetish label

mysterious, and seductive. Toys on the other hand
are colourful, and so it felt like they had to be
separated into different segments, each with their
own spotlight. That is how Argus Toys and Argus
Fetish started. From that point on, every part of it is
separated into its own thing, like a tree branch. It is
easier for customers to treat them like two separate
things because at the end, they are. We will always
expand both of them and pay attention to them
equally, so it is better for them to be two different
brands. This way, you can present toys with a
colourfully designed box while the fetish products
have a whole other twist.

Discover shared
pleasure

Let’s talk about Argus Toys first: What kind of products
are you offering? What makes them stand out?
Suzana: Argus Toys has a lot of different toys, all
made from body-safe materials, that range from
penis pumps to dildos and even fake vaginas. We
tried to adapt everything to match our customers
preferences, meaning they are very easy to use and
clean but also offer quality and look nice. I believe
that we offer simple and eye-catching toys that
come in an interestingly designed box. Also, we have
something for every type. Argus Toys includes a wide
range of products and will expand even further in the
future so you can get every toy you could want, all
from one company.
As the name suggests, Argus Fetish offers a wide
range of favourites, from ball gags and handcuffs
to floggers and whips. What is it that sets your
collection apart?
Suzana: The inspiration behind our BDSM line was
to make it look mystic, dark, and also to tickle your
imagination when you are looking at it. When you see
them all at once, the feeling you get is domination,
and then, your mind starts to imagine how everything
would work and feel. Because the human mind is
made to think about everything they see or do, we
made our line to look a little dark with a hint of
sexiness, so that the mind can do its thing and do
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Rave

Melt

Nova

Vector

Moxie

Our portfolio offers even more.
Contact your sales representatives via
sales@wowtech.com
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what it is doing best. Presenting BDSM to the people
in safe ways with an exotic look is very fun, it gives
a whole other vibe to fetish, and we would like to
continue with that. What sets our collection apart is
the design itself, we tried to make it appealing for
everyone from teenagers to even seniors.
Which kind of support do you offer to retailers who
carry your products? Do you offer POS materials for
online shops and brick and mortar shops?
Suzana: We offer great support to our retailers, first
of all with our products, but we are also ready for
any cooperation, including suggestions regarding
materials or designs that they believe would be a
nice thing to have. Our shipping and logistics
processes are rock solid in my opinion. We are handling every order with a lot of care, understanding,
and seriousness. So overall, we do provide materials
to our retailers but also try to listen to their opinion.
We are always in contact with them and reply and
help with anything they need. We give the retailers
transparent information on how and from what our
products are made so that they can differentiate our
line from others when talking with customers.
Is there a philosophy or guideline you follow when
it comes to adding new products? What does a
product idea have to offer for you to give it the
green light?
Suzana: The guideline is statistics. I usually look for
things and new products that are in demand, and
I always look for it to be affordable in our region.
Trends are important to me, but I also look at things
that would really be useful and fun for everyone as
well as safe. Of course, we want them to be timeless,
and not only for one-time use. We want for our
customers to enjoy our products, but we want to
release them with style. That’s why we have split the
company into two brands, one for toys and one only
for fetish. Every time we produce something, we are
looking for inspiration.
A product must have an interesting or clear design,
something that will catch your eye when you are
browsing a store for a perfect toy. It has to be simple
to use so that even beginners can figure it out. Lately,
we have made a line of dual density dildo’s, and the
material is totally different from than anything we
had touched before. The inside of the spine even
provides an angle if you desire. So, in that case, what
attracted me and the team was the fact it has a spine
and layers and that it is super realistic, without odour.
Also, it is perfectly skin-safe. So, we made a few
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sizes that we thought people would enjoy. And we
were right, they are an absolute hit.
Also, another thing I ask myself and others is “Would
you use that product?” If you have to think a lot
about it and how you would use it in your sex life,
most likely that item will be dropped from our list.
There are a lot of questions I ask before we make a
final decision, another one of them being “Can you
see yourself selling this product for the next five to I
don’t know how many years? “ Of course, the
answer should be a big yes, that is what we are
trying to do every day.
Let’s talk about your home market, Serbia. Does this
market differ from other markets in Europe?
Suzana: The Serbian market is quite different than
other markets because some of our customers
haven’t adapted to the latest innovations in the
erotic market. So, we had the challenge to design
everything so that it is not intimidating and also
durable. For example, our Fetish line is specially
made to be appealing to every woman, and it is quite
comfortable and durable for any type of sex game
(from beginners to experienced players). It is made to
tickle the imagination with its packaging and design.
The toy line is made from quality materials and has
an affordable price. We made it a point for them to
be odourless and sturdy, but they also have a soft
outside layer, and they are flexible enough to
suit everyone.
What are the advantages of being based in
Serbia? How important is your home market for
your business?
Suzana: From Serbia, it is very easy to export, and
delivery is fast. Our home market is really important
to us because this is where we started and right now,
we are the biggest supplier in Serbia. We appreciate
everything our customers have done for us
(feedback, even pitching ideas) and we want to
stay where we are.
What are your plans for the future of Argus Toys and
Argus Fetish? Are there any concrete plans you can
tell us about?
Suzana: We are planning to expand our brand so
that we can provide everything our clients want, from
exclusive toys to BDSM. We would like to expand our
brand to the whole of Europe, and we are open for
collaborate with other brands and shops. We would
like to see how big of an impact we can make on
this industry.
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Our credo is

self-love that multiplies
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Benji Beesemer, CEO of sex toy brand Plural Pleasure, wants to remind
you that for every three orgasms a man has, a woman has only one. This
Netherlands native decided it was about time someone – in particular,
someone of the male variety – took action against such a sexual injustice.
Plural Pleasure is a decidedly feminine-focused e-shop filled with
Beesemer‘s branded collection of today‘s best-selling sex toys.
Pressure wave oral sex simulators, silicone-coated mini bullets, palmsized massage wands, and stunningly sensual body jewelry line the
colorful digital walls of this boutique-style e-tailer. Every product is
made from body-safe materials and arrives in a unique, complimentary
cosmetics bag for sneaky at-home storage or taking your toys on the
road. Whether single or coupled up, Beesemer believes women deserve
those 2 extra climaxes that make up the so-called “orgasm gap”
between the sexes. On his website at PluralPleasure.com, he points out
what might be obvious to industry folks, though not always so clear to
consumers: using love toys is not only fun, it also makes climaxing a lot
easier, not to mention the increase in the intensity of orgasms. Beesemer
also believes in giving back to his home country. The e-tailer dedicates
10 % of profits to Olijf, a Dutch charity that supports women who face or
are recovering from gynecological cancer. While Plural Pleasure hopes
to reach more consumers in need of life-giving intimate moments,
Beesemer is more interested in following his philosophy – to bring
more orgasms to more women – than building his business simply
for the sake of sales numbers. Beesemer makes his trade industry
media debut in this exclusive interview with EAN that paints a
picture of an honest man on a worthy mission: to break the sexual
imbalance between men and women.

„

Who is the mastermind behind Plural
Pleasure, and how did you take an interest
in the sexual health industry?
Benji Beesemer: I started Plural Pleasure
10 months ago. I have always been interested
in sexual well-being and after working more
than 10 years for my father in a merchandise
trading company I thought I had enough
experience to combine my trading expertise
with my interest in sexual well-being.

Benji Beesemer,
CEO of sex toy brand
Plural Pleasure
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What‘s the story behind your brand identity?
Benji Beesemer: We are the first-women
empowering pleasure brand. I noticed that even
in my own environment of liberal Amsterdam the
idea still exists that when it comes to sex, men
are getting something and women are giving
something. I had the feeling I had to do
something about this and started Plural Pleasure
with a mission. Our mission is to reduce the
orgasm gap between men and women and
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“ OUR MISSION IS TO RE DUC E THE ORGA S M G A P
BE TW E E N ME N AND W OME N AND NORMALIZING
FE MAL E SE XUAL ITY.“
BENJI BEESEMER

normalizing female sexuality. We believe in giving back
and donate 10 % of our profit to a charity which is
helping women with genealogical cancer. Empowering
women is key.

What are some of your top-selling products at the
moment, and why do customers love them?
Benji Beesemer: Our top selling product is Aletta,
named after Holland‘s most famous Feminist Aletta
Jacobs. This vibrator has 12 air functions and also
12 vibrating modes. A lot of women did not yet
discover a vibrator that works with air pressure but
are curious to try this. Our designs looks like a piece
of modern art but have competitive prices and
always come with multiple free gifts, something
Dutch people love.

What sort of folks shop at your online store?
Benji Beesemer: Our target audience are millennials.
Most of our customers are female but we recently
launched a men‘s toy so we also have male
customers. We have a lot of women who support
our mission and who are tired being judged based
on their sexuality.
How do you supplement your products sales with
sex education content, social media, and other
online consumer outreach? Why is this so important
right now?
Benji Beesemer: We recently joint strengths with
Holland‘s best female sexologist Eveline Stallaart. We
developed a toy together that soon will be available.
Eveline plays a very important role in our R&D and with
her expertise we can create high quality toys. We also
have an Instagram page that is growing daily
(@pluralpleasure) We have very good contact with our
customers via Instagram and we are very open for
their feedback. Two weeks ago our customers suggested us to organize a toy night so they could see and
feel our products. The next week we organized this
and it was a success. We are planning to do this more
often now. Although we are growing rapidly our core
value is to keep close contact with our customers.
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This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent

Is there a theme or mission your products follow?
How do you curate your selection?
Benji Beesemer: All our products are made from
body safe materials and have competitive prices.
Our designs are very sophisticated but most
important they should create magical orgasms.
We have our own test panel and before we launch
a new product we test our products extensively so
we are sure our products create magic between
the sheets.
What else is currently in the works for
Plural Pleasure?
Benji Beesemer: At the moment we are working on
big project in America and China. Expansion is not
our primary goal but normalizing female sexuality
is. We are grateful to improve sexual lives and at the
same time helping other people. After all, our credo
is self-love that multiplies.		
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All the days and years

have been highlights

Ta p i o R u p p a celebra tes 20 yea rs in th e reta il tra de

e x c l u s iv e

Sometimes, you just need to
be at the right place at the
right time, and destiny will do
the rest. For Tapio Ruppa, the
right time was 1999, ad the
right place was erotic retail
store Antishop in Jyväskylä,
Finland. He was only there
as a customer when he saw
that the store was looking for
employees. Tapio seized the
opportunity, and the rest is
history, as they say. EAN had
the opportunity to chat with the
now-owner of Antishop about
20 years in the erotic retail trade.

„

There‘s always a life before the erotic
industry. What did yours look like until you
decided to seek your fortune in the erotic
market?
Tapio Ruppa: Previously, I worked as a car
mechanic, teacher, construction worker,
taxi driver, bus driver, and truck driver.
Really many different things. And as often
in life, choosing a career is pure coincidence
sometimes. In October 1999, I went to visit
Antishop, and there was an announcement
at the counter that they were looking for an
employee. This is where it started for me first as an employee and then later becoming
the owner.

What attracted you to join the erotic market?
Were there any points of contact with our
industry before?
Tapio: In my free time, I toured around
Europe, and in each city, I always looked for
erotic boutiques and fetish events. So, there
has always been interest, but only from a
consumer‘s point of view.
Can you tell us something about your
personal milestones within the industry?
Tapio: All the days and years have been
highlights. The positive feedback from the
people that I have been able to help is
what motivated me to grow and develop
as a person. I have modified my general
attitude towards sexuality a lot. When I give
a lecture or speech, I feel that I give valuable
information to the audience.
You have been working in the industry for 20
years now. In your opinion, what were the
most important changes during this period?
Tapio: Without a doubt, it is the internet. In
1999, it was only in its infancy, and I have
seen a big transition in how our market since
then. It has changed a lot.
And how has the Finnish erotic market which is your home market - changed over
the years?
Tapio: In the past, there were more small
stores around Finland; nowadays, many
smaller have closed or have been replaced
by online stores. Stores were first talked of
as porn shops, later erotic shops, and now
it is sexual health shops. E-Commerce is the
most general form of sex shops.

Tapio Ruppa has
been in the retail
business for 20 years
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Many people feel that acceptance and
openness are increasing when it comes to
sex toys. Do you also see this development
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“PEOPLE NEED BRICKS & MORTAR
RETAIL STORES. I AM NOT
WORRIED ABOUT THAT.”
TA P I O R U P PA

Tapio: Maybe the old days were ‚legendary golden
times‘ for some, but let’s not forget that the world
was different back then. Sales of erotic products
were heavily restricted and some products were
even banned. There were fewer sellers, making
for higher revenue. In those days, you could not
enter the industry without having contacts. Today, I
would not set up my own business without industry
experience. You need to know a lot more about
products than before. Today, there are so many
skilled competitors in this industry that it would be
difficult to succeed.
20 years in the erotic industry – looking back, what
were your personal highlights?
Tapio: - At the time when I entered the industry,
me and my wife also started a Fetish and BDSM
Club in Finland. Through this world, we learned to
understand all sexual tendencies.
The sexual health trend provided a way of learning
to see sexuality from the perspective of personal
wellbeing.
Whenever we expanded the company‘s product
range, that challenged me to develop a mindset
and awareness of what a person might want.
I travel quite a lot, see fairs and manufacturers,
look for new products, and I like to meet new great
people in the industry.
These things have allowed me to grow and helped
the company to grow as well.

in Finland? How open-minded are the Finnish
Tapio was always faster than
others, and not just on his
people with regard to dildos, etc.?
motorbike - he already saw
Tapio: Openness has changed drastically over
the potential of the sexual
health trend in 2000
the last 20 years. When sex is openly talked
about, that is obviously also reflected in customer
behaviour. The customer dares to ask for different
options and compares product features. We have
definitely moved in the right direction.
Some long-standing companies in this market
feel that ‚everything used to be easier‘. Do you
agree with this statement? Or, put differently: What
advice would you give to someone who wants to
open a brick and mortar shop in 2019?
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In your retail store, you decided quite early to
focus on the sexual health aspect. What were your
motives for doing so?
Tapio: I might not have thought of it that way, but
there definitely was a desire to help. I immediately
realised that there are not enough aids / products
on the market for various problems, or they are not
at all known in the health care industry.
Did your customers welcome this change? How
quickly did they accept your new direction? Did
this step also attract new customers?
Tapio: Yes and no. I do remember those sceptics
and barkers who were saying: What does a
‚porn trader‘ know about any health issues or
illnesses? In 2000, only few believed in sexual
health and that’s why I was called mad. However,
in the meantime, our company has gained more
prestige and new clients started coming in,
sent to us from doctors and other health
care professionals.
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THANK
YOU!
We are blissfully happy.
2 EAN Awards for:
»Most Innovative New Toy 2019 –
Doppio Move by BeauMents« and
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STEAMY SHADES«.

The entire ST RUBBER
Team sincerely thanks to
all our faithful customers,
suppliers and the jury.
We are looking forward to the next
successful, exciting and creative year.
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T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
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How do you make sure that the sexual health
aspect is not just an empty buzzword?
Tapio: Of course, the sexual health aspect gives
our industry greater acceptance. The companies
that do this work in-store with customers. We also
get feedback on whether things have worked.
Personal service is important when it comes to
such things. The term sexual health has great
importance attached to it.

The rising tide of e-commerce is a horror for many
brick and mortar retailers. Do you think actual
stores have a future in the erotic trade? If so, what
would this future look like or how must the bricks &
mortar retail trade position itself in order to survive?
Tapio: E-Commerce affects small stores. They will
be in trouble. Big stores do well. This trend has
also been seen in other areas. People need bricks
& mortar retail stores. I am not worried about that.

Are you satisfied with the range of products offered
by manufacturers and distributors? Do you find
enough products that meet your standards?
Tapio: You should never be satisfied in this job.
You have to be very thirsty to find new and better
products. There is always room for improvement.

What are your plans for the future?
Tapio: We try to keep the quality of the customer
service as high as possible. The best customer
experience is provided at the store, especially
when someone has sexual health problems. Then,
personal service is the most important thing and
nothing else will do.

“THE POSITIVE FEEDBACK FROM

If your 20-year career in the erotic industry were to
be filmed, which actor would take over your role?
Tapio: Definitely Jason Statham.

THE PEOPLE THAT I HAVE BEEN

ABLE TO HELP IS WHAT MOTIVATED
ME TO GROW AND DEVELOP AS A
PERSON.”
TA P I O R U P PA

In addition to your bricks & mortar shop, you also
run an online shop. Is it necessary to use as many
distribution channels as possible today in order to
survive in the retail trade?
Tapio: Each of us can have your own way of
working. I think a bricks & mortar store and an
online store can support each other, but both need
a clear reason to exist.
Is there some sort of cross-pollination between
these channels, with one helping to create
business for the other, or do they appeal to entirely
different audiences?
Tapio: The audience is the same but buying
depends on where you live. In-store, you can
see the products first-hand and hear what other
customers think. The people who live nearby come
to see the products whenever they want. But for
the customers who live further away, it is easier to
shop online.
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There‘s room for as many Indie makers as there are folks

who don‘t mind doing a thing for love rather than money
H o l e P u n c h To ys is a o ne-ma n sh o w o f silico ne sex cra f ts

e x c l u s iv e

Who needs another basic, boring black butt plug when you can stick a cute carrot, radical radish, or blue rocket ship up your
caboose? Hole Punch Toys is out to add a touch of whimsy to otherwise traditional sex toys like strap-on-friendly dildos and
anal insertables. Hole Punch founder and CEO Colin – who prefers to remain semi-anonymous on a first-name-only basis – is
the company‘s sole craftsman and the brains behind this independent manufacturing operation. According to Colin‘s website
at HolePunchToys.com, all of his products are conceptualized, sculpted, molded and poured by hand, one at a time, at Hole
Punch Studio in Saint Paul, Minnesota. Hole Punch product runs are indie sex art at it‘s finest. Everything that comes out of
Colin‘s studio is small batch, local, seasonal, cruelty-free, organic, and artisanal. Maybe that‘s why they‘re some of the most
sought-after sex toys by the pleasure industry‘s top boutiques, like SheVibe and The Smitten Kitten. (Or maybe they‘re just so
photogenic that folks already have winning Instagram shots planned out in their heads before they even break out the lube.)
Though often surprised by his brand‘s notoriety, Colin happily obliged (what might be) his first trade industry interview to tell
EAN how Hole Punch Toys grew from some leftover silicone into an instantly recognizable sex toy collectors‘ dream.

„

What’s the story behind Hole Punch?
Did you have some sort of a-ha moment that
inspired you to start making sex toys at home?
Colin: Sometime around 2010 I found myself
really getting into sculpting and looking toward
designer toys as an outlet. I wanted to make
little beasties and action figures and such,
which required teaching myself basic mold
making and reproduction techniques. As a
result I ended up working with silicone as a
mold making material and had a fair amount of
excess around the studio. Combine a little bit of
free time, a slightly embarrassing preoccupation
with sex and the vague knowledge that some
dildos were made from silicone, and you have
my first attempt at a sex toy. A clumsy and ill
conceived gnome thing sitting on a mushroom.
It was just not terrible enough to make me want
to try again. The rest is history.
How did Hole Punch evolve into the well-know
indie toy company that it is today?
Colin: I had no idea Hole Punch WAS
particularly well known, but if that is true it‘s
due solely to my brazenness and ignorance.
Brazenness in confidently putting myself out
there by contacting retailers with a product
that was in no way ready for market, and
ignorance in thinking I was doing something
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unique. I truly knew nothing about the indie toy
world and was under the mistaken impression
I was being original making insertables in
representational forms. If I had known it had
already been happening for ages I never would
have continued. Overall though, I think it was
simply the willingness to insinuate myself into
people‘s view in the form of emails and phone
calls, samples and promotional materials
and a select few retailers that were willing to
take a chance on me. The Smitten Kitten in
Minneapolis, Minnesota in particular were the
first folks to put Hole Punch Toys on a shelf
(consignment at first) which really gave me the
confidence to keep at it.
Also, credit must be given to one employee
specifically at a sex shop in Brooklyn, New York
for introducing me to the world of toy reviews and
blogging without which I don‘t believe I would
have the fraction of the exposure I have had.
What are some of your most popular toys,
and why are people rather obsessed with
photographing them all over the country?
Colin: My most popular toy by far is the aptly
named Fluke. The Simon Peg and Plugs
Bunny do well also. Anything brightly colored
sells. I think the fact that a lot of the Hole
Punch forms are whimsical and colorful lend
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them to being photographed. Also, it seems people
are obsessed with taking photos of everything,
everywhere all the time.
What products or product niches are currently in
demand from your wholesale and retail customers?
What do you think this says about the current sex toy
consumer?
Colin: That‘s an interesting question. If I had to pick
just one sales trend that seems to be consistently
popular I would say it‘s insertables with bases that
allow for harness use, which I think speaks to the fact
that it‘s not just folks with vaginas using strap-ons. The
cultural stigma around anal play and pegging, for one
example, seems to be breaking down which opens up
a whole new consumer base. Of course, I don‘t have
any hard data to support that claim. It just seems to be
true in my experience.
Where do your foresee indie sex toy brands heading?
Is the indie market growing, or are big name brands
still the name of the game?
Colin: In my opinion the Indie toy market is a collectors
market. Those are our bread and butter consumers.
Folks simply looking for a functional toy are going to be
perfectly satisfied with a relatively inexpensive, mass
market item and I believe these people make up the
vast majority of the consumer base. It‘s a much rarer
breed the person who lusts after their third version of
a silicone minotaur dick or a hand carved whale tooth
ass paddle or whatever. The less you produce, the
more it costs, the more it costs the higher the price
point, the higher the price point the smaller the market
share. It‘s like any other industry I suppose. There‘s
room for as many Indie makers as there are folks who
don‘t mind doing a thing for love rather than money.
How are you growing your business and product line
over the next year or so?
Colin: To be perfectly honest I have no plans to
expand in the near future. In fact I often turn down
business for the sake of maintaining a healthy work life
balance. I would like to see myself spending less time
manufacturing and more time designing for a while.
That‘s the fun part.

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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TET Lingerie does see

a great potential in all markets
Ta d a s B a l i uta vicius ta kes a lo o k ba ck a t th e f irst f ew mo nth s o f TE T Lingerie

e x c l u s iv e

Tadas: I certainly knew that it’s not going to be
easy. Those first months required loads of work
and I have to say that it has stayed the same:
work, work, and more work. But big cities
aren’t built over night! Every person who works
at TET lingerie makes the ultimate effort to get
TET more attention. So yes, very challenging!
And as for expectations: It is pretty much as I
thought it would be.
TET Lingerie’s
teddies, bodies,
and chemises are
particularly popular
in the erotic market

„

TET Lingerie entered the market last spring.
Could you summarise your first months in the
business for us?
Tadas Baliutavicius: Lingerie is a very big
market in Europe, and sadly, to be honest,
everyone is pursuing cheap products barely
looking at the quality. TET lingerie had to
implement a couple new strategies to establish
a foothold in the European market. Demand for
lingerie is just growing, you have loads of
different suppliers that constantly bring
something new, but as I mentioned before,
not everyone is able to maintain high quality
standards. Of course, I also have to point out
that there are some great players, and I take
my hat off to them. Well done!
Our first months where very challenging
because one knew TET lingerie. It took some
time until you could hear companies saying
“Oh, yes, TET we know you guys.”
That brings a smile to all of our faces.

Quality is one of the main
ingredients of success, and
unfortunately, Tadas Baliutavicius found many lingerie
products lacking in that
department. To do something
about that, Tadas started TET
Lingerie, and he made it his
mission to offer his customers
a wide range of high-quality
lingerie, backed up by great
customers support and high
product availability. In our
interview, Tadas talks about
the challenges facing his upand-coming company and the
opportunities that await in the
lingerie market.

Was there something in these first months that
surprised you and that you can tell us about or
have your expectations been confirmed so far?
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What feedback did you receive for your
products so far? What do your customers
like best about TET Lingerie?
Tadas: It’s probably better to be more specific
and to add to some testimonials.
For example, Valerio, CEO sinsfactory Italy,
said: “TET brings high quality products that are
really required for the Italian market.”
And Danny, CEO of PlayHard UK, thinks that
“The outer box looks nice and shows the
product off well. It’s good that it shows the size
chart and washing instructions too. The little
card inside is nice. It adds a personal touch
and isn’t something that you would expect,
so it is a pleasant surprise. The lingerie itself is
very good. The material is thick and of good
quality and we really like it. So, all in all, we’re
very happy with quality.”
Benoit, CEO fundistry France, also praised
the products: “We are delighted to bring TET
Lingerie exclusively to the French market. The
brand combines not only wonderful production,
but also a great customer service. Apart from
that, we can say that quality and presentation
meet our expectations.”
So overall, I would say that everyone is
pleased with TET lingerie quality, and it
isn’t just me who says that, it’s our
business partners!
Has a bestseller or a bestselling collection
already emerged in your portfolio?
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Tadas: TET operates in two markets: erotic and
mainstream. Statistics that we have gathered for the
erotic sector show that our top sellers are Teddies,
Bodies, Chemises, and sets. In the mainstream
market, they are really zeroing in on kimonos,
peignoirs and teddies! That is the overall score.
It is still a bit difficult for us to provide specific
information for each country because those statistics
change as companies keep trying different products.
Have you already released new products? How will
you incorporate new additions in your collection?
Tadas: That’s a good question, everyone is waiting for
new products. We have a collection ready, it’s simply
a matter of time when we are going to bring it in to the
European market. We don’t want to overload it with
too many products, and we have decided to introduce
them gradually, as companies are only just beginning
to experience the potential of our products.
Let‘s talk a little about lingerie in general. In a nutshell,
what makes good lingerie special?
Tadas: Every woman knows that all great outfits start
with the right undergarments, but shopping for
lingerie can often be a struggle. With so many
colours, silhouettes, fabrics, sizes, and styles to
choose from, hitting the lingerie department can feel
downright daunting if you do not know what you are
looking for. The trickiest part of lingerie shopping is
often finding undergarments that don’t just fit
properly but will also make you feel good. Because
the true mark of a great piece of lingerie is that it
doesn’t just look great but that it will also give you
an extra boost of confidence when you put it on.
Therefore, TET lingerie focuses on developing products
that really fit perfectly and allow your body to breathe.
Do the consumers already have a clear idea of what
they want when they go shopping for lingerie? Or do
they ultimately go by gut feeling, making their choice
depending on what they are offered? How do they
choose what they want?
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Tadas Baliutavicius,
CEO of TET Lingerie
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Tadas: TET Lingerie does not sell directly to the final
costumer. However, we have experienced some
interesting situations which is why we have created
“consumer suggestions”, as we call them in the
office.
On our website, we have a contact form for
costumers who want advice on where they can buy
our products, and they can also ask for suggestions
on how they could wear this or that product!
Actual chat history from website: My Question is:
Do you also advise in style? I’m 20 years of age, I am
having my first gala party and looking for a lingerie

Tadas has gained
many new clients in
recent months

set, something more than my basic lingerie.
So, we do have special interaction with our
consumers even though we not selling directly
to them.
Short- and long-term trends also exist for lingerie.
Which pieces will be in demand soon?
Tadas: Statistics show that 2017-2020 is a boom
period for selling lingerie! As for future trends, that is
hard to say because something forgotten and old can
quickly become a super good new sale! So, it’s all
about costumer needs, I would say! And big
suggestions from people from TOP MODA industry!
And in the long term? What lingerie trends do you
expect for 2020 and beyond?
Tadas: Every company, no matter what they sell,
expects the best of the best to happen while looking
at the risks and possibilities. TET Lingerie does
see a great potential in all markets, erotic and
mainstream, in Europe and overseas. 2020 will
bring new collections and further expansions in
other European markets! 		
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Show Sponsor

15th & 16th March

Ricoh Arena I Coventry

THE UK’S ONLY DEDICATED
erotic TRADE SHOW
ETOShowB2B

@etoshow

@etoshow

To register for your f ree entrance badge
and full Show details visit our website etoshow.com
FOR EXHIBITION ENQUIRES PLEASE CONTACT JONATHAN KIRK

T: +44 (0) 7786 925080 E: jonathan@etoshow.com

ETO Show is a trade-only event and strictly no under 18s, students, or consumers will be admitted.
Registration must be completed by every visitor, and proof of trade status (business card, stationery, supplier invoices etc) must be shown at the door.
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We could not miss out on Evolved, and we expect this

to be a successful addition to our range in the long term
D e br a N e t and E vo lved tea m up in C entra l a nd E a stern E uro p e

e x c l u s iv e

Debra Net founders and Presidents, Erika Melega
Bodyne and Zoltán Bődy

In this interview with Zoltán
Bődy, co-founder and head
of Debra Net, and Raymond
Houtenbos, European Vice
President of Evolved, we
gain greater insight into the
recent distribution agreement
between their two companies
and how it is designed to
further their shared goals,
particularly in the Central and
Eastern European markets.

„

Debra has added a new toy brand to its
portfolio, namely Evolved. Why did you choose
this brand?
Zoltán Bődy: We chose this brand because it
offers unique designs, high-quality products,
and competitive pricing. Although we are
already familiar with this type of concept and
have other products with analogous values, the
philosophy behind Evolved and the quality of
the brand convinced us this is a brand with real
value added for our services.
What does Evolved bring to the table that was
missing from your assortment before?
Zoltán Bődy: Evolved is well-established brand
only distributed by a handful of competitors, so
based on these characteristics and the unique
5-year warranty, it offers something our clients
really need. They also lacked knowledge of the
Central and Eastern European market, so it is
definitely in our shared interest to work together.
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Ready to conquer the Eastern European market with
the support Debra Net: Raymond Houtenbos (Evolved)

The brand is also distributed by your
competitors. Hasn‘t this fact put you off?
Zoltán Bődy: Yes, this is correct. But while
there is strong competition amongst toy brands,
we are confident that we will be successful
with this brand because we know the specific
characteristics of our main markets and how to
present Evolved in an advantageous way.
Which criteria carry the greatest weight when
you are looking for new brands?
Zoltán Bődy: When working with other brands,
it is very important to have common business
goals in the long term. Their products should be
of good quality, offer value for money, a stable
production background, and on the whole, they
should be a good fit in our assortment.
Do you offer the complete product range of
this brand? And when will the products be
available?
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Zoltán Bődy: Yes, we carry a wide range of their
offer: bestsellers from Adam & Eve, Evolved, and
Zero Tolerance. Most of them are available right now,
directly from stock, and we can ensure supply will be
smooth, ticking all the boxes customers have come
to rely on.
What expectations do you have for this new brand?
Your assortment isn’t exactly lacking in the sex toy
department ...
Zoltán Bődy: It is always a pleasure to work with
professional partners, especially if we have a lot in
common. Of course, we have several sex toy lines but as mentioned before - we simply could not miss out on
Evolved, and we expect this to be successful addition
to our range in the long term.
With so many first-party and third-party brands in
your range, aren‘t you running the risk of having these
brands steal away customers from one another,
basically cannibalising each other?
Zoltán Bődy: Of course, we do not intend to carry too
many similar products from different brands. However,
we do revise our assortment from time to time based
on competitiveness, quality, popularity, and value for
money. In addition, we look at how their long-term
perspectives fit our own long-term goals. At the same
time, lots of our customers are constantly looking for
new brands and items and we also consider constant
updates in our selection significant, so we add novelties
on a regular basis. Last but not least, we discontinue
those labels that are not doing well in our markets.
How do you ensure that the many brands in your range
receive the same attention?
Zoltán Bődy: It is a tough job and requires a lot of
work and time. We constantly measure and monitor
results and demand in order to quickly react in case of
difficulties. We have a very effective method to carry
out this job. We constantly keep in touch with the
manufacturers to find a solution to the problems that
occur and brainstorm together for increasing turnover
with them.
Would you agree with the statement that private labels
from distributors and wholesalers have changed the
wholesale market in far-reaching ways? What role does
the distribution of third-party brands play today?
Zoltán Bődy: As mentioned above, our situation is
special and unique in Europe. Therefore, we don’t
need full ranges of private labels - exclusive deals
work very well for us. Other than that, the creation,
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production, and development of a brand is an activity
that consumes lot of energy and money, and it can
easily take away from your main focus which should still
be distribution.
Of course, the strong competition in Western Europe
requires many private labels to make a difference.
Luckily, third-party brands start to realise it is better to
have one distributor per logistics area only. Otherwise,
price wars begin, then private labels pop up and they
generate a strong competition for regular brands. We
have already seen brands which decided to work with
just one distributor in a certain geographical area. What
works the best is having a maximum of 2-3 distributors
in the EU, each with their own area of responsibility.
Raymond, you have entered into a distribution
partnership with Debra Net. Can you tell us the reasons
for this decision?
Raymond Houtenbos: We were looking for a partner
who had already ‚earned their spurs‘ in the Central
and Eastern European market so that we could hit
the ground running and create a mutually beneficial
relationship to elevate our brands. As an Americanbased company, we ran into a language barrier issue
in this crucial market and felt that Debra Net was
the perfect connection for us to not only speak the
languages of our new markets, but also to speak our
brand language and translate our message accurately.
What made you confident that you had found the right
partner in Debra Net? What are the strong points of the
company?
Raymond Houtenbos: Debra Net is well-known for
their knowledge of the Eastern European market and
their large sales network. We have confidence in their
professional organisation and sales teams who are
dedicated to promoting our brands in the right way.
Their intentions are aligned with ours – to grow business
and provide an exceptional array of products to these
countries. Also, I have known Debra Net’s founder, Mr.
Zoltan Body, for years, meaning the partnership will run
smoothly right out of the gate.
There are a great many distributors and wholesalers in
this market. How do you pick your partners?
Raymond Houtenbos: At Evolved, we have a very
specific approach to meeting our sales goals, one
that focuses on creating long-term connections.
So, the partners we choose must also radiate our
values which include a commitment to top quality
products, and above all, trust. Debra Net inspired
confidence in us right away about how they would
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handle our brands from beginning to end with all
their transactions. They share the same principles
and emphasise ‘big picture’ relationships at both
the corporate and store levels, which makes us
feel comfortable that our company brand is being
represented in the best light possible.
What are your expectations regarding your partnership
with Debra Net?
Raymond Houtenbos: We hope to work with Debra
Net for years to come! Long-term strategy is our goal,
so we look forward to building a robust partnership
that sustains changes in the marketplace and
encourages fruitful new opportunities for growth.

“ W E A R E C O N F I D E N T TH AT

TO G E TH E R W I TH D E B R A N E T, W E
W I L L B E A B L E TO G R O W O U R

MARKET SHARE AND MAXIMISE
SALES IN EASTERN EUROPE.”
R AY M O N D H O U T E N B O S

What will your partnership look like going forward,
especially with regard to growing the brand in Europe
and supporting the retailers to maximise sales?
Raymond Houtembos: We are confident that together
with Debra Net, we will be able to grow our market
share and maximise sales in Eastern Europe. Evolved
Europe is becoming known as a marketplace success
now, and the products are innovative and offer high
quality, so we’re excited to spread the message that
doing business with Evolved via Debra Net is the way
to make customers happy. Also, our new warehouse
in the Netherlands makes is much more convenient for
Debra Net to serve these new customers.

How do you support Debra Net to ensure that your
brand and your products become a success for them
and their customers?
Raymond Houtenbos: We will support Debra Net in
all respects, from marketing materials to sales team
training. We take our team training very seriously and
were very happy to learn that Debra Net has the same
commitment, as they will be taking advantage of our
comprehensive presentations to educate their staff.
We also intend to provide assistance during trade
fairs and any other events where our brands need to
stand out and shine. We’re more than happy to make
available whatever resources they need to achieve
their sales goals and present our brands to potential
customers in a positive way.
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There is a discussion about the pros and cons of
exclusive distribution agreements. What is your opinion
on this topic? Why do you prefer working with several
distributors?
Raymond Houtenbos: Exclusive distribution
agreements are an ongoing topic of discussion because
it is always tempting to work with a ‘one-stop shop’ that
can suit all needs in a large region. But when you work
on the ground and see the advantages of working with
a distributor who knows their territory, you quickly realise
the value of engaging with several distributors. I liken it
to regional cuisine. Of course, you can find the same
fast food everywhere, but wouldn’t you rather enjoy the
local flavour? And how can you ensure you will find the
local flavour to enjoy? You find someone who knows
the area to show you around! That’s what we’ve done
with Debra Net, finding that ideal scenario where a
distributor knows the specific qualities of their region.
They are able to add a more personal touch, so Evolved
is able to tailor to those specific needs too, allowing
the regional market to grow. In the end, mutual respect
and trust from both parties is the best way to achieve
maximum results for all parties.
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I welcome anybody looking

to help me normalize sexuality
Sex educator Toni Kennedy bridges the gap between pleasure education and sexual identity

e x c l u s iv e

Today‘s brand of sensual commerce is a one-stop-shop where consumers can find
pleasure products intertwined with sexual pop culture, advice and education, and a real,
live sexpert to underwrite it all. That, in a nutshell, comprises the Body Positive Boutique
(www.mybodypositiveboutique.com) – an online destination that breaches computer
screens to reach. Toni Kennedy is a Certified Sex Educator, Sex & Relationship Coach,
and Sexcessories Specialist (read: sex toy nerd). As co-proprietor of the Body Positive
Boutique with business partner Mary Ingram, Kennedy can cook up captivating sex-ed no
matter the location. From large events to online courses to sex shop sales trainings and
pleasure-ed parties for every occasion – you name it, Kennedy‘s planned it and brought
down the house with her unique and playful brand of sex education. According to Kennedy,
the Body Positive Boutique experience is all about ‚feeling good, powerful, and present in
your body.‘ Kennedy made the big leap from working as a sales clerk in a local boutique to
becoming an internationally ACS-certified sex educator. Now she‘s teaching tomorrow‘s
generation of sex toy consumers why air-suction toys are the ticket to climax. Kennedy is
constantly on the lookout for positive trends and the opportunity to bash stereotypes.
She‘s worth friending on Facebook for her crowd-sourced sex polls alone (because who
doesn‘t want to know what every friend-of-a-friend-of-a-friend thinks about what makes
sex awesome?). But for industry professionals, Kennedy is truly a cornucopia of consumer
opinions and an invaluable resource for every level of sex toy veteran. Looking for the next
influencer to preach your pleasure product gospel to the masses? Kennedy debuts to the
European trade in her first interview with EAN, and this New York-born, Alabama-living
babe has big things to say about the future of erotic interaction.

„

What‘s the mission behind your brand, the
Body Positive Boutique?
Toni Kennedy: I’ve been in the industry since
2007 and have had the privilege of meeting
and helping thousands of amazing and unique
individuals. But I have also faced so many
challenges! I’ve had holy water thrown on me,
and I have experienced racism and prejudice
for most of my career, but it will never stop
me from being a professional sex nerd who
happens to live in the south. I’ve observed
so much over the years that I could be doing
on a larger scale to help people achieve
sexual freedom and satisfaction. It‘s such a
significant aspect of overall health. It was time
for me to create a place focused on education
and coaching. I am a huge advocate for
creating a movement in which sexuality is
normalized, and stigmas and shame are

Toni Kennedy is a Certified Sex Educator,
Sex & Relationship Coach, and
Sexcessories Specialist
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removed from the picture. I created Body
Positive Boutique to become a forerunner of
that movement.
Give readers a peek into your event and
course repertoire. What new projects are you
cooking up right now?
Toni: I’m working on creating an online video
education series called SEX@home. The
goal is to educate people on various topics
from sexual communication to BDSM and
everything else in between, much like I do
in my classes. I live in a very conservative
state, and I find that some of my clientele
is more receptive to my work in private. I
offer coaching via Skype as well. I’m looking
forward to several upcoming events such as
speed dating, erotic paint and sips, and free
STI screening through a local non-profit.
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More info about Toni Kennedy
and her work can be found at
www.mybodypositiveboutique.com

the clitoris definitely let’s us know that they are very
similar to the penis. The penis loves blow jobs, and with
products like this on the market, I can personally say
that many of my clients experiencing difficulty reaching
climax have received some very positive results. We
are all unique, but after my first experience with the
Womanizer I literally thought I should cook it dinner or
buy it a drink...it was that good!
We hear you‘re hoping to add a retail arm to the Body
Positive Boutique soon. What are your plans for the
future of your brand?
Toni: My company is currently operating online with
several local speaking/hosting events in the works
until I can work around my state’s strict zoning. You
may recall Sherri Williams in Huntsville Al, fighting
against toy laws and opening a drive-thru sex store.
She gave me my first job in the industry and has
been an incredible mentor on my journey. My plan
is to franchise Body Positive Boutiques and see
them standalone or as a welcoming addition to any
thriving adult retail stores out there looking to promote
empowering education to their clientele.

Will you be working with any pleasure product
retailers or manufacturers throughout your many
business offerings?
Toni: The amazing thing about this industry is that I have
always felt at home. I’ve had the pleasure of meeting
several manufacturers and educators throughout my
career, and they have always been so supportive of my
‚Sex in the South‘ initiative. CalExotics has always been
a company I have admired. Susan Colvin is so much
‚lady power and innovation‘. I have so many favorites
that I certainly look forward to collaborating with in all
our upcoming events.
What pleasure products are on your must-have list at
the moment?
Toni: For my vulva owners, I can‘t share enough about
pleasure air technology. The basic fundamentals of
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How will you become more involved with the sex
toy trade and wellness industry as a whole over the
next year?
Toni: We currently have a website (www.
mybodypositiveboutique.com), and we welcome
anyone interested in collaborating with us to visit our
website and send us an email. I have so many ways
that I want to serve my community, and I welcome
anybody looking to help me normalize sexuality. I want
to conduct educational courses, host swingers nights
(also LGBTQ, poly, etc.), have open group discussions,
and so much more. My curriculum as a whole is allinclusive, and I really want to sex nerd all over the place,
help with confidence, and really guide everyone to their
full sexual potential.

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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We want to be able to offer everything from toys

to lingerie – we want to have something for everyone
I n tr o d u c i n g Ka tja Wo uterse a nd Ma ura C la es

e x c l u s iv e

„

Please, tell us about yourself. For
instance, what were your career milestones
before joining SHOTS?
Katja Wouterse: I began working for SHOTS
right after graduation, about 18 months ago.
I feel I’ve had some time to develop myself
while working at SHOTS in the marketing
department. A few months ago, I moved up to
my new dream position of account manager
for the lingerie department. I’ve learned a lot
in marketing, but I’m ready to get on the road,
meet clients, and show the beautiful lingerie
collections we now offer. You should stop by
at SHOTS and check out our new lingerie
showroom. It’ll blow your mind.

If you are an avid reader of
EAN, you will know that SHOTS
is pursuing ambitious goals in
the lingerie category. And to
achieve these goals, the company has done much more than
just add brands and products –
they also added new members
to the team in recent months.
The newly created lingerie
department is made up of three
experts, among them the two
Account Managers Katja
Wouterse and Maura Claes,
who talk about their new
positions and their new responsibilities in our EAN interview.

Katja Wouterse and Maura Claes

Maura Claes: Before SHOTS, I worked in
many different markets; this has made me who
I am today. I’ve grown a lot, it has made me
easy to communicate with, a very structured
person, and I’ve learned to give the best
service and cooperation. This is something that
SHOTS values in their business relations and
this is why I fit into the company so well.
And what do you do when you’re not selling
lingerie products for SHOTS? What do you
like to do in your spare time, what are your
hobbies?
Katja: Football is my greatest hobby, I’m on the
field 4 times a week, and I try to go to the gym
to stay extra fit. Another great cardio exercise
I found is shopping with my friends!
Maura: Cooking! I love to cook and make
people happy with my food. Especially baking,
this is my favourite thing to do. So, I spend my
spare time in the kitchen with loved ones. It’s
a bit of a cliché but true, who doesn’t enjoy
sharing moments with loved ones?
And how did you come to join the SHOTS
team?
Katja: SHOTS is the sponsor of the local
football team, N.E.C., where I worked as a
hostess during my studying days. This is where
I heard about a vacancy at SHOTS, so I took
my chance and applied for the job. The job
interview was crazy, it was like talking with
friends and that’s when I knew I wanted to
work for the company. Luckily, the feeling was
mutual and one month later, I was working in
the marketing department.
Maura: When I came across the SHOTS’
vacancy I thought ‚why not give it a try?‘. So,
I applied for an administration position even
though I was a bit sceptical about the industry.

2
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wait to show everyone the new additions we’ve had
in this category. Especially with new brands such
as Forplay, 7 Heaven, Noir Handmade, and the
expanded Male Power assortment. This new position
will be an exciting experience for me, this is going
to be one hell of a ride, which will give me a lot of
energy. I’m very excited to grow business relations
and to grow myself.

SHOTS recently beefed up the Male Power collection

During my job interview it became clear that SHOTS
was an innovative company with its heart in the right
place and that was when I realised that I really
wanted to work for the company and that the
industry was different from what I had thought.
When I worked in the administration department,
I learned a lot about the industry, SHOTS’ clients
and products, and how to handle the administrative
aspects of our accounts. So I had some time to learn
before I switched to my new position as account
manager for the lingerie department. I’m more than
ready to take on this challenge and to grow this
business with our current and future clients.
What excites you most about your new position?
What is it that you like about working with
lingerie products?
Katja: Lingerie is a great passion of mine, so it’s a
blessing that I get to work with such beautiful collections. I follow a lot of Instagram accounts related to
lingerie and I love to be up to date with everything new
in the industry. Secondly, this position suits me better
because I want to be in touch with clients and get on
the road to meet people. I’m very social, it’s important
for me to have a job where I can meet a lot of people.
Maura: First of all, I love working with people.
Everyone in this industry is so easy to communicate
with, everyone is so laid back and easy to work with.
Secondly, which woman doesn’t love lingerie? I can’t
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Could you give us more details about your tasks and
responsibilities as an account manager for lingerie?
Katja: My main responsibility is managing the
accounts for the Netherlands, France, Belgium,
Luxemburg, Central and Southern Europe. And since
the lingerie category is fairly new, it’s my task to hunt
down new potential clients for whom one of our
lingerie brands might be a perfect fit. The main thing I
love about SHOTS is how their business relations are
and how they handle them. We like to stay in touch
and have more personal business relationships.
Never hesitate to contact us, we would love to help
or think along with you when needed. Together we
can achieve successful business.
Maura: Giving the best service possible is high on
the list. For now, it’s important to get in touch with
all clients, get to know them, and to give them
information about the new brands we carry.
My main task is to handle all accounts from
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Scandinavia,
the United Kingdom, Ireland, and the Baltic States.
SHOTS has been putting more emphasis on the
lingerie segment in recent months. What is the
ultimate goal here?
Katja: The ultimate goal is to become a one-stop
shop for our clients. We want to be able to offer
everything from toys to lingerie – we want to have
something for everyone. The toys and intimate
cosmetics go hand in hand with the lingerie. We’re
heading in the right direction, we’ve spent a year
researching and made a great start with adding
brands such as Forplay, Noir Handmade, and
7 Heaven. And of course, the expansion of the Male
Power selection. Keep your eyes on 2020, we’ve
got some amazing things planned which I can’t talk
about just yet. We’ve listened to our clients and their
needs to help them improve their own collections.
Maura: SHOTS has grown so big already in adult
toys and intimate cosmetics, but now it’s time to
grow big in the lingerie sector as well. Before, the
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Forplay is one of many well-known brands in the SHOTS assortment

original sales team was handling the lingerie
department, and that wasn’t always the best solution.
Since January, SHOTS has a new category manager
for lingerie, who manages everything that concerns
this category. This was a first step in the right direction. Later, 2 account managers joined the SHOTS
team - this is when Katja and I came along. Eventually, we want to make shopping easy for clients by
offering all categories and a wide range of products.
Obviously, this also includes lingerie. We want to have
a complete selection available for everyone’s desire.
Do you have ideas, concepts, plans you want to
implement in this new position at SHOTS?
Katja: SHOTS’ way of working with their business
relations is what I want to take upon myself as well.
Let’s get in touch, stay in touch, and become close
business partners. Let’s work together and foster
business; to achieve that, feedback from clients is key.
So, I’m open to hearing all their ideas and needs and
then implement these in my approach. The lingerie
category is where my heart is at, I love the brands
and story behind them, and I can’t wait to share this.
Maura: SHOTS’ way of working together with clients
is already a very successful strategy. We’ll implement
this into the lingerie category as well; we’re here to
grow business together – never hesitate to contact
us, we would like to think along with you.
Lingerie@shots.nl - +31 (0) 614 460 817
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How much potential do you see for the SHOTS
lingerie lines, seeing how competition in this market is
becoming fiercer and fiercer?
Katja: It’s the same with toys really, there is a lot of
competition, but I think we can make a difference
through the services we offer as a company and the
personal approach we have towards our clients. I’m
not too concerned about this. Once clients get used
to the fact that SHOTS is now also a big player in
lingerie, they’ll find their way to us. The main goal is
to offer a wide range of brands and products, so we
have something for every type of client. We do have
a lot of strong brands in our collection right now;
we have Forplay which is a sexy brand with over 25
years of experience. It hasn’t been very visible on the
European market until now, so it definitely has a ‚new‘
feel. We’ve received a lot of feedback from clients
saying that they’re happy with a new American brand
that’s different from the brands we’ve been seeing
over and over. The same goes for 7 Heaven. Male
Power and Noir Handmade are best-selling brands
that are beloved throughout the industry.
Maura: SHOTS already stands out from the rest, we
offer the best service possible. This is what made
SHOTS so successful and why it has grown so big
over the past few years. In every market, there is a lot
of competition, it’s just important to keep listening to
the clients and their needs. As a company, we keep
on developing, so I don’t think there will be an issue.
We need to make sure that the clients can find our
lingerie category just as well as the others.
What does SHOTS have in store for next year as far
as the lingerie segment is concerned?
Katja: As I already said I can’t give away details just
yet, but we’ve used all the information we gathered
over the last year to develop our own collections.
All I’ll say is keep an eye out because this will be
amazing.
Maura: We can’t spill the beans just yet, but we can
assure you it will be amazing. We’ve gathered a lot of
feedback over the past year, and we’re transferring
this into our own collections. Make sure you keep
your eyes peeled on our website – 2020 will be a
great year for SHOTS. Watch this space!		
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If there is one thing we share regardless

of our gender or sexuality it is the butt!
e x c l u s iv e

O dile injects new idea s into th e ma rket f o r a na l to ys

If you are not satisfied with the products that available on the market,
and you have a better idea, why not create your own product? That
is exactly what Benjamin Jay decided to do. He created Odile, a sex
toy for anal use that is unlike any other on the market. What makes
Odile special? Well, easy: The user can change the girth of the
product! In our interview, Benjamin Jay explains the finer points of
this technology and the added value for the user.

„

Benjamin Jay,
founder of Odiletoys

How did you get the idea for Odile?
Benjamin Jay: For many years, I was
frustrated by the products on the market
for anal dilation. A lot had been done, and
I respect what mainstream anal sex toy
companies have offered, but for me it was
not efficient enough. Good anal sex requires
good anal dilation first, and I believe that the
sex toys on the market for anal dilation are
not doing the job properly. Why? What is anal
dilation? Anal dilation mostly refers to slowly
and gradually widening the anus. In the market
you mainly find two types of anal dilation sex
toys: set of plugs and inflatable devices. I
believe that the set of plugs has three major
issues. First, the product sizes: small, medium
and big, have a 25% girth increase between
each size which is not gradual enough and
increases the risk of causing micro-fissures in
your anus. Second, having to deal with three
toys to do one job is not user friendly and can
easily become messy. And third, the standard
set of plugs design has a ‚neck‘ that reduces
the dilation at the sphincter, which is where
dilation is most needed, and prevents the user
from doing penetration movements for play.
The other alternative on the market is inflatable
devices, which are known for having a lot of
drawbacks like a balloon effect inside the anus,
air leaking, and the risk of bursting within the
anus from over inflation. Even visually, it’s not
a sexy product. Based on this, I thought that
the perfect anal dilation had to be done by one
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single product
that was easy
and comfortable
to use, and once
inserted inside the
anus allowed the user
to control precisely and
gradually its girth and dilates
equally the whole anus. I wanted
a ‚sexy‘ sex toy that allows the user to
focus only on pleasure and was something
that all genders would want to use. I dreamt
about Odile and I made it!

J A Y

medical grade silicone for maximum comfort. Odile
does not need a motor or battery to be functional,
and it is not an inflatable device. The user via the
key has a direct feeling of what is going on inside
them, and therefore a total and safe control of their
anal dilation. The user can control the girth of the
shaft slowly, precisely and safely from 1’’ (2,5 cm)
diameter to 1.5’’ (3,9 cm) while Odile is inserted
inside the anus! And because of this, Odile is the first
orifice dilator of its kind. The feeling of being dilated
gradually from the inside is an amazing experience
that I believe will satisfy the anal sex lovers!

Had sex toys already been part of your
professional life prior to Odile? What did you do
before this project?
Benjamin: Odile is my first sex toy project, but not
my first mass consumption product. Previously, I
worked for more than ten years for top industrial
companies in different market areas as an industrial
purchaser. This background mostly means being
able to work with the main professional areas of
a product development, from product design,
engineering development, production and so on...
Since the beginning of this adventure, I’ve been
passionate about giving the best of my experience to
this project, giving a special attention to the quality of
manufacturing and the business reliability of it.
What exactly is Odile, how does Odile work, and
what makes Odile special?
Benjamin: Odile, the name comes from orifice dilator,
but I call it a Gentle Butt Plug Dilator. Odile is made
to dilate the anus slowly, gradually, and safely. It
is characterised by a key, a base and a shaft. The
shaft is the part that has to be inserted into the
anus. The key is the controller and by turning the
key you control the girth of the shaft. The base that
contains the main parts of the mechanics prevents
over-insertion into the anus while using Odile. The
base and the shaft are covered with a thick and soft
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How long did it take to develop Odile, and what were
the problems and challenges you faced during the
development phase?
Benjamin: It took me two and half years to develop
Odile. Everything was challenging, from the part
designs to the assembly strategy of the product, but
the main challenge was the girth control mechanism.
I wanted a simple and reliable mechanism but
sometimes, it is really difficult to make things simple…
Who is the audience you had in mind when creating
Odile? Is this for people who are new to anal play or
for more experienced players?
Benjamin: Odile is designed for everybody! If there
is one thing we share regardless of our gender or
sexuality it is the butt! People new to anal sex will
enjoy discovering the benefits of good anal dilation
for good anal sex, and more experienced players will
for sure enjoy pushing their limits in anal dilation to
receive more and more.
How much will Odile cost in stores?
Benjamin: In stores the price will be around $109
depending in which country you are buying it. During
our crowdfunding campaign starting in February
2020 on www.indiegogo.com, we will reward early
bird customers with a special $69 price including
worldwide free delivery! So, sign up on our website:
www.odiletoys.com, to ensure you don’t miss out!
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Couldn’t consumers simply buy a lower-priced set of
plugs to find out which size fits them best? What is the
advantage of Odile?
Benjamin: I always compare anal dilation with body
stretching at the gym! For example, when you stretch
your legs, the only efficient way to do it is to slowly and
gradually stretch your legs until you reach your limit,
hold the position, relax and breathe. And if you want
to improve your stretching, then slowly and gradually,
go further and push your limits, repeating this process
as long as you need. The idea behind body stretching
is that stretching is a precise, gradual and continuous
process! If you don’t reach your limit, you don’t stretch
and if you stretch too fast or too much you will just
hurt yourself. Well, anal dilation is just the same, by
slowly and gradually widening the anus! The anus is
made of tight muscles, which need to be treated the
same way as your legs at the gym! So, using a set of
plugs for anal dilation is limiting and risky. Set of plugs are
usually sold in 3 sizes:

the smallest is 1’’ (2,5 cm) diameter, the medium
1.25’’ (3,17 cm) and the big one 1.5’’ (3,5 cm), which
means that you assume that your anal dilation limit is
1’’, 1.25’’ or 1.5’’… But depending on your anus, your
mood, your excitement at a special time, the perfect
size that you need is more likely to be different! So,
using a plug from a set of plugs is just guessing that it
will fit, but if it doesn’t and even worse, if the plug that
you try to insert is too big, you will just hurt yourself,
creating micro-fissures in your anus and ruining the
mood for anal sex… Again, anal dilation is a precise,
gradual and continuous process which means that
plugs having a fixed girth can always be too small or
too big!
The benefit of Odile is efficiently simple. You stop
guessing at your own risk what size will fit, because
in one product you have all the sizes available! The
shaft of Odile at its minimum girth is 1’’ (2,5 cm)
diameter, which is the same size than the smallest
size plug from a set of plugs, but Odile shaft’s girth
can increases gradually, millimetre by millimetre if
you want, up to 1.5’’ (3,5 cm) diameter, which is
the same size as the biggest plug in a set of plugs.
So, with Odile, you only have to insert your sex toy
into your butt once, and from there, you will easily
and safely control its shaft girth following your need!
You will gradually find your anal dilation limit, play,
relax and then if you want, push your limits to higher
ones. Always having the perfect fit into your butt!
This is how an efficient anal dilation has to be done
to make it easier to enjoy anal sex, and this is what
Odile is offering.
You chose to go the crowdfunding route with this
project. Why was this the best option for Odile?
Benjamin: Raising capital via crowdfunding is a
good chance for us to stay fully independent. Odile is
developed as a high-quality product and this requires
funds. Crowdfunding campaign is a chance to avoid
needing to open our capital to external investors or
opening a significant credit line at banks. So please
support us by signing up at www.odiletoys.com!
Are you worried that imitators and copiers might soon
jump on your product?
Benjamin: Odile is an innovative mechanical device,
and we applied the same patent strategy that you
can find in other competitive industries. We have
reinforced many times our patents along the way
to protect our invention internationally as much
as we could. Our patents include the product as
you know it and dozens of upcoming versions and
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“ I WA N T ED A ‚ S EXY‘ S EX TOY TH AT
A L LOW S TH E USER TO FOCUS

ON LY ON P LEAS URE AN D WAS

S OMETHIN G TH AT ALL GEN DERS

W OUL D WAN T TO US E. I DREA MT
A B OUT ODILE A N D I MADE IT !”
B E N J A M I N J AY

By turning the key, you can adjust
the girth of the product, safely and
precisely, from 2.5cm to 3.9cm

How do you explain the growing interest in anal sex
and the corresponding toys? Have people become
keener to experiment in recent years or is the topic
simply more in the spotlight?
Benjamin: The reason is probably simple! Anal sex
is great! And yes, nowadays people are probably
more than ever ready to explore anal sex. But
practising anal sex also requires some education,
and a lot of actors in the sex toy industry work hard
to bring a good education to people and I think that
has also contributed to this growing interest.

manufacturing alternatives. The sex toy industry is a
big market but a small world where companies and
wholesalers know each other, and we will definitely
fight hard against imitators and copiers that intend to
infringe our patents.
More and more brands and producers are entering
the market for anal toys. Do you welcome this
development, or does it worry you?
Benjamin: For anal sex toy lovers, having more
choices and innovations is great, and for sex toy
companies playing in a highly competitive market
is of course challenging, but it will push us to bring
high quality products to survive. Competition is
also a good thing for this market which suffers from
the low quality and dangerous products that are
easily available.
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Which channels of distribution will you use to get
your product out there once Odile is market ready?
Benjamin: We will give a lot of attention to the
wholesaler’s channel to cover a large market as
soon as possible, at the same time the internet
direct channel via our website: www.odiletoys.com,
will be developed.
Are there plans to develop other versions of Odile,
or are you maybe already working on ideas for a
wholly new product?
Benjamin: Yes! Since the beginning, our business
strategy has included other versions of Odile. Our
next product planned at the end of 2020 will be
Odile mini with a minimum shaft diameter starting
at 0.6’’ (1,5 cm) and Odile maxi with a minimum
shaft diameter starting at 1.5’’ (3,9 cm), but soon
we will also propose amazing versions that include
vibration, removable and interchangeable keys,
motorisation… Get excited because a lot more
is coming!
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We wanted to be a place where design and

function could come together for the consumer
e x c l u s iv e

Le Stelle takes us behind the scenes of designing a winning sex toy in the age of the informed consumer

Sex toy design seems to have finally found a happy medium between luxury and affordability, and between tech and simplicity.
The industry is in no way resting on its laurels, but rather finding a content plateau where consumers can buy toys that mix modern
advances with user friendliness. Le Stelle is a manufacturing newcomer who‘s skipped the awkward industry introductions and
leaped straight for that same cozy plateau upon which consumers are very happy to sit. The company‘s small line of boutique toys
is everything customers want (and nothing they don‘t). Le Stelle vibrators are powerful, sleek and silicone; they‘re colorful and lovely
to look at, and their designs don‘t overpower their functionality. The brand‘s website and marketing is decidedly modern and clean
as well. There are no half-naked couples or women in lingerie. Though the toys
have a feminine touch, Le Stelle advertises vibrators as they should be: presenAlvin Huang,
Le Stelle‘s Chief
table and relatable to whoever wants an orgasm, regardless of how they seStrategy Officer
xually identify and without the distractions of gendered content. The market is
currently flooded with boutique-style companies like Le Stelle, and quite a few
have grown to epic proportions after a few years of selling the same handful
of toys (JimmyJane, anyone?). But if there‘s ever been a time for sex toy companies to succeed by the hundreds, even alongside myriad competition, it‘s
now. If you can bring something attractive to the market, as Le Stelle is doing,
there‘s enough folks out there who‘ll want to add it to their bedside drawer
collection.Le Stelle‘s Chief Strategy Officer, Alvin Huang, heads the company‘s
strategic initiatives, partnerships, sales channels, and marketing efforts. Huang
describes the brand as a luxury toy maker that integrates stunning designs with
innovative technology, which is a pretty accurate description for a line of quality
toys that live up to their hype. I asked Huang to give EAN a look at Le Stelle‘s
whole shebang: how they design and develop, where they earned their industry
skills, and how they‘re flowing into every channel of the sexual health space.
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„

What is Le Stelle’s take on the current sex toy
market?
Alvin Huang: We think the market is ripe right now for
a lot of innovation and new ideas. Traditionally, you think
of the sex toy market as something that is very much
driven by function: how many speed settings, how
many vibrating patterns, etc. But more and more, we’re
seeing more thought be put into design and aesthetics.
Consumers are more demanding now – its not enough
to have a functionally satisfying product. You need to
come up with something that is pleasing to the eye,
and has a great feel and color. We now see pleasure
products that can be worn as jewelry, products that
look less like sex toys and more like futuristic gadgets.
Which Le Stelle toys are really taking off at the moment?
Alvin Huang: Right now, two of our most popular items
are the HIDRA and the PERKS series. The HIDRA is
a really beautifully designed full sized massager that’s
got power like no other. It’s also got a great feel and
sleek look to it. With PERKS, the interchangeable
attachments is what’s really driving value for the
consumers. It’s almost like a 2-for-1 kind of deal.
What inspired the company founders to start this new
brand?
Alvin Huang: Our founders have been in this space
for quite a while – first as resellers. As they began to
become more familiar with the products, they saw areas
of improvement, particularly with the design and tech
aspect of pleasure products in general. And that’s really
the catalyst for starting the brand – we wanted to be a
place where design and function could come together
for the consumer.

bold and choose “different” paths. As a team we come
up with ideas (generally the functionality of the product)
and we communicate that to our design team, who
come up with some amazing CAD drawings of what
the product could look like, and what colors might
look nice, etc. One thing that we made a conscious
decision about early on is that we were not going to
limit ourselves with just the “traditional” colors. In fact,
we have a new item coming out later this year with what
I consider to be a bold and beautiful color scheme not
commonly seen in the market, so stay tuned!
What has the sex education community had to say
about Le Stelle? Are your products popular in the sexual
wellness space with bloggers and sex toy influencers as
well as the sex toy industry?
Alvin Huang: Right now, we haven’t made much of
an impression on the sexual wellness and education
community, given that we’re still relatively new. This is
an area that I personally want to get more involved in.
There are a lot of good issues - health and wellness,
preventative care, education and awareness – to name
a few, that we see our selves promoting (alongside
community partners) in the near future.
What’s next for Le Stelle? Will you be expanding
more within the pleasure products industry or into the
mainstream?
Alvin Huang: For the foreseeable future, our focus
will be expanding our current footprint in the pleasure
products industry. We also want to make good
headway in the international markets, particularly in
Europe and parts of Asia.

What sort of consumers fall in love with Le Stelle?
Do you have a particular type of customer that keeps
coming back?
Alvin Huang: It’s actually really interesting because,
on paper, our customers are very different if you
contextualize it in terms of demographics like age,
region, etc. But from our outreach and the feedback
that they give, we know that our consumers are looking
for quality and aesthetically beautiful designs – that’s
what catches their eye. What keeps them coming back
is the power and ergonomic quality of our products.
Tell us about some of your most recent products.
How did you choose the colors, designs, and other
aesthetics and functions?
Alvin Huang: We’re very very fortunate to have some
great designers on our team who aren’t afraid to go
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This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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What makes a great sex toy
depends on the individual

M e ga n Ha r riso n h elp s co up les imp ro ve th eir rela tio nsh ip a t C o up lesC a ndy.co m

e x c l u s iv e

CouplesCandy.com
is a project dedicated
to providing couples
with information for a
happy and successful
relationship. Apart from
guides, think pieces,
blog articles, and
concrete relationship
advice, the site also
includes reviews and
recommendations for
products such as sex
toys. In our interview
with Megan Harrison,
who launched
CouplesCandy, we
discuss the building
blocks of a good
relationship and the
role that sex toys
can play in such
a relationship.

Megan Harrison is a
relationship therapist and
the mastermind behind
Couplescandy.com
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strap-on-me
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Vibrating bendable strap-on
3 motors
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controllable
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G-spot
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for different positions
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www.strap-on-me.com
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„

Megan, you are a relationship therapist and run
the website couplescandy.com. Before we talk more
about your work, could you tell us a bit more about
yourself?
Megan Harrison: Of course! My name is Megan
and I’m a 30-year-old relationship therapist currently
living in Tampa, Florida with my two cats! I love
travelling, sports and have a strong passion for
supporting relationships and making a real difference
to people’s lives.
How did you get to work as a relationship therapist?
Megan: I studied psychology at the University of
Florida and took on an internship before working
under supervision as a counsellor. During my
studies I was able to see first-hand the real benefits
of communication for people struggling with various
mental health issues. I was also able to enjoy being
trusted with deep and personal experiences and
information that allowed me to help my clients regain
control and joy of their lives.
On your website, you present guides on various
topics regarding sexuality and relationships. Which
topics are you particularly interested in?
Megan: I decided to create Couples Candy to be
a hub of quality information aimed towards a global
audience and provide some helpful clarity to problems
that people want answers for. Every relationship
is different, and there is no one-size-fits all answer
when it comes to deeply personal issues. But I aim
to produce valuable content that people can draw
from and hopefully learn some new things! I have a
broad range of favourite topics – but anything that
promotes exploration and open communication
between couples!
What is most important for successful and harmonious
relationships and what role does sexuality play?
Megan: As I just briefly touched upon, what I think
is the most important factor for successful and
harmonious relationships is safe and open
communication. You would be shocked to learn
how many relationships and marriages hide things
from each other. Whether they are secrets, hidden
kinks or emotional trauma. Relationships are all
about communication, and couples with open
communication experience much more enjoyable
and fulfilling sex lives!
And reversely, what are the biggest mistakes that
people make in relation to this?
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Megan: When people believe that they are doing a
good thing by not being completely transparent in
relationships. Ultimately relationships are all about
trust and respect!

“ RE L ATIONSHIPS ARE AL L ABOUT

C OMMUNIC ATION, AND C OUPL E S W ITH O P E N
C OMMUNIC ATION E XPE RIE NC E MUC H M O R E
E NJOYABL E AND FUL FIL L ING SE X L IV E S ! “
MEGAN HARRISON

Among your other articles, you also release reviews
of sex toys from time to time. What makes a good
sex toy in your opinion?
Megan: This is a great question! What makes a
great sex toy depends on the individual, so I think
it’s important that a good sex toy meets the exact
needs of the buyer. I think personally it’s important
for sex toys to live up to their expectations, when
they claim to truly deliver! Great value for money,
innovative design, and a high level of functionality
are all elements that make up a good sex toy.
What role can erotic products play in a relationship?
Megan: Quality sex toys can certainly make relationships stronger. Sex toys encourage intimacy and
exploration. They can help people in relationships
to learn more about each other too. Fabulous sex is
often a taboo topic, but sex offers heaps of health
benefits. From pain relief to improved sleep – the
bottom line is: Better sex makes better relationships!
Do you work with manufacturers or retailers of erotic
products? What would such a cooperation look like?
Megan: I don’t currently! But it could be an interesting,
mutually beneficial relationship perhaps – I actually
haven’t considered it before!
What are your plans for the future of CouplesCandy?
Megan: I have big plans for the future of Couples
Candy. I endeavour to build as much valuable
content as possible in order to facilitate its growth.
I want to collaborate with more media outlets such
as magazines, websites and blogs to help try and
get the word out there!
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The Lovebears are designed to be

the mental key to the adult playroom of your mind
T h o m a s H a h n o f f ers us so me very sp ecia l gummy bea rs

e x c l u s iv e

„

You are probably best-known for your
condom brand MY.SIZE, and now you launch
Lovebears. How does that go together?
Thomas Hahn: Millions of couples have had
very sobering experiences using condoms of
poor quality. And that has done more harm
than just damage the reputation of condoms in
general; many times, erectile dysfunctions are
merely the physical result of using the wrong
erection cap. And if a man can’t get an
erection because of a bad condom, that
definitely leaves mental scars. Looking at it
from that angle, gummy bears are perfect
comfort food, and our Lovebears are more
than that; they make it easier for men to
get back their confidence after such rattling
experiences. Sexual attraction and activity are
all rooted in your mind. The Lovebears help
couples to chewingly rediscover these roots
and incorporate them more strongly in their
daily sex lives.

Pleasure and lust are rooted
in your mind, says Thomas
Hahn, who is in charge of
sales and marketing at R&S
consumer goods GmbH. And
to stimulate these emotions,
the Lovebears gummy bears
include special ingredients
that ‚open doors in your
mind.‘ Well, having heard
that, we obviously wanted
to know more, so we
asked Thomas for
an interview.

What makes this product a logical addition to
your range? How do the Lovebears fit in with
your corporate philosophy?
Thomas: Well, this new addition definitely fits in
with our motto: ‚All we do is for your pleasure.‘
You know, opening your mind to sexuality,
arousal, and stimulation is a basic prerequisite
if you’re ever going to find yourself in a situation
where you need to use a condom.
Pleasure and lust begin in your mind, and the
Lovebears help the consumers free their mind
and open the door to their personal adult
playroom.
Moreover, Lovebears is a lifestyle product. It is
innovative, there is no other product like this
anywhere in the world. All of these reasons make
the Lovebears a great fit for our target audience.
Products and food supplements that promise
more fun and power between the sheets are a

Thomas Hahn, Marketing & Sales,
R&S consumer goods GmbH
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dime a dozen. How do the Lovebears stick out
from the crowd?
Thomas: The communication, the messaging,
the presentation – with Lovebears, it’s all very
different. The focus is not on reminding the
consumer that they are lacking something;
this product simply offers you more. More
pleasure, more lust! It advocates a lifestyle in
which adult intimacy plays an important role.
And it reminds you of that adult playroom
in your mind that you have been neglecting

because we live in such a time-optimised
world. Lovebears foster open and playful
communication about sexuality, and the focus
is always on the positive aspects. They make
it easier for people to pay more attention to
their intimate needs and to actuate them.
Imagine you open the fridge, and you have
some Lovebears winking at you. That
immediately puts a smile on your face,
and automatically, you ask your partner
if they’re also in the mood.
Here are some more Lovebears facts:
• They are no medical product.
• They are free of the stigma
associated with pills.
• They are nothing you feel a need to hide.
We think they taste best when they’re
kept cold.
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The Lovebears are a food
supplement aimed at men

What can you tell us about the ingredients of your
Lovebears?
Thomas: The Lovebears recipe was developed in
Germany. It includes many of the typical ingredients
found in most gummy bears, but what sets our
recipe apart are L-arginine and citrulline, two
plant-based amino acids. L-arginine and citrulline
are so-called semi-essential amino acids, with
arginine being an endogenous substance that can
be absorbed via food but can also be produced by
the body itself. Citrulline is closely related to arginine,
and over time, it is actually transformed into arginine.
Our amino acids are the product of 100% organic
fermentation. All the ingredients are tested, and
independent labs in Germany have confirmed their
purity and reliability.
From ‚It doesn’t work anyway‘ to ‚It only works
because you want it to work‘ - many people are
critical of this type of food supplement. How are the
Lovebears different? Why should retailers have them
on their shelves?
Thomas: Well, amino acids have been used as
so-called pump supplements in professional sports
and in the world of fitness in general for a very long
time, usually in the form of pills or powders.
However, the ingredients are just one aspect of the
Lovebears. As mentioned earlier, pleasure begins in
your head, and the Lovebears are designed to be the
mental key to the adult playroom of your mind.
Due to the stress of our everyday lives, this door
has kind of gotten stuck for many of us, and the
Lovebears are the perfect tool to get it open again.
Obviously, women can also snack away at them.
Just keep in mind that the recommended quantity for
consumption is no more than four bears at a time,
and no more than two times a day.
Which channels of distribution do you use to market
the Lovebears?
Thomas: Right now, Lovebears are sold primarily
via the internet, on Amazon and Ebay, but of course,
we’d also like for many online retailers to offer them
through their individual channels. And we’re also
interested in working with brick and mortar retailers in
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the erotic market. At some point, we could even see
Lovebears being sold in pharmacies.
Would you consider working with distributors outside
of Germany?
Thomas: Why, of course! Interest in our products
is always welcome, especially from international
markets. The brand is still young and flexible enough
so we can adapt the brand communication and
reflect market-specific requirements in the product
and in our communication.
Could you also see yourselves going the white label
route with Lovebears?
Thomas: In principle, yes. If the concept is right,
we could definitely see a white label version of the
Lovebears. But we are still in a phase of discovery, and
we want to get a better understanding of our markets
and our customers before we explore such avenues.
Your company is known for supporting the trade
members in numerous ways. What are your plans for
the marketing of Lovebears?
Thomas: We have already invested a lot of time and
work in marketing. For instance, we have teamed
up with a number of agencies for online and offline
marketing. One of the main goals is to push the
search engine ranking in the online sphere to make
our product more visible. But we also have plans
for event-based marketing activities, for instance in
clubs, at concerts, or in the LGBT community.
We could also see visual campaigns to really hammer
home the image of the Lovebears as the door opener
for the adult playroom.
Do you have some advice for retailers (online &
offline) on how to present the Lovebears in their
shops in the most effective way?
Thomas: The Lovebears open doors – everywhere.
So, emphasising this door opener element could
work very well for the trade members. Many people
in our modern society are trapped among their daily
constraints. They want more room for intimacy and
sharing their needs and wishes. Alas, this form of
meaningful togetherness and dialogue is not
accessible to them as much as they’d like.
The Lovebears are like little, yummy ambassadors of
pleasure, and they open up the door to a room where
this dialogue can happen, where this togetherness
can unfold. And once the adult playroom in our minds
is unlocked, that obviously also awakens interest in
other sexuality-related products.
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Function and style will be the future
R o y a n d D a nny Ja co bs ta ke sto ck a f ter th e f irst six mo nth s o f Ylva & Dite

e x c l u s iv e

It took blood, sweat, and tears but now,
we stand strong, and we believe our future
will be bright.
Are you completely satisfied with the first six
month? Have your expectations been met?
Danny Jacobs: We don’t think that there is
such a thing as ‘completely satisfied’. There is
always room for improvement.
Our expectations were definitely met since we
are still exploring and didn’t set hard goals for
this year. We wanted to learn quickly and we
do think the first six months made us much
wiser and well-equipped for 2020. We are
smarter now.

„

Half a year has passed since Ylva & Dite
entered the market with colourful dildos made
in Holland. Looking back, would you say that
stepping into the erotic market was the right
move for you?
Roy Jacobs: Yes, we had already known a
couple of years ago that we wanted to step
into this industry. However, it took some time
before we even had our first product ready.
Now, we have been selling our products
actively for half a year, and I think we have
experienced the same growing pains many
other companies also experienced. It’s not that
easy to secure a steady position within the
market since regular marketing channels aren’t
available in this industry.

Good planning is half the
battle, as Dutch dildo
manufacturer Ylva & Dite can
confirm. The two founders,
Roy and Danny Jacobs, had
done extensive market
research before launching
their company, and it paid off
in a big way. Now, six months
later, Roy and Danny took
the time to answer our
questions about the launch,
their perception of the
market, and the success
of Ylva & Dite.
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Were there some things you learned during this
time that you didn’t expect when you founded
your business?
Roy: We didn’t expect that the world outside
of this industry would be as conservative as it
turned out to be. When starting the business,
we were dropped by our regular business
partners such as the packaging company for our
products. When they heard that we were in this
industry and wanted to sell dildos, the company
decided they didn’t want to do business with.
We thought… ‘that’s strange’. And so, we
learned that apparently not all companies are
as open as we are when it comes to sex and
this industry.
Have you already expanded your product
portfolio? Would you mind giving us an
overview of what you are offering?
Roy: We are currently in the process of
expanding our range with more colours,
and we are busy with all the feedback we’ve
received at eroFame. People told us that they
needed dragon dildos, vibrating dildos, butt
plugs, and other packaging. So, there you go,
we will provide the world with all of the above.
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Handmade Dutch dildos in various colours,
offering the highest quality and presented in
beautiful packaging. Keep watching us in 2020.
Has one of your products proven particularly popular
in the past months?
Danny: Favourites vary depending on the people
who buy them. Some love the drips, some love skin
colours, and some love metallic dildos. We can’t
really say we have a clear number one. However, we
can say that providing various colours appeals to the
customer and they really appreciate this.
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What can you tell us about the feedback you’ve
gotten from your customers and from other players in
the industry?
Danny: Last eroFame was our first opportunity to
really engage with the industry. We loved it and most
of the feedback was very positive.
First, people were surprised that all of a sudden,
there was this Dutch manufacturer of dildos that is
able to provide all colours in all quantities while still
making these toys by hand.
After getting used to this, they provided us with
feedback about the current packaging and our

pricing, and they suggested models they’d like to
see. The feedback was great, and most people told
us we were doing a good job and that they were
genuine surprised.
The erotic market is flooded with products and it is
very difficult to stand out in this ocean of products.
Would you agree with this statement? How do you
manage to stand out?
Danny: We do agree with this statement, this is
something you need to recognise as a company
within this industry. We manage to stand out by
giving people a good company story combined
with great products and great people behind it.
We go for high quality and new ideas, and we are
able to provide retailers and distributors with good
margin products. Our products are available in low
quantities, specific colours, and unique variants.
You were also an exhibitor at eroFame 2019. How
satisfied are you with the results of the show?
Roy: We really enjoyed eroFame. As mentioned
before, we’ve learned a lot by having conversations
with people in the industry and we received a lot
of useful feedback from them. This gave us lots of
confidence for the upcoming years.
Apart from that, we’ve been able to expand our
network, and we had a great time meeting lots of
likeminded people.
Are there any general trends that you have identified
in the erotic market? What will be the most important
developments in the near future?
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Danny: We think that products don’t have to
look realistic anymore, but function and style will
be the future. How effective a product is, the way
it looks and feels, and the price – those things
are going to determine if a customer will buy a
product if they will be happy with their purchase in
the end.
Have you already found distribution partners
who offer your products? Where can retailers
buy Ylva & Dite dildos? Also, are you looking for
more distributors?
Roy: Currently we have various conversations going
with distributors and retailers. In 2020, our focus
will be on these parties and we will make sure that
they will be equipped with the right tools to sell our
product. We are always looking for new retailers and
distributors to work with. They can contact us via
sales@ylva-dite.com
Could you tell us about your plans for 2020? What
can your customers look forward to?
Roy: We will keep on developing new dildo models,
and we will make them available with a bullet for
customers looking for extra thrills. The biggest visual
change in 2020 will concern our packaging. The
products will be complemented by a packaging
design that suits the quality we stand for.
We are almost finished with developming of the
new packaging, and we can truly say that it looks
amazing, absolutely amazing. No company has
this sort of packaging, and this will make
Ylva & Dite stand out.		
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We have taken

everything we can out of 2019

L o o k i n g ba ck a t 2019 with O sca r H eijnen

e x c l u s iv e

Next year will mark a big anniversary for SHOTS as the company turns 25. However, since
we’re not quite there yet, the focus of this interview is still on 2019. EAN and Oscar Heijnen
look back at the past eleven months and what they held in store for Oscar’s company and
for the erotic market in general.

„

What was your personal highlight
in 2019 regarding the market and/or
your company?
Oscar Heijnen: SHOTS is getting
bigger and bigger and this year, I
have been personally involved in
the building and expansion of the
team. Now, at the end of the year,
we see that the people who joined
have really made the foundation of
the company more solid. Together with
our already established workforce, we
have been able to expand and realise the
plans and targets we set for ourselves at the
beginning of the year.
One would expect that my personal highlight
would be sales numbers or profit, but this
year, it was the flourishing of the entire team,
and I am genuinely proud of that. Everyone in
the SHOTS team be it the head office in the
Netherlands, the Los Angeles office or our
sales offices in Nottingham and Montreal, they
all deserve a deep bow from me. What a great
year, what a top team!

Oscar Heijnen
is very happy
with the
achievements
of his company
in 2019
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And what is your impression when you take a
look at our market? Where do we stand at the
end of 2019?
Oscar: The adult industry is growing, we can
see that all around us. New customers are still
coming in and the online business is booming.
However, the worrying thing is the price wars
that our consumers are having to deal with;
large online sellers such as Amazon are responsible for this problem.
As a manufacturer and distributor, it is in our
interest that our customers have decent margins
so they keep selling our products. I think we have
been quite successful in that regard: The largest
percentage of the assortment in European stores,
online and offline, comes from Beneden
Leeuwen. After 25 years of hard work, I think
that’s something we can be really proud of.
In your opinion, which trends have shaped
the market this year? Sex dolls or sex robots?
Inclusion?
Oscar: Well, sex dolls have always been
around, and yes, they are becoming more
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and more realistic. I still freak out occasionally when
the showroom layout gets changed and a realistic
person is staring at me from a showcase. They are
becoming so ‚lifelike‘ and soon, they will start moving
like human beings too, because robotics is the future!
We will be releasing some dolls in the near future that
can change their body temperature, have moving
eyes, neck, and facial features AND... they will be
able to talk. Things are becoming increasingly realistic
and this will be a very interesting development in the
market.
In addition to the dolls, I have also noticed that the niche markets are evolving. When I look at labels such
as Electroshock, Ouch, Pain, and products made of
precious metals, we are clearly seeing growth there.
Do you agree with the statement that the developments within the market in 2019 did not differ much
from what we saw in 2018?
Oscar: Maybe a little. There are obviously new developments every year, even when from the outside
it may seem that not much has changed. It also
depends on what you are referring to. For instance, I
see more and more companies opting for private labelling, and SHOTS is an expert in that area because
we have our own laboratory called PharmQuests.
Here, we try to be as innovative as possible with new
products such as CBD, which has proven to be a
huge success. Another success story is our delay gel
with iBuprofen as an active ingredient, making us the
only company in Europe with a legally proven delay
product.
And I could go on and on as our team is working day
and night on innovative new toys and pharmaceutical
products. We will continue to put more emphasis
on that path in the coming years. I‘ve always been
a strong advocate of innovation, and SHOTS will try
to stay ahead of the market by investing in it, guns
blazing!
Seeing how not much has changed, does this also
mean that we are still faced with the old problems
and difficulties as well?
Oscar: An old problem that may never disappear is
that several existing brands want multiple distribution
partners in Europe, who then manage that market
together. You often see that those partners are
competing with each other, and so they start
price wars.
The prices in the distribution sector are already at their lowest. If you go lower, we would
start selling without profit, and I don‘t see
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that happening any time
soon. Although, sometimes a
new distributor will pop up who will
temporarily do that before fizzling out.
In theory, retailers could make more profit that way,
but only works out in the short-term. The brands that
deal with this issue in the smartest way are the ones
tat take major steps forward.
What is your toy of the year 2019 so far, and why?
Oscar: I don‘t think that there is one individual product that stands out amongst the others. I think that
SHOTS is successful in every way and none of our
products has ever failed. I think that in itself is a huge
success for this year. Our motto is: ‚Do not make
mistakes and make almost everything a success‘.
Let‘s talk a bit more about SHOTS: Are you satisfied
with the developments in and around your company
this year?
Oscar: Absolutely! Of course, we want more as a
team, but again, we have closed this year much more
positively than expected. We have taken everything
we can out of 2019.
There were a lot of changes at SHOTS in 2018. Did
they pay off this year?
Oscar: I don‘t think I can come up with a single
change that has failed or performed below par. We
just continue to grow bigger and stronger but that
can also cause a small problem in itself. In July
2017 for example, we were proud to open our new
warehouse, where we could store almost 2500
pallets. SHOTS was ready for the future and we were
able to design and market plenty of new products,
add new brands, and also establish an assembly
line for our pharmaceutical products. But now, two
years later, the available space suddenly feels much
smaller, and the warehouse is starting to fill up again.
So, what now? Add an extra building? Consider a
move, or maybe rely on extremely good stock management? We will have to think about that over the
Christmas period.
Could you recap what your team and you have put
together this year?
Oscar: There are so many things to mention. We
introduced a whole series of new brands and innovative products in all areas like cosmetics, toys, leather,
and let’s not forget that we started a whole new
lingerie department. The team has grown bigger and
even more professional, which has further streng-
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thened us. We
have travelled all
over the world
to look for new
markets, even
in the far corners
of the planet. The
Asian market was
a challenge, but we
are achieving very good
results there. In Europe, we
have accomplished the highest
growth rates ever, and America and
Canada are also growing fast. Sometimes, it
seems as if we turn everything we touch into
gold, and it happens so regularly that I have
to pinch myself to make sure that I am not
dreaming. Now it is mainly about what we will
achieve in 2020, the year in which SHOTS will
have existed for 25 years, the year in which
there will be no SHOTS Party during the FourDay-Marches Event.

“ E V E RYO N E I N TH E

S H OT S T E A M B E I T TH E
H E A D O F F I C E I N TH E
N E TH E R L A N D S , TH E

LO S A N G E L E S O F F I C E

OR OUR SALES OFFICES
I N N OT T I N G H A M A N D

MONTREAL, THEY ALL

D E S E RV E A D E E P B O W
FROM ME.”
OSCAR HEIJNEN

Shortly before the turn of the year, the obvious
question is: What are your plans for 2020?
Oscar: We will continue on the same footing
as now. We want to grow by 30% in all areas,
just like in previous years. We are going to put
together a sales team at PharmQuests for the
mainstream market, we will start at least one
new company, and we are also going to take
over at least one company. We are very ambitious; it’s in our blood.
And while we’re talking about 2020: What are
your expectations for next year? Will there be
big changes in the market or do will it be more
‚business as usual‘?
Oscar: Business as usual always means big
changes here at SHOTS, but after 25 years,
we still have a long wish list, and in 2020, we
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aim to shorten
that list as much
as possible. This
approach often
works but, at the
same time, the list
just keeps growing.
However, at the
top of this list sits the
biggest wish of all, and
that is to celebrate our 25th
anniversary. Of course, we hope
that we can continue for another 25
years at the same pace, with the same doses of
health and happiness all round.
What is your big wish for the new year - apart
from driving faster than 100 km / h on the
motorways in the Netherlands, obviously?
Oscar: Haha, yes, that is indeed a problem,
because my car simply refuses to drive any
slower than 100 km per hour. Unfortunately,
I am the type of guy who gets at least 1 or
2 speeding fines per month. However, I am
going to promise to stay under five fines per
month from 2020. The state has earned a little
more from me this year. Let‘s just say speeding
isn’t one of my better qualities.
As for the company and all those who work
under my wing, I wish for a long future of
health and happiness for them, as this is ultimately the most important thing in life.
Privately, I have been with my wife for 30 years,
and we’ve been married for 20 of those years,
so we hope to find the perfect moment to
celebrate, and we hope to stay a happy and
healthy family for many years to come. And
last but by no means least, I wish everyone, be
they associated with SHOTS or not, the very
best for 2020. Have a prosperous, happy, and
healthy New Year!
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The time when consumers

settled for cheap, faulty items is over!
e x c l u s iv e

It is one of the cardinal rules
of any market that a product
needs to live up to its quality
promise. There is no easier
way to lose customers than
selling them faulty items.
However, controlling product
quality from inception to
launch can be extremely
hard when production is an
international affair, with several
supply chains contributing to
the final result. Fortunately,
service providers such as
QIMA offer to take over the
daunting task of supply chain
compliance. If you haven’t
heard of QIMA yet, the
company was known as
AsiaInspection until last
year and it has 25 offices
worldwide, doing business
in 85 countries, with more
than 2300 employees in total.
In our interview, QIMA Chief
Sales Officer Pierre-Nicolas
Disser, tells us more about
the company and the
challenges of quality
management.

Pierre-Nicolas Disser,
Chief Sales Officer
at QIMA

Q I M A o f f e r s qua lity a nd co mp lia nce so lutio ns – a lso f o r th e ero tic ma rket

„

QIMA is a leading provider of supply chain
compliance solutions. Before we talk more
about what it is you are doing, could you give
us a short introduction to the company?
Pierre-Nicolas Disser: Sure: QIMA is a
leading provider of supply chain compliance
solutions that partners with brands, retailers,
and importers to secure and improve the
quality of their global supply network. We
combine on-the-ground experts in 85 countries
for quality inspections, supplier audits, certification, and lab testing, with a digital platform
that brings accuracy, visibility, and intelligence
for quality and compliance
data.The company
was established in
Hong Kong about
15 years ago
and we now
serve clients in
120 countries
through our
25 offices.
Of course, every
company talks
about having

high quality products and quality control is
an important part of this. But what are the
advantages for a company to entrust these
tasks to a service provider like QIMA?
Pierre-Nicolas Disser: Outsourcing quality
control offers a lot of upsides: First, our clients
usually prefer to keep their in-house focus on
their core expertise in the value chain (usually
design, product development, sourcing) and
leave quality control as an external function.
This allows more flexibility, both in terms of costs
and operations: If you need qualified inspectors
in different and changing geographies, you are
usually better off leveraging the network of a
vendor like QIMA who can offer greater reactivity.
Finally, using third party quality control experts
means you will benefit from best practice and
benchmark from all the industry when it
comes to assessing quality and compliance of
your products.
QIMA is working for a lot of different clients from
many industries, among them also the erotic
industry. Are there aspects that you pay particular
attention to in this industry? Or is your work
largely the same regardless of the industry?
Pierre-Nicolas Disser: Each industry –
and even each product – has their own quality
requirements. So the actual checklist for what
needs to be checked and what defects to
look after can really be quite specific. That is
why we have quality experts in our back-office
who carefully review and prepare inspections,
considering both the client’s requirements and
our own quality guidelines for that specific
product type.
One of QIMA‘s most important tasks is the
on-site inspection of production in the respective factories. Which aspects can be checked?
Pierre-Nicolas Disser: A typical on-site
inspection will consist of three main parts: a
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general check of the product’s high-level
characteristics (quantity, colour, packaging…),
a list of specific tests to be performed on the product
(function tests, fatigue tests…) and a detailed
workmanship assessment where the inspector
samples a good portion of the whole shipment to
look after and count visible defects. Based on these,
we can determine an inspection result which is
communicated in a complete report of 20–30 pages
including pictures of the whole process.
Ethical and environmental standards are becoming
more and more important for consumers. Can your
company help in this regard as well?
Pierre-Nicolas Disser: Indeed, we’ve seen the rise of
consumer concerns on these aspects, which has driven
brands and importers to take action in the past years.
We do offer supplier audit programmes, through which
we assess manufacturing sites by social compliance,
environmental footprint or worker safety and the
structural integrity of the buildings. The aim of such
programmes is to control, spot nonconformities, and
more importantly to help improve the capacity of
suppliers who are often not well educated on
these matters.

QIMA works with labs
all over the world to
conduct tests, for
instance analysing the
chemical composition
of products

Besides inspecting the factories on site, you also offer
to lab test products. What exactly can be tested in
this context and when does such a test make sense?
Pierre-Nicolas Disser: Lab testing is essential to
ensure your product conforms to the safety and
performance standards of your export market. In
most export markets, the customs or consumer
safety agencies actually expect that the importer
ensures the product has gone through required
tests – failure to provide evidence of such due
diligence can have hefty consequences. In the case
of the erotic industry, such tests can for instance
involve acoustic tests for vibrating products, EMC/
FCC tests for electrical items, flammability tests for
fabric, etc.
Is there a lot of demand from the erotic industry?
Have you received more requests recently or is
quality control not yet a big issue in this industry?
Pierre-Nicolas Disser: I believe the erotic industry is
getting more and more structured and professional
when it comes to ensuring safe and compliant
products; we see it in the increasing demand for our
services. Consumers are driving this, by being more
demanding: As the industry becomes more mature,
quality and safe products is what is expected from
erotic brands. The time when consumers settled for
cheap, faulty items is over!
What sets QIMA apart is the ability to manage the
entire control process online. Which settings and
options are available to your customers?
Pierre-Nicolas Disser: Our services are really powered by technology: The idea is to make our clients’
job easier with a platform that lets them manage
their quality control needs in full autonomy, receive
real-time data and benchmark for their product and
supplier quality, manage shipment approval workflows online … but we also know that human support
is often needed, so we offer a 24/7 chat to guide and
help them with their quality control requirements.
Could you give us some examples of what it costs to
use QIMA‘s services?
Pierre-Nicolas Disser: Sure. We try to be straightforward and transparent – a shipment inspection in
a factory will cost for example $309 for one day in
China, all inclusive (no hidden costs on inspector’s
travel or expenses). For supplier audits, the price
goes to $649 per audit day. As for lab testing, it
really depends on each individual product – we offer
a quotation engine on our clients’ online accounts.

Inspections in the
production facilities
are part of QIMA’s
core services
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Quality not quantity!
e x c l u s iv e

Jade Bawa, Sales Executive at Lovehoney, on adding 20 new shades to Fifty Shades of Grey

There can be no doubt that Fifty Shades of Grey has left a lasting mark on the erotic market. This effect has only been cemented by the success of the various Fifty Shades of
Grey collections presented by Lovehoney. Now, they bring us the next batch, consisting
of 20 brand-new Fifty Shades products. Jade Bawa tells us more about these latest
additions in our EAN interview.

„

The big Fifty Shades of Grey hype
seems to have quieted down. Still,
Lovehoney are now adding 20 new
products to the Fifty Shades of Grey
Collection. What was your motivation
to take this step?
Jade Bawa: Over the last 18
months, we had a lot of demand
from customers asking when
something new will be released from
the collection. Despite the last film
being released last year, the collection
still sells very well and many of our
retailers have customers asking
specifically for the brand. The
Greedy Girl was released
nine years ago and is
still one of our best
sellers. With this in
mind, we decided
to take the four
bestselling, hero
brands and develop four
sub-categories, giving both
existing and new customers
something new and exciting.
A lot of time has passed since
you last launched Fifty Shades
of Grey products? Why this
ong break?
Jade: Quality not quantity!
All our collections are well
thought out, and we have
worked hard to develop four

new collections based on our bestsellers, kegel
balls, remote toys, rabbit and kits, to ensure we
only launch excellent products to market.
Is the goal of these new additions to keep the
Fifty Shades brand fresh in people’s minds?
Jade: The ‘Fifty Shades of Grey effect’ was a
cataclysm in our industry and everyone has
been touched by its success. We all remember
the kegel ball shortage of 2012! It is no wonder
our ‘Inner Goddess’ Silver Balls are one of
our bestsellers and that we have added five
more kegel balls to our new range, including
colour changing ones. By releasing lines based
on bestsellers, we keep the brand fresh and
exciting and make the buying process simpler.
Customers are already aware of the product’s
quality, affordable price point and reliability, so
don’t feel the need to shop around.
There can be no doubt that Fifty Shades is a
name and a brand that consumers know, but
who is the target audience you are aiming for
with these 20 new products? Are you focusing
on existing Fifty Shades fans, or do you want to
bring new customers into the fold?
Jade: Through basing our new products on
the pre-existing bestsellers, we’re able to target
not just lovers of the brand who look forward
to seeing any developments from Fifty Shades
of Grey, but also new customers who now
have even more products to choose from. By
covering all price points and categories, from
clitoral stimulation to couples kits, we’re able to
target a huge pool of customers.
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What kind of products are you adding to the
collection? Which product categories do
they cover?
Jade: The Greedy Girl collection offers sublime
clitoral satisfaction, whilst the Inner Goddess
delivers discreet internal stimulation through a
variety of sleek Kegel toys. Relentless Vibrations

B A W A

What are the unique selling points of your
new products?
Jade: The new collection features clean, modern
packaging with a splash of colour wave that existing
customers will recognise from previous collections.
For those looking to give their special someone a
sexy gift this Christmas or Valentine’s Day, the Fifty

“THE ‘FIFTY SHADES OF GREY
EFFECT’ WAS A CATACLYSM
IN OUR INDUSTRY AND
EVERYONE HAS BEEN

TOUCHED BY ITS SUCCESS.”
Jade Bawa

takes couples’ play to a new level with a range of
remote-controlled toys and Pleasure Overload is
a collection of luxurious kits providing couples
with everything they desire to create their
own playroom.
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Shades of Grey Kits are perfect. Customers can
remove the sleeve and share without the recipient
being able to see all the products as they’re hidden
behind individual windows. This adds to the element
of fun and surprise.

I N T E R V I E W

“BY COVERING ALL PRICE POINTS AND

CATEGORIES, FROM CLITORAL STIMULATION
TO COUPLES KITS, WE’RE ABLE TO TARGET
A HUGE POOL OF CUSTOMERS.”
Jade Bawa

Do these products fit in with the branding of the
collection so far, or have you tweaked the formula?
Also, is there a connection to the novels?
Jade: All of the new products added to the Fifty
Shades of Grey collection are just that, brand
new! Whilst they continue to reflect the collection’s
branding, premium and non-intimidating, they also
offer customers all new products to explore and
get to know.
Do you also provide POS materials to accompany
the launch?
Jade: We are offering new colourway cube
designs and header graphic for those wanting an
extra special dedicated area in store we also offer
bespoke solutions. Please speak to your distributor
or contact the team on enquiries@lovehoney.co.uk
for more information.
Are there plans for more Fifty Shades of Grey
products in the future?
Jade: The 10-year anniversary is coming up in
2021, so watch this space!
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A solution to after sex clean-up

had been on my mind for years
e x c l u s iv e

Fr a n c e s Ta ng o n co me&go ne

Why didn’t anybody come up with this earlier? Every now and then, this question
crosses our mind when we see a product that provides a simple, logical solution to
everyday problems. come&gone is bound to get the same reaction, after all this
product is made to help women with an age-old problem: after-sex clean up.
Frances Tang invented, developed, and launched come&gone, and she
tells us more about her promising new product in in our EAN interview.

„

Frances Tang,
founder and
CEO of
come&gone

Can you tell us
something about you
before we talk about
your product?
Frances Tang: I‘ve
had many jobs some of which
include being
a professional Tahitian
dancer,
baker, and
wedding
planner!
How did
you get
the idea for
come&gone?
Frances: come&gone
was born out of a
personal problem. A really,
really personal problem –
after-sex clean up. I was so
tired of tactically rolling off
the bed, sprinting to the
bathroom, hovering over the
toilet and using gobs of toilet
paper to clean up the aftermath.
Every single time I was stuck in
the bathroom wiping up what
felt like an endless amount of
aftermath, I would wonder to
myself, why hasn’t anyone

come up with a solution for this?! I can’t be
the only one to dread the post-sex clean up
ritual?! What bothered me the most was that
I couldn’t clean up internally - I wasn’t a fan
of all the dripping, ruined underwear, and
the smell. I tried wipes, towels, t-shirts,
showering, and lots of googling for a
solution. When I couldn’t find anything,
I decided to create one myself.
How exactly does come&gone work?
Frances: 1. Open the packet. 2. Carefully
insert into the vaginal canal and swirl.
3. Use the handle to remove. 4. Use another
sponge if there’s extra and repeat steps
1-3. The full, official directions (with
some illustrations!) can be found on
https://getcomeandgone.com/pages/how-to.
come&gone is a rather simple product with
a great effect, which is a solution for an
everyday problem. Why did it take so long
for someone to come up with the idea?
Frances: Sometimes the simple solutions
are the hardest to create!
Why is this everyday problem still such a
taboo and how can come&gone contribute
to removing this stigma?
Frances: The general stigma around sex
is slowly changing, but still exists. The
conversation addressing the messy, sticky,
unspoken clean-up after-sex part, carries
even more stigma. My hope is that
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come&gone opens up the conversation in an
approachable, relatable manner, and begins to
normalise the idea of sex, clean up, and all things
awkward!
How long did it take to develop come&gone?
What challenges did you have to overcome to
realise your product idea?
Frances: A solution to after sex clean-up had
been on my mind for years. After a series of
start-up stints, one day I slowly voiced my
idea for come&gone to a few friends. The
enthusiasm and response were overwhelmingly
positive and relatable. This gave me the
confidence to move forward and explore the
possibility of a solution. I then completed a
start-up accelerator and come&gone officially
came to life. All of this took about a year and there
were (and still are) many challenges. Figuring out
how to do market research on the idea and
validate the need were two very big ones. I had
to take a leap of faith and have the physical
product in hand because it was very hard to
communicate the solution - people’s imagination
took them everywhere from thinking it was a wipe
to wondering if it was a suction machine. Another
big hurdle was figuring out how to talk about the
product. I realised that if I started the conversation first and told them about my own personal
problem, people felt much more comfortable.

What kind of materials are used in come&gone?
Frances: come&gone is composed of a sterile,
medical grade sponge with a handle. This is the
same material as non-latex condoms and the
contraceptive sponge.
What about the possibility of making come&gone
from biodegradable materials?
Frances: Safety and hygiene was our top priority
when creating the first version of the product, but
we are working to create a biodegradable version!
How much does come&gone cost the consumer?
Frances: Currently they are sold in packs of
10 for $10, 20 for $18, and we are just about to
announce our multi-packs (so our customers can
share the love!).

“ MY HOPE IS THAT C OME &GONE OPE NS U P

THE C ONV E RSATION IN AN APPROAC HA B LE ,
RE L ATABL E MANNE R, AND BE GINS TO

NORMAL ISE THE IDE A OF SE X, C L E AN U P,
AND AL L THINGS AW KWARD!”
F R A N C E S TA N G

The target group of come&gone is big and clearly
defined, but how do you want to bring your
product to the masses?
Frances: We have gotten some great press
coverage so far, and I’m happy about how the
product is being positioned. We want to normalise
the conversation and ultimately go retail, situated
in the feminine hygiene aisle!
How has the feedback turned out so far?
Frances: The feedback has been better than
I could have hoped for! Our customers are
openly talking and sharing, as well as leaving
us wonderful reviews.
What distribution channels have you used to
market come&gone so far?
Frances: We are currently online, direct to consumer.
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Vibrating egg with clitoral stimulation
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Can you imagine working with distributors in
Europe to supply the local market with
your products?
Frances: This is on our radar! We do offer
shipping to Europe right now and plan to expand
soon!
What will the future look like for come&gone?
What are your plans for the coming months
and years? Do you already have ideas for
other products?
Frances: We plan to continue iterating and
expanding the product line! Stay updated by
following us on Facebook, Twitter, IG, or by
joining our email list.
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“ SOME TIME S THE

SIMPL E SOL UTIONS
ARE THE HARDE ST
TO C RE ATE !”
F R A N C E S TA N G
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We never lose sight of

the fact that sexy is always in

J e f f B a k e r t a kes us beh ind th e scenes o f Ma gic Silk a nd Ma le Po wer

e x c l u s iv e

As the name suggests, Magic Silk is a brand born of the lingerie and silk fashion market.
However, the collection has come to embrace a much larger selection of fabrics and products since its inception. In combination with twin brand Male Power, the company now has
something for pretty much every taste. In our interview with Jeff Baker, CEO and son of the
original founder of Male Power, we look back at the history of the company and pinpoint
what makes these products special in today’s lingerie market.

„

With over twenty-five years on the
market, Magic Silk is one of the most
seasoned companies in the lingerie market.
Before we go into what the company has
to offer today, could you tell us about
the origins?
Jeff Baker: Magic Silk was formed at the
end of 1992, after I had spent 10 years
working in my family business, Male Power,
which was started by my father, Sam Baker,
in 1975. It was Male Power that paved the
way for Magic Silk.
In the early days of Magic Silk, I was reselling
silk boxer shorts and quickly branched out
into men’s thongs and briefs and kimonos.
From there, we expanded to women’s silk
lingerie. Everything began in the basement
of my home. We moved into our first
commercial building in 1994.

Jeff Baker, CEO
of Male Power
and Magic Silk
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How have the company and the market
changed since then?
Jeff Baker: In the early years, we offered purely
silk lingerie and loungewear. If it was not made
of 100% silk, we did not sell it. In the 90s, there
were many small lingerie boutiques scattered
throughout the United States. Most of these
stores did not carry any selection of adult
products or extremely limited adult-related
products. They were mostly traditional and
boutique-style lingerie stores selling a broad
range of lingerie and our silk lingerie fit in nicely.
As the adult segment of the market started
to open up, these stores were transitioning
from strictly hard goods to include soft goods.
We recognised the market was shifting and
demanding sexier product. Silk still had its
place, but it was starting to shrink back.
We began the process of evolving from our
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“ I T ’ S I M P O R TA N T TO FO L LO W
I N D U S T RY T R E N D S A N D
A N TI C I PAT E OTH E R S . ”
JEFF BAKER

The Lust collection caters to fetish lovers
and is distributed by sister company
Comme-Ci Comme-ca

traditional silk line to more risqué fabrics and body
styles. Exposed lingerie by Magic Silk filled the void.
The adult stores were requiring packaging for all
lingerie whereas in the past, most lingerie was sold
on hangers. This packaging trend has become strong
ever since. In recent years, there has been a trend to
shift a little more back to hanging for a more upscale
merchandised look, but box lingerie is still dominant.
The adult chain stores soon became the best
outlet for our sexy lingerie. As the adult market was
shifting’s towards lingerie, the small lingerie boutiques
needed to innovate and start offering adult product in
order to keep their businesses profitable. Those that
didn’t follow this trend did not survive.
Which philosophies or guidelines are at the heart of
Magic Silk and how do they shape the company and
its products?
Jeff Baker: The keyword in the company is
collaboration. It’s all about empowering the team to
work harmoniously to conquer the challenges that
exist day-to-day. We remind ourselves that we are
and want to be different from the competition. It’s
important that we stand out in an exceptional way.
We service our customers like nobody else. Our
customers’ needs and goals are constantly on our
minds. The relationships we have are very strong and
critical to our success.
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Today, Magic Silk offers a whole range of collections.
Could you give us a brief introduction to your
portfolio?
Jeff Baker: All collections originate with the sourcing
of soft and stretchy unique sexy fabrics. We offer
many varieties of mesh and lace since those fabric
types have always been a mainstay in our industry.
Our Liquid Onyx collection is a wet look fetish type
group that is very popular in our industry. Fishnet and
seamless styles are also strong in our niche market.
Fantasy dress-up plays an important role as well as
our Lust fetish line from our sister company, CommeCi Comme-Ca. Male Power also falls under the
Comme-Ci Comme-Ca umbrella, and it boasts the
largest variety of sexy men’s underwear in the world.
How do you decide which lines of new lingerie to add
to your portfolio?
Jeff Baker: It’s important to follow industry trends
and anticipate others. Our close relationships with
our customers yield valuable feedback and helps
to steer us in the proper direction. Our antenna is
always up looking for new ideas for our next round of
development. We also allocate time for collaboration
sharing the feedback we gather to formulate new
plans for development.
Which design aspects are most important to you
when creating new lingerie?
Jeff Baker: We are always influenced by what’s
trending. We never lose sight of the fact that sexy is
always in. Unique fabrics play an integral role in our
development. We also embrace versatile styles that
can be worn in different ways.
The Male Power brand, which was merged with
Magic Silk in 2000, has an even longer company
history. What does the brand stand for today?
Jeff Baker: Innovative and cutting-edge design while
maintaining comfort through high-end sexy and soft
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The Perfect Gift

VIVIAN
JO-8005-40-3

AUDREY
JO-8005-80-3

MARILYN
JO-8005-50-3

LIZ
JO-8005-10-3

DIANA
JO-8005-30-3

GRACE
JO-8005-20-3

VICTORIA
JO-8005-55-3

ALL PRODUCTS FEATURE:

• Luxurious, Satin Finish™ Silicone adorned with crystals
• 7 incredible functions of vibration, pulsation and escalation
• Luxury gemstone easy push-button operation
• May be used in or out of the water
• USB rechargeable - charging cord included
• Complete charge in 2 hours
• One-Year Warranty
exclusively from

sales@scala-nl.com - +31 (0)24 202 2390
www.scala-nl.com
© 2019 Calexotics is a registered trademark of California Exotic Novelties, LLC.
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Male Power offers
a large selection
of underwear for
men, including the
Zip It collection

The Exposed brand – which also includes
the Geo Lace collection seen here – is one
of the pillars of Magic Silk

“ W E S E RV I C E O U R C U S TO M E R S
L I K E N O B O DY E L S E . ”
JEFF BAKER

touch fabrics. Male Power is known to have the largest
selection of men’s underwear in the world. We have a
very loyal following as result of our consistency of quality
products.
Apart from the obvious differences in design and
product range, is the men‘s lingerie market very different
from the female lingerie market for you?
Jeff Baker: The men’s and women’s market have a
strong overlap, however Male Power has a very unique
group of accounts, many of which are catering strictly to
a gay clientele.
Where can Magic Silk and Male Power be bought in
Europe? Are you working with distributors here?
Jeff Baker: Our brands/products can be purchased
through Shots distribution out of the Netherlands and
also Dildos assorted in Barcelona. Kevco from the UK
also distributes our brands in Europe along with a few
other smaller distributors.
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Your company is based in Hauppauge, NY. Are
American tastes different from those of Europeans
when it comes to lingerie?
Jeff Baker: There’s a strong overlap with successful
styles in the US and in Europe. However, there are
also differences. Cupless and crotchless styles are
very popular in the US across the board. Such styles
sell well in Europe, however, that is not the main
focus. Wet look is a category that sells all over the
world. There are differences in taste when it comes
to certain fashion colours. The US tends to embrace
more flashy colours that are trending with shorter
lifespans than European accounts do.
What can you tell us about your plans for the future
of Magic Silk and Male Power?
Jeff Baker: We will continue to stick to our
principles and never stray from the philosophical
foundation that has brought us success; strong
customer relations.
Brand recognition is an ongoing pursuit. We will be
keeping our product lines affordable and maintaining
our high-value standards.
More varieties of POP displays will be developed over
the next two years.
We just relaunched a new Male Power site and are
now developing a brand-new custom Magic Silk site
that we expect to launch summer 2020.
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The BioSURE HIV Self Test

is the world’s easiest HIV test
B r i ge tte B a rd, C E O o f B io SU RE , p resents a H IV test yo u ca n do a t h o me

e x c l u s iv e

After peaking in the late 90s,
the number of HIV infections
has fortunately gone down
considerably. That said, there
were still 1.7 million new
infections in 2018. And until a
few years ago, the only way to
find out if you had contracted
the virus was to go to a doctor.
Nowadays, there is a number
of products for self-testing, the
latest addition to this category
being the BioSURE HIV Self
Test from British company
BioSURE. In our EAN interview,
company founder and CEO
Brigette Bard tells us how the
Self Test works, why many
people prefer a test in their
own home to going to the
doctors, and how reliable the
results of self-tests are.

It has an accuracy of more than 99.7% and
needs just a tiny drop of blood.
It gives you your own result, easy to read result
in just 15 minutes – no questions. No labs. No
waiting.
Why is there a market for your product when
every physician can perform a test in their
medical practice?
Brigette Bard: The BioSURE HIV Self Test
enables you to take control of your own health
and test at a time and place that you choose
– at home or work, on your own or with a
friend or family member, in the evening or at
the weekend. It’s entirely up to you. It is simple
and convenient and of course, no questions
are asked. It’s testing on your terms. Think
pregnancy testing, but for HIV.

Founder and CEO of
BioSure, Brigette Bard

„

Before we go into the BioSure HIV Self
Test, could you tell us about the company
behind the test?
Brigette Bard: BioSure is a UK-based diagnostic
company, specialising in sexual health, founded in
2011 by CEO, Brigette Bard. We are passionate
about self-testing and to delivering cost-effective
healthcare that empowers people to take control
and responsibility for their own wellbeing. Our
website: https://hivselftest.co.uk/
How does the Self Test work and how is
it used?
Brigette Bard: The BioSURE HIV Self Test is
the world’s easiest HIV test because it doesn’t
need any mixing or measuring, and you can do
it wherever and whenever you choose.
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Is BioSure as safe and reliable as a test done
by a physician in a lab?
Brigette Bard: Yes, the BioSURE HIV Self Test
is just as safe and reliable as a test done by
a physician in a lab or healthcare professional
in a clinic and some clinics even use the
BioSURE HIV Self Test:
No HIV test is easier – 3 simple steps, no
mixing or measuring required Requires a
fraction of a drop of blood – just 2.5 microlitres,
that’s 8-20 times less than other HIV tests.
You obtain your own easy to read result in
just 15 minutes. No questions. No labs. No
waiting. Our test is at least 99.7% accurate:
It has a proven clinical sensitivity (if a person
has HIV, how often the test will be positive) of
99.7%It has a proven clinical specificity (if a
person doesn’t have HIV, how often the test
will be negative) of >99.9% Long-term result
stability after testing – greater than 1 hour.
Our test has a true in-built sample control
line which means the one ‘negative’ line can
only appear if enough blood has been applied
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and everything has been done correctly. This is the
only way someone can know they have performed
their test correctly and be confident in their result.
Most professional HIV tests do not have this sample
control so you could say it is even more safe and
reliable Extensive research across 3 continents has
evidenced our kit to be exceptionally usable and
tremendously accurate when performed correctly
BioSure is a U=U partner and our team are genuinely
passionate about supporting the U=U campaign
and the global plan to eradicate HIV/AIDS by 2030
through helping people to find out their HIV status
on their own terms. BioSure has also won several
Industry awards: Winner of Pitch@Palace 10.0
Brigette is a Pitch@Palace mentor to help other
entrepreneurs globally. Brigette has appeared as one
of the five inspirational women in the London Evening
Standard for International Women’s Day – March
2019 Nominated for the Global Social Impact Award
for the London Business Awards with Sadiq Kahn,
the Mayor of London BioSure was listed in the 2019
Maserati 100 (in association with The Sunday Times).
Prince Harry is committed to ending HIV and AIDS
and we were fortunate enough to be involved with
him on World AIDS Day in 2017 where he handed out
free BioSURE HIV Self Tests.

“ TH E B I OSURE H IV S ELF T EST

EN A B L ES YOU TO TAKE CON T ROL

OF YOUR OWN H EA LTH A N D T EST
AT A TI ME A N D P LA CE TH AT YOU

Is your product approved and available everywhere
in Europe?
Brigette Bard: Yes, as the BioSURE HIV Self Test
is CE marked it is approved across Europe and is
available on-line, including Amazon. We have so far
focused our efforts on our key markets of the UK,
South Africa, and now Brazil. Fingers crossed you will
see us on shelf in Europe in 2020.
The BioSURE HIV Self Test is also available to be
purchased online through our BioSURE website.
Do you think that the BioSure Self-Test is a product
that would be suited for sale in the retail environment
of an erotic store?
Brigette Bard: Absolutely, yes. It is a convenient
place for people to be able to easily buy and knowing
your status is absolutely vital – plus customers are
already likely to be thinking about sex! Being in
control of your sexual health helps people make
informed choices that are right for them and most
people are pretty happy to take responsibility as
they are as concerned for their partners wellbeing as
much as their own.
How much does a test cost? Who could retailers
contact if they would like to sell your tests in
their shops?
Brigette Bard: The test retails at £33.95 at leading
pharmacies in the UK, the minimum RRP is £29.95.
Please contact Jaime Perkins for further information.
jperkins@biosure.co.uk
Are there also tests for other STDs on the market
and are you planning on creating tests for them
yourselves as well?
Brigette Bard: Yes, we are… watch this space.

CH OOS E – AT H OME OR WORK, O N
YOUR OWN OR WITH A F RIEN D OR

FA MI LY MEMBER, IN TH E EVEN ING
OR AT THE WEEKEN D. ”
BRIGETTE BARD
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Business + Pleasure

Take your success to the next level. Be part of XBIZ Retreat, the adult retail industry’s
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We’re just scratching the

surface of sexual experimentation

e x c l u s iv e

F u n k i t To y s th inks th e f uture o f p lea sure lies in custo miz a ble, a f f o rda ble dild os for all

Not many sex toy CEOs have the guts to call themselves a ‚Fucksmith,‘ but with a name like Fuckit
Toys (aka Funkit for practical purposes), pretty much anything goes at this one-man brand.
Kenton Johnston created his modular pleasure products brand by accident. After becoming
dissatisfied with wood crafting, some innocent silicone experimentation lead Johnston down
a never-ending rabbit hole that landed Funkit Toys in the hands of many a dildo enthusiast
and several sex-positive retailers. Johnston thinks it‘s time the industry ditched the
his-and-hers sex toy labels in favor of gender-neutral pleasure. He‘s also a big believer
Kenton Johnston,
founder and CEO
in the future of plastics, eschewing TPR in favor of silicone and heavily endorsing the
of Funkit Toys
discovery of an even better, more durable and versatile material that Johnston says
hasn‘t been invented yet.
Can the market support the big changes coming for the pleasure products space?
Johnston is too busy crafting dildos to take down such data, but there‘s a lot to be
learned from his boutique brand‘s indie success. Kenton Johnston chatted with EAN
on the surprisingly myriad possibilites that lie within a company who can appreciate the
special task of, to quote Johnston, ‚making safe dildos for people with no money.‘

„

Did you have a big, defining moment that
prompted you to start making silicone toys and
eventually found Funkit Toys?
Kenton Johnston: There wasn’t one. I always
describe my rise into this ridiculous profession
as being less like a conscious business
decision and more like falling down some
stairs. I stumbled into making paddles when
a partner wanted one and it took too long to
ship, stumbled into experimenting with silicone
when wood wasn’t holding my interest, and
stumbled into having an LLC for it all. There
was never a point where I planned this out, it’s
been a lot of tripping and falling deeper into
the dildo pit. But it seems to have worked out
so far. I’m pretty lucky in that my skill set fits
perfectly into this work.
It’s also like falling down some stairs in that
there have been a lot of difficult and painful
bumps along the way. Making things is hard,
and so is running a company. It’s been worth
it, though.
By the way, as to the name Funkit - wasn’t the
company originally called Fuckit Toys? Is there
a funny story behind this name change?

Kenton Johnston: It’s always been both! The
logo is Funkit Toys, but with the ‚n‘ turned
sideways to look like a c. I’ve always called
it Funkit, though. The ambiguity is fun, and
the Virginia State Corporation Commission
is none the wiser. The Department of Motor
Vehicles wouldn’t give me the FUNKIT license
plate though. They’re wise to my dildo
schemes, it seems.
Overall, how would you describe your silicone
dildos, and what types or genres of sex toys do
you make?
Kenton Johnston: I make modular
sexperiments. My toys stick together at the
base to form new, fun ways to play. I have
dildos, plugs, impact toys, strap on accessories,
a gag, all sorts of things, and several of them
fall into more than one of those categories. The
other thing that makes them unique is my use
of color. I primarily work in clear silicone with
swirls, ribbons, or helixes of color, as opposed
to stripes of opaque silicone or solid colors. It’s
a love letter to glass, really, but it makes my toys
entirely unique in the silicone world. It took a lot
of practice, failing, and flailing to get right.
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RED REVOLUTION
Modern and young, sometimes
striking by shape and design, with
advanced and often special
functionality. That is the Red
Revolution Collection of Dream Toys,
which we just added to our
assortment, offering love toys that
young experimenting lovers will
love, real eye catchers in a bright red
colour, with metal coloured accents.
Available now in the Red Revolution range: the Iris vibrator with its
flickering tongue, the Hera vibrator
for triple stimulation, the Aphrodite
panty stimulator with lipstick
shaped controller , the stimulator
Hebe and the Artemis vibrator.

RED REVOLUTION
+31 (0) 115 566 322
3

info@tongabv.com
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What kind of toys are your wholesale and retail
customers clamouring for? What do you think these
trends say about today‘s market?
Kenton Johnston: Hahaha, I don’t have time to keep
track of this kind of data, let alone analyze it. I’m just
a Fucksmith, I don’t know anything about market
research. They want dildos, I make dildos. I let people
order toys in custom colors if I don’t have the model
or color they’re looking for in stock. The NoFrillDos
sell really well though, and I get a lot of requests for
smaller toys. This mostly says that the consumer
market is broke as heck, but that’s why I made the
NoFrillDos. People in their 20’s and 30’s don’t have
money, so I make safe dildos for people who don’t
have money.

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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Name a few stand-out products that you’re
particularly excited to promote right now.
Kenton Johnston: Speaking of excellent segues, I’ll
be releasing a smaller line of NoFrillDos later this year.
The NoFrillDos are simple, body safe silicone dildos
made to be affordable. $24 USD for a medium-sized
toy, around 15-16cm insertable length and 3cm wide.
Safe toys being affordable to everyone is important
to me. The small ones will be closer to 12x2cm, and
cost in the $15-18 range.
What are your views on the current state and future
direction of the pleasure products industry? Where
are we headed as far as types of products, marketing
messages, and our consumer audiences?
Kenton Johnston: Well, there’s a lot of sexist,
gendered, and even ridiculously racist marketing
out there. There’s a lot of unsafe materials, a lot of
misinformation, and a lot of flat-out lying about what’s
in a product. That stuff is on its way out. I don’t see
most of it lasting the decade, people are learning to be
better and demand better. Consumers are becoming
much better informed. The sort of big companies that
do the worst of it are just going to have to change or
die. Maybe that’s a pipe dream, haha.
Hopefully TPR will be phased out entirely eventually,
especially PVC jelly rubbers. I’d like to see less
gendered marketing, more and more specialized
and interesting toys, better materials, better motors.
Less ‚Men’s man toy for men‘, more things for fun
ways to play with specific parts, for sure. We’re just
scratching the surface of sexual experimentation, I
think. I’m betting we’ll have strap-ons you can feel if
we don’t wipe ourselves off the planet first.
Hopefully there will be new soft materials eventually
too. Silicone is great, it’s body inert and hydrophobic,
but it tears easily and can absorb silicone and
oil-based lube. I’m hoping another carbon-based
polymer gets synthesized with silicon in place of the
carbon to make another stable, flexible elastomer,
because it seems like we’ve barely explored the
possibilities there. Silicon can be substituted for
carbon in many compounds, which changes the
properties of the compound as a result. The bond
between silicon and oxygen is much stronger, and
the bond angle between the atoms is wider, which
makes for more stable and flexible materials. I’d
love to see what other carbon-oxygen bond plastics
would look like with silicon instead.
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Donald Trump has been popping up every now and then in our Monthly Mayhems for a
while, but now having him actually pop up at eroFame, that’s taking it to a whole new
level. Of course, we are talking about the funny life-sized Donald Trump cardboard cutouts that French company Gangbangsters had brought to Hanover – and which probably
became the most popular photo motif of the show. As Vincent Renou, Sales Manager
at Gangbangster, tells us, customers and business partners are still sending pictures of
them posing with the cardboard Trump. Apart from the current President of the United
States, Pipedream’s Steve Sav also plays a prominent role in this edition of Monthly
Mayhem.

„

How did the visitors of eroFame react to your
very special Donald Trump?
Vincent Renou: It was crazy!!! And the ‚# Make
your ass great again‘ was a success, a lot of
people took it with humour and that was our
goal. We‘ve got customers and exhibitors who
continue to send us pictures of themselves with
the red cap. Gangbangster.com is everywhere
and it will be hard to do better next year.

Together with Benoit, our General Manager,
we had weeks full of crazy ideas, and it was an
enormous step for our company. To manage all
the marketing of our French manufactory was
very exciting and an amazing opportunity.

What was your childhood ambition?
Vincent Renou: To be a rock star and that
ambition still lives.

How do you envision the future of the sex toy
industry?
Vincent Renou: Healthier, with safe products.
Ecological, without plastic, and short tracking.
More couples sex toys and less sex toys for just
one person.

How did you get into the sex toy industry?
Vincent Renou: For us, it is better to say
Hardcore Toys industry. I was looking for a job
and found a job offer on ‚Le bon coin‘, a famous
job exchange website in France, I looked at it
and thought ‚Oh my God, this is a crazy job but
it is the perfect job‘. When my boss hired me, I
couldn‘t stop telling him ‚best job ever‘.
If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be
doing now?
Vincent Renou: I can’t even imagine doing
another job now, but I guess I would sell things
for people who need things.
What was the biggest step in your career?
Vincent Renou: To create the brand
Gangbangster and all the collections we release.
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Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Vincent Renou: Doing Steven Sav’s job, I‘m a
huge Pipedream fan.

What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Vincent Renou: Coffee / answering mails
/ studying and reading the industry news /
chatting with customers / catching a plane in the
afternoon to visit them in another country.
How do you relax after work?
Vincent Renou: Having a beer and reading the
local newspaper in a small pub.
Who would you consider your role model
and why?
Vincent Renou: The French satirical
caricaturist and journalist Charb (Stéphane
Charbonnier) cecause he was always
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Vincent Renou
Questions & Answers

defending the freedom of speech with a provocative
sense of humour - in a 2012 interview, Charb was
quoted as saying ‚It might sound a bit pompous, but
I‘d prefer to die on my feet than to live on my knees‘

With whom would you like to go to the cinema and
what film would you watch?
Vincent Renou: Maryssa Rachel, a French writer, to
watch ‚Dumb and Dumber‘.

Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Vincent Renou: Benoit and Florian, the General
Managers of our company, they are humble and
discreet. They would never ask for a medal, so I
definitely award them… and Steven Sav of course!

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Vincent Renou: One month?!? This is too much,
but certainly I would go back to South and Central
America, from Ushuaia to Tijuana.

Which personal success are you proud of?
Vincent Renou: Winning the XBIZ Europe Award
‚New pleasure products company of the year‘!
What do you particularly like about yourself?
Vincent Renou: My voice! I love to sing.
Which vice could you never forgive?
Vincent Renou: Egoism and egocentrism (says the
guy who’s answering questions about himself).
What song do you sing in the shower?
Vincent Renou: ‚Recitar!...Vesti la giubba‘ from the
opera Pagliacci.
Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Vincent Renou: Donald Trump.

“STOP WASTING TIME

READING MY INTERVIEW!!!
GO TO WORK!“
VINCENT RENOU
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Which three things would you take with you to a
deserted island?
Vincent Renou: 1 gun, 1 bullet, and 1 cow.
If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, who
would it be?
Vincent Renou: Guess who?
Is there anything you would never do again?
Vincent Renou: Having kids.
Do you have some good advice you want to share with
our readers?
Vincent Renou: Stop wasting time reading my
interview!!! Go to work!
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DELAY
CREAM & SPRAY
Absolut hervorragende Verzögerungscreme/Spray für IHN!
Vorbeugend und effektiv gegen vorzeitigen Samenerguss.
Die spezielle und hohe Konzentration der kühlenden und
unterdrückenden, natürlichen Extrakte gibt Ihm ein ganz
neues Gefühl und stärkt zugleich die Erektion.
Wird nur an der Eichel verwendet.
Absolutely excellent delay cream/spray for HIM! Prevents
and is effective against premature ejaculation. The unique
and high concentration of cooling and suppressing natural
extracts gives an entirely new feeling and at the same time
strengthens the erection. To be used only on the glans.
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Wasserbasierendes Gleitgel, besonders hautfreundlich, auch zur Benutzung mit Kondomen,
Gummi und Latex geeignet. Ein geschmacksund geruchsloses Gleitgel mit sanften
Gleiteigenschaften.
Waterbased lubricant, very skin-friendly, also
suitable for use with condoms, rubber, and
latex. A tasteless and scentless lubricant
with gentle sliding properties.
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